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I

Introduction
The manipulation of matter waves represents a milestone in the history of quantum mechanics. The first experimental validation of
matter wave behavior occurred with the observation of diffraction of
matter by crystals [1], and then with grating and Young’s double-slit
interference with electrons, neutron, atoms and molecules [2, 3, 4, 5].
More recently matter wave manipulation has become a building block
for quantum devices such as quantum sensors [6] and it plays an essential role in many proposals for implementing quantum computers
[7, 8].
In this manuscript we present the coherent control of matter waves
of ultra-cold 88 Sr atoms confined in optical lattice potentials. The
control of quantum transport is achieved by resonantly driving an accelerated optical lattice. By setting a phase [9] or an amplitude [10]
modulation of the lattice potential we induce a resonant tunneling
between Wannier-Stark states which are located on different lattice
sites. This tunneling gives rise to coherent delocalization when the
modulation frequency matches the energy separation between adjacent sites, namely the Bloch frequency, which in our system is equal
to about 574 Hz. Exploiting the specific insensitivity to stray magnetic fields and the almost vanishing cross section of 88 Sr, we apply
this mechanism to engineer macroscopic matter waves which broaden
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over the millimeter scale while preserving their coherence [11]. These
results prove that coherent control of quantum transport in optical
lattices is today possible, and it might be used in future to realize
quantum information processing and direct quantum simulations.
On the other hand, we employ the same transport mechanism as
a tool to measure forces with high spatial resolution and sensitivity.
We demonstrate an ultimate sensitivity of ∆g/g = 5 × 10−7 , which
can be employed to investigate position-dependent forces with strong
gradients such as Casimir-Polder interaction [12] and to search for
hypothetical short-range non-Newtonian gravity [13, 14].
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents the
physics of ultra-cold atoms in an optical lattice potential. In particular, the quantum transport in the presence of an external acceleration
is considered in detail, by providing different interpretations of the
phenomenon of Bloch oscillations. Chapter 2 presents the physics of
driven optical lattice, providing the theoretical framework to describe
the mechanism of phase and amplitude modulation in full quantum
mechanical detail. Chapter 3 presents the experimental work about
the coherent control of the resonant transport of ultra-cold 88 Sr atoms
in an optical lattice.

Chapter

1

Atoms in optical lattices
In this chapter we shall introduce the physics of the atoms in the
optical lattices. A special attention will be devoted to the situation
of accelerated optical lattices and to the equivalent situation when an
external linear potential is applied. The interested reader is referred
to the well-written reviews about cold atoms in optical lattices [15, 16,
17, 18], and to the thorough review about the physics of accelerated
lattice potentials [19].
Atoms in optical lattices are extremely rich systems which are able
to physically reproduce the situation of an ensemble of particles which
experience a periodic potential along the direction of the lattice:
U (z) = −

 2π 
U0
cos
z
2
d

(1.1)

where d is the lattice constant which is usually of the order of an
optical wavelength, and U0 is the depth of the lattice potential.
These periodic potentials present many aspects which are characteristic of the periodic systems which have been thoroughly studied
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in the past years in the physics of the solid state [20, 21]. The most
distinctive property which characterizes the atoms in optical lattices
is the fact that these systems are immune from common sources of
decoherence which are present in the solid state physics, such as impurities, lattice dislocations, electron-electron scattering and phonons.
In addition, the interactions between electrons in the solid state induce strong correlations in these systems, thus resulting in a physics
very rich though, at the same time, also extremely complex. On the
contrary, in the case of neutral atoms the interactions are typically
much weaker because they are mainly originated by the van der Waals
interaction potential ∝ 1/r6 .

1.1

Weakly interacting particles

The interactions can be quantified in terms of the scattering cross section σ (see e.g. [22, §123]), which, in turns, determines the scattering
rate γ of the single atom according to:
r
γ = σ n hvrel i = n σ

16 KB T
πm

(1.2)

where vrel expresses the relative velocity of two colliding atoms, n is
local atomic density, T is the temperature, and the average operation has to be considered on a classical thermal Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. We employed here the classical statistics, because our
experiment with 88 Sr is performed in the condition of low phasespace density. In fact, in such condition the Bose statistics can be
replaced by the classical one. The typical atomic spatial densities
in our setup are n = 1011 cm−3 , and the average occupation of the
phase-space cells is much lower than one, being namely nλ3dB ≈ 10−3
where λdB is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. Higher phase-space
density with 88 Sr can be achieved with sympathetic cooling in an

1.1 Weakly interacting particles
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atomic mixture [23]. At the present, the Bose-Einstein condensation, thus the degeneracy of the phase-space density nλ3dB ≈ 1, has
been recently achieved for strontium atoms only for the isotope 84 Sr
[24, 25].
In the regime of ultra-cold temperature T = 1 µK, which is the
typical temperature range of our experiment, the cross section can
be expressed using the s-wave approximation according to which the
higher scattering waves do not contribute1 . Thus, in the case of boson
particles, such as 88 Sr, we have that:
σ = 8π a2

(1.3)

where a is the s-wave scattering wavelength. Typical values of the
atomic scattering length a are around 102 a0 where a0 = 0.53×10−9 m
is the Bohr radius. To illustrate by an example, 87 Rb has a scattering
wavelength for collisions in the triplet spin state a = (106 ± 4) a0
[27, 28], and using the expression in (1.2) we obtain a scattering rate
γ ≈ 2 s−1 for n = 1011 cm−3 and T = 1 µK. This is connected to a
relaxation time ≈ 1/γ several orders of magnitude longer than the
usual relaxation times in the solid state ≈ 10−12 s. Furthermore, our
specific isotope 88 Sr is a very “fortunate” case where the scattering
length for collisions in the ground state is even much weaker, namely
only a = −1.4 a0 [29]. This produces a cross section σ which is almost
4 orders of magnitude weaker than the one of 87 Rb atoms. The
scattering rate γ is then correspondingly reduced, and the relaxation
time increased.
The peculiar property of such a small cross section is especially
relevant to the work presented in this dissertation. In fact, it will be
shown that employing 88 Sr atoms we are able to achieve extremely
1 In fact, in the relative reference frame the centrifugal barrier at higher angular
momentum does not allow the two atoms to come in proximity to “feel” the
interaction potential [26].
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long coherence times on the scale of several seconds [30, 11], while
other setups which employ cesium atoms [31] or rubidium atoms [32]
are limited to coherence times of the order of several milliseconds.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the recent advances in the field of
cold atoms have allowed to “artificially” extend the coherence times
by means of a resonant mechanism known as Feshbach resonance. In
fact, by this mechanism it is possible to largely suppress the collisions,
and therefore achieving remarkably longer coherence times up to several seconds [33, 34]. The reverse of the medal is that these setups
require the use of an external magnetic field, usually of a few hundreds of gauss, which has to be controlled with very high accuracy. In
this respect, the choice of our isotope 88 Sr can be considered advantageous since the “natural” absence of collisions in our case avoids the
ulterior complexity of controlling an external magnetic field. Furthermore, the use of external magnetic fields is certainly disadvantageous
in applications of precision metrology, such as the realization of a
quantum force sensor.

1.2

Atom-laser interaction

We shall review here the essential theoretical framework to quantitatively describe the interaction between the atoms and a coherent
laser light. The reader is referred to [35] for a more comprehensive
discussion on this topic.
We will use the Jaynes-Cummings model [36], according to which
the internal structure of the atom will be represented by to a two
level system gi and ei which are separated by an energy ~ω0 , and
the laser radiation will be represented by the coherent field:
EL (r, t) = EL cos ωL t + φ(r)



(1.4)

1.2 Atom-laser interaction
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where EL is the amplitude and polarization of the electric field, ωL
the laser frequency, and φ(r) the phase which depends on the spatial
coordinate r.
The Hamiltonian which governs the evolution of the coupled system can be decomposed in different terms, according to:
H = HA + HR + HI

(1.5)

where HA is Hamiltonian of the single atom, HR is the radiation
Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field which takes into account
all of the possible radiation modes, and HI describes the interaction
between the atom and the radiation. Following this decomposition,
the Hamiltonian of the atom reads:
HA =

P2
1
+ ~ω0 σz
2M
2

(1.6)

where P is the momentum operator acting on the center of mass
coordinate of the atom, M is the atomic mass, {σi } are the Pauli
matrices operating on the states gi and ei. On the other hand, the
radiation field is described by the Hamiltonian:
HR =

X

~ω` a†` a`

(1.7)

`

where the sum ranges over all the modes of the electromagnetic field,
ω` are the frequencies of these modes, and a` and a†` are respectively
the annihilation and creation operators. The Hamiltonian which rules
the interaction between the atom and the radiation is composed of
two terms, one accounting for the interaction with the laser field
EL (R) and the other accounting for the interaction with the electromagnetic quantum vacuum. Only the electric dipole interaction will
be considered, because the magnetic dipole, the electric quadrupole
and the higher multipoles bring a much weaker contribution. The
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interaction Hamiltonian reads:
HI = −D · EL (R, t) − D ·

X
`

|

{z

Atom-laser int.

} |

r
i


~ω`
ik·R
` a` e
+ h.c.
(1.8)
20 L3
{z
}

Atom-vacuum int.

where D is the atomic dipole moment, L3 is the volume used to
quantize the modes of the electromagnetic field, and 0 is the electric
permittivity. The action of the Hamiltonian HI becomes clearer when
it is recast in the form:
HI = −


~Ω(R) + −iωL t−iφ(R)
σ e
+ h.c. +
2
r

X
~ω`
+ ik·R
−
i
(d · ` ) a` σ e
+ h.c.
20 L3

(1.9)

`

where we neglected the non-resonant terms through the rotating wave
approximation2 , and σ ± ≡ (σx ± iσy )/2 accomplish the atomic transitions between gi and ei, d ≡ he D gi is the matrix element of
the atomic dipole moment, and Ω(R) is the Rabi frequency which is
defined as:
Ω(R) ≡ d · EL (r)/~
(1.10)

1.3

The force exerted on the atoms

The problem of calculating the resulting force which results from the
Hamiltonian (1.5) can be enormously simplified by following a semiclassical approach, in which the external degrees of freedom of the
atom are treated using the classical equations of motion while the
quantum degrees of freedom are treated using the quantum descrip2 We will see in Sec. 1.4.2 that this approximation is inaccurate in the presence
of high laser intensity and large detuning.

1.3 The force exerted on the atoms
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tion. This approach corresponds to performing an adiabatic elimination of the fast variables, and therefore it is only valid in the case
where the time scale of the atomic motion is much longer than the
evolution time of the internal states.

1.3.1

Adiabatic approximation

The time necessary to attain the stationary equilibrium of the internal
states is given by the radiative decay time of the excited state ei to
the ground state gi. This time corresponds to the inverse of the
natural linewidth Γ. It can be shown that Γ is directly connected to
the dipole moment d in the form:
Γ=

ω03
d
3π0 ~c3

2

(1.11)

where ω0 the atomic resonant frequency, 0 is the electric permittivity, and c is the speed of light. Therefore, this defines an internal time
given by Tint ≡ Γ−1 . On the other hand, the time scale of the atomic
motion, i.e. the slow degrees of freedom, is defined by considering
the Doppler shift which an atom acquires after several spontaneous
emissions. In fact, an atom absorbs and then spontaneously emits
a photon on average every Γ−1 , and in each event it acquires a momentum ~kL ≡ ~c/ωL . Because of the transferred momentum, the
laser frequency ωL which is seen by the atom is shifted by an amount
2
~kL
/M each event, which becomes equal to the natural linewidth Γ
2
after a time Text ≡ M/~kL
. The adiabatic approximation is possible
when Tint  Text , which can be expressed as:
2
~2 k L
 ~Γ
2M

(1.12)
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Optical Bloch equations

The evolution of the internal atomic can be computed using the formalism of the density matrix ρ:
ρee
ρge

ρ=

ρeg
ρgg

!
(1.13)

by solving the equation i~ρ̇ = [H, ρ]. We omit here the details of this
calculation, which produces the well-known optical Bloch equations.
The interested reader can find a detailed derivation in [37], while
for our purpose we report only the steady-state solution. With the
following definition of three real variables3 :


1

−iωL t−iφ(R)
iωL t+iφ(R)

u(t)
≡
ρ
e
+
ρ
e
ge
eg


2





1
(1.14)
ρge e−iωL t−iφ(R) − ρeg eiωL t+iφ(R)
v(t) ≡

2i








 w(t) ≡ 1 ρee − ρgg
2
we have that the steady-state solution is given by:
ust =

δ
s(R)
Ω(R) 1 + s(R)

vst =

Γ
s(R)
2 Ω(R) 1 + s(R)

wst = −

1
1
2 1 + s(R)
(1.15)

where it has been introduced the saturation parameter:
s≡

Ω2 (R)/2
δ 2 + Γ2 /4

(1.16)

which describes how much the transition is saturated. The equation
s = 1 defines a saturation intensity IS = c 0 EL2 (R)/2, which, using
the definition of the Rabi frequency (1.10) and that of the natural
3 These

three quantities are components of the Bloch vector.

1.3 The force exerted on the atoms
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linewidth (1.11), can be expressed as:
IS (δ) ≡

δ 2 + Γ2 /4 ~ω03 Γ
Γ2 /4 12 π c2

(1.17)

This intensity sets the threshold above which the atom saturates its
possibility of scattering photons.

1.3.3

Heisenberg equations

The expression of the force F which is exerted by the radiation on
the atoms is derived from the Heisenberg equations:
dR
1
P
= [R, H] =
dt
i~
M

(1.18)

dP
1
= [P, H] = −∇R HI = F(R)
dt
i~
The Hamiltonian HI in (1.8) which describes the interaction of the
atoms with the radiation is composed of two terms, the coupling
with the laser and the one with the quantum vacuum. It can be
demonstrated that only the coupling with the laser results in a net
force4 . Hence, the expression of the force becomes:
*
F(R) =

+
X

Di ∇R ELi (R, t)

(1.19)

i=x,y,z

where the h. . .i refers to both the statistical average and the average
over the fast oscillations of the laser electric field at ωL . The expression of the force can be enormously simplified by using the adiabatic
4 Although the coupling with the vacuum field does not produce a net force,
this term of the Hamiltonian is very important in the diffusive motion which
characterizes the optical molasses.
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approximation introduced above, according to which:
F(R) =

X

hDi i ∇R ELi (R, t)

(1.20)

i=x,y,z

where hDi i is the average atomic dipole moment which is calculated
with the density matrix ρst representing the steady-state solution
(1.15) of the optical Bloch equation:



st
hDi = d (ρst
eg + ρge ) = d ust cos ωL t + φ(R) − vst sin ωL t + φ(R)
(1.21)
In this way we can adiabatically eliminate the fast degrees of freedom,
and hence the resulting force takes the form:


∇R Ω(R)
F(R) = −~Ω(R) ust
+ vst ∇R φ(R) =
Ω(R)


Γ
s(R)
∇R Ω(R)
δ + ∇R φ(R)
= −~
Ω(R)
2
1 + s(R)

(1.22)

which is composed of two distinct terms.

Dipole force The first term of (1.22) is proportional to ust which is
the component of the dipole moment d in (1.21) which is in phase with
the electric field in (1.4). The interaction EL · D does not exchange
energy between the atom and the electric field, and therefore this
term of the force can be expressed as the gradient of a potential.
This conservative force is commonly known as dipole force or reactive
force.

Radiation pressure On the contrary, the second term of (1.22),
which is proportional to the gradient of the phase of the electric
field, depends on vst which is the component of the dipole moment in

1.4 The dipole potential
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(1.21) in quadrature with respect to the electric field in (1.4). Therefore this term of the force exchange energy between the atom and the
electric field in a dissipative way, and it is commonly known as radiation pressure, or scattering force since it originates from absorptionspontaneous emission cycles.
In 1997, Steven Chu, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji, and William D.
Phillips have been awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for experimentally demonstrating that the radiation pressure can be sued to chill
the atoms’ motion in a gas to a speed of a few cm/s [38, 39, 40]. The
interested reader is referred to a few of the many well-written reviews
and research articles on the topic [41, 42, 43, 44].

1.4

The dipole potential

The dipole force in (1.22) is proportional to the gradient of the Rabi
frequency (1.10), i.e. it is proportional to the gradient of the intensity
of the electric field. As it has been anticipated, the dipole force Fd
originates from a conservative potential:

 
∇R Ω(R) s(R)
= −∇R ~δ log 1 + s(R) /2
Ω(R) 1 + s(R)
(1.23)
In the limit of very small saturation s  1, which is the case of very
large detuning δ  Ω, Γ, we can write the dipole potential Ud in a
simplified form:
Fd (R) = −~δ

Ud (R) ≈

~δ
~Ω2 (R)
s(R) =
2
4δ

(1.24)

This potential pushes the atoms towards higher intensity regions
when δ < 0, red detuning and vice versa towards lower intensity
regions when δ > 0, blue detuning. This potential is used in the
experiments with cod atoms to generate tight confinement or steep
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barriers. To this purpose it is most important to make sure that
the dissipative force is negligible so that scattering of photons does
not occur. This, otherwise, produces destroys the phase coherence of
the atomic wave packets leading to decoherence and heating of the
system. The interested reader is referred to the very detailed review
about trapping cold atoms in dipole potentials [45].

1.4.1

Photon scattering

The dissipative force, i.e. the second term in (1.20), physically originates from the absorption of a photon from EL (R) and subsequent
spontaneous emission, as it has been previously explained. The scattering rate γscat can be calculated using the steady-state solution in
(1.15):
1 Γ s(R)
Ud (R) Γ
γscat (R) = Γ ρee =
≈
(1.25)
2 1 + s(R)
~
δ
where we also supposed s  1. This result shows that the scattering
rate is proportional to δ −2 whereas the potential is proportional to
δ −1 . Because of this the dipole traps, which use the dipole potential
to trap and confine the atoms, in the experiments are generally realized at very large detuning (δ ∼ 1014 Hz) and high laser intensity
(a few watts) in order to achieve a moderate trap depth (typically in
the range of several µK when expressed in temperature units) while
suppressing the photon scattering. Because of the large-detuning
condition, the dipole traps are also named as far off-resonance trap
(FORT).

1.4.2

Large detuning

In order to derive the expression of the dipole potential in (1.24)
and of the scattering rate of photons in (1.25), the rotating wave
approximation has been employed to derive the steady-state solution

1.4 The dipole potential
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of the density matrix. This approximation is valid when δ  ω0 , but
it is inaccurate in the case of very large detuning, which is the usual
situation in the experiments. The results need to be corrected in the
following way [45]:
Ud (R)

=

~Ω2 (R)
4

γscat (R)

=

Ud (r)
~





ωL
ω0

1
1
−
ωL − ω0
ωL + ω0
3 



Γ
Γ
−
ωL − ω0
ωL + ω0

(1.26)

(1.27)

Besides the correction to the rotating wave approximation, in the
condition of very large detuning it is also recommended to include all
of the low-lying atomic resonances which contribute to the polarizability of the atom together with the main one at angular frequency
ω0 .

1.4.3

Gaussian beams

So far we have purposely not specified the expression of the electric
field in (1.4), where the only assumption we have done was taking a
coherent and monochromatic light at frequency ωL . Before concluding this section, we shall consider the most typical situation, including
our setup as well, of a laser radiation with a Gaussian intensity profile. The intensity I(R) = c 0 E 2 (R)/2 of a Gaussian beam which is
pointed in the z-direction has the profile (see e.g. [46]):


2
2
2


=
w
1
+
(z/z
)
w(z)

2
R
0
2r
2 P0
.
exp −
and
I(r, z) =

π w(z)2
w(z)2
zR = π w02 λL
(1.28)
where z denotes the propagation direction and r the radial direction,
P0 is the total emitted power, w(z) is the beam waist whose smallest
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value is w0 at the focal point in z = 0, λL ≡ 2π c/ωL is the laser
wavelength, and zR is the Rayleigh length which is defined by the
√
equation w(zR ) = 2 w0 . This length describes how long the beam
propagates without appreciably diverging.
The expression of the dipole potential (1.24) is linearly proportional to the squared Rabi frequency, which can be related to the
intensity Ω2 (R) = 6π c2 Γ I(R)/(ω03 ~2 ), so that :
Ud (R) =

3πc2 Γ
I(r, z)
2ω03 δ

(1.29)

It appears from this expression that the atom are efficiently trapped
in the transversal plane, but only weakly in the longitudinal direction.
In fact, the strong transverse confinement originates from the narrow
radial Gaussian profile whose spatial width is ∼ w0 , whereas the

longitudinal confinement comes from the Lorentzian profile 1 w(z)2
which is much smoother. We can report a quantitative example if
we expand the dipole potential around the origin. It results that
the potential is approximated by an anisotropic harmonic oscillator
with normal modes in the x, y and z directions at the oscillation
frequencies:
2
ωx,y
=

4 U0
M w02

and

ωz2 =

1  w0 2 2
ωx,y
2 zR

(1.30)

where M is the atomic mass, U0 is the maximal trap depth (in the
origin). If we look at the frequencies we see that ωz is smaller than


ωx,u by the factor w0 zR ∼ λL w0 , where λL is the laser wavelength

and ω0 is the beam waist. The situation w0 zR  1 is usually
verified. Furthermore, the same expression of the intensity profile of
a Gaussian beam, which we have reported in (1.28), has been derived
in the paraxial and scalar approximations of the electromagnetic field
which is valid provided that the condition before is satisfied.
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Before concluding, we shall present an example with realistic data
which are inspired to our experimental setup. We consider a cloud of
strontium atoms whose atomic resonance is ω0 /2π = c/(461 nm). The
atoms are subject to a Gaussian laser beam with power P = 200 mW,
frequency ωL /2π = c/(532 nm) and w0 = 50 µm. In this situation the
atomic cloud is trapped by a potential barrier which is about 10 µK
deep, which is enough to trap a gas of atoms at a temperature T =
1 µK. The radial frequency is ωx,y = 185 Hz, whereas the longitudinal
frequency is only ωz = 0.45 Hz. The unwanted scattering of photons
is only γscat = 0.3 s−1 according to (1.25).
When we introduce the linear potential originated by the gravity force, we see that a single dipole trap can hold the atoms in a
minimum of potential only when the laser beam is horizontally oriented. If, otherwise, the beam is vertically oriented the longitudinal
confinement is too smooth to oppose the gravity, and the atoms will
necessary be dragged down and not trapped.
We shall see in the next sections how the situation improves when
we consider atoms which are trapped in a standing wave, which is
commonly known as optical lattice.

1.5

The optical lattices

The superposition of two counter-propagating coherent laser beams
creates an inference pattern of light, which is well known as standing
wave. The standing wave forms a structure of maxima and minima
of the intensity, which, in turns, correspond to maxima and minima
of the dipole potential which acts on the atoms, according to (1.29).
We shall consider a simplified situation where the two counter-
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Figure 1.1: A simple schematics of a Gaussian laser beam which
is retro reflected from a mirror. The interference pattern produces
an optical lattice potential acting on the atoms.

propagating beams are approximated by planar waves:


E0 cos kL (z − z0 ) − ωL t


E2 (z, t) = −E0 cos − kL (z − z0 ) − ωL t
E1 (z, t) =

(1.31)

where kL = c/ωL = 2π/λL is the laser wave vector corresponding to
the wavelength λL and angular frequency ωL . The position z0 has
been introduced to reproduce the realistic situation of a laser beam
which is reflected by a reflecting surface (see Fig. 1.1). The resulting
electric field produces a standing wave with period λL :


E(z, t) = E1 (z, t)+E2 (z, t) = −2 E0 sin kL (z−z0 ) sin(ωL t) (1.32)
with an average intensity profile:

1 − cos 2 kL (z − z0 )
I(z) = 4 I0 sin kL (z − z0 ) = 4 I0
2
2


(1.33)

where I0 is the intensity corresponding to a single laser beam I0 =
c 0 E02 /2. The interference pattern is spatially periodic with period
λL /2. In the experiment λL is usually in the range of the optical frequencies, but it can also be much longer in the case that the directions
of propagation of the two beams form an angle [47, 48, 49, 50, 51],
or using high power CO2 lasers with λL = 10 µm [52] which operate
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very far from the atomic resonances.
Plugging the expression of the laser intensity (1.33) in the dipole
potential in (1.29) we obtain the expression of a periodic potential:
U (z) =


U0
~ Γ Γ I0
cos 2kL (z − z0 ) with U0 = −
2
2 δ IS

(1.34)

where we discarded a global constant from the potential and we made
use of the saturation intensity IS at δ = 0 defined in (1.17) in order
to make the result more expressive. This one-dimensioanl periodic
potential for cold atoms is well known as 1D optical lattice.
In connection with the example presented at the end of the previous section, we realize that longitudinal confinement in an optical
lattice is much stronger than the confinement of a single dipole trap.
In fact, the former produces a longitudinal force of the order of U0 /λL
whereas the latter a force of the order of U0 /zR , and the condition
λL  zR certainly holds.

1.5.1

Motion in quantum regime

The optical lattices are systems which enable the possibility to explore the quantum properties of motion. In order to enter the quantum regime it is necessary to achieve energies, or otherwise temperatures, which are lower than or comparable with the spacing of the
quantized levels of the system under consideration. We can derive
an indication of the quantization of the levels in an optical lattice by
imagining that each single site of the lattice is approximated by an
harmonic potential well. We find that the radial frequency ωx,y and
axial frequency ωz are:
2
ωx,y
=

4 U0
M w02

and

ωz2 = 2π

z 
R

λL

2
ωx,y

(1.35)
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where U0 is the one defined in (1.34).
We consider again the same example which we previously discussed, with the only change that now the beam is retro reflected from
a mirror and originates an optical lattice. Hence, from a laser at wavelength 532 nm with power P = 200 mW and beam waist ω0 = 50 µm
it results a radial frequency ωr = 370 Hz and a longitudinal frequency
ωz = 150 kHz. The atoms at temperature of T = 1 µK, which is the
usual scale of temperatures for ultra-cold atom experiments, have on
average an energy of 2π~ × 20 kHz, and therefore the atoms experience the quantized structure of the longitudinal states, whereas they
are not able to appreciate the quantized motion in the transversal
direction. The motion in the transverse direction behaves much like
a classical motion. In this dissertation we will be exclusively interested in the motion along the axial direction which presents quantum
characteristics.
The interested reader may refer to the extensive reviews [17, 18]
which discusses the dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensates in optical
lattices, or may refer directly to first research works which studied
the quantum motion of cold atoms in one-dimensional optical lattices
[53, 54, 55]. Although in this dissertation we concentrate only on
one-dimensional optical lattice, it is worth mentioning that two- and
three-dimensional optical lattices are also widely explored systems,
which enabled, for instance, the realization of the Mott insulator
regime [56]. Here, we restrict ourselves to report only the first studies
on this extensive topic of multi-dimensional optical lattices [57, 58,
59].

1.5.2

Band structure

We have so far given an indication of the level structure in an optical
lattice by considering the simplified problem of independent harmonic
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lattice wells separated by a spacing λL /2. We shall now discuss the
real quantum solution of the periodic potential (1.34) where the tunneling between separate sites plays an important role. We restrict
ourselves to the quasi-one-dimensional case. In fact, in the general
case the optical potential is not separable in the three dimensions,
and it may lead to rather complex atomic dynamics.
We consider the Schrödinger equation of the one-dimensional problem:
i~

 p2

∂
U0
ψi = H ψi =
−
cos 2kL (z − z0 )
ψi
∂t
2M
2

(1.36)

where H is the one-dimensional Hamiltonian and we recall that kL =
2π/λL . Before looking for its solutions it is worth noticing that the
Schrödinger equation can be recast to a dimensionless form:
i



U0
∂
ψi = p02 − 0 cos(2z 0 ) ψi
0
∂t
2

(1.37)

where it has been performed the following substitutions:
z→

λL 0
z;
2π

p→~

2π 0
p;
λL

t→

~ 0
t;
ER

U0 → ER U00

(1.38)

with the definition of the recoil energy5 :
ER ≡

2
~2 kL
2M

(1.39)

This quantity is very important when dealing with optical lattices,
because sets the energy scale and also the time scale ~/ER of the
atomic dynamics in these systems.
Since the Hamiltonian is invariant under discrete translations of
5 The name recoil energy originates from the fact that this is the energy which
is acquired by an atom in the process of the absorption of a photon of momentum
~ kL .
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unit step λL /2, the Bloch theorem applies and the solutions are labeled with two quantum numbers, the wave vector k which identifies
a distinct irreducible representation of the translation group, and n
which is the band index. With this labeling, the Bloch theorem requires that the stationary states of H, which we call Bloch states
ψB (n, k)i, satisfy the following property:
H ψB (n, k)i = En (k) ψB (n, k)i and
Tm ψB (n, k)i = e−imkλL /2 ψB (n, k)i (1.40)
where Tm is the operator which translates by m sites λL /2, and En (k)
is the energy of the stationary state ψB (n, k)i. The same results can
be stated in the equivalent form:
hz ψB (n, k)i = eik z un (k, z)

(1.41)

with un (k, z) a spatially periodic function with period λL /2.
The Bloch states are an orthonormal and complete basis set, and
hereafter we will adopt the following normalization condition:
hψB (i, k) ψB (j, k 0 )i =

2π
δi,j δ(k − k 0 )
d

(1.42)

This equation fixes also the normalization for the functions un (k, z),
which is:
Z d/2
dz u?n0 (k, z) un (k, z) = δn,n0
(1.43)
−d/2

where the integration is taken over the first Brillouin zone (BZ).
In literature the Schrödinger equation of an optical lattice (1.36)
is usually referred to as the Mathieu differential equation after the
french mathematician who first studied this problem in 1868 [60]. Its
physical solutions are those which do not diverge, and on the contrary
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Figure 1.2: Bloch wave functions hz ψB (n, k)i which are stationary solution of one-dimensional optical lattice with U0 = 6 ER for
k = 0 (solid line) and k = kL (dashed line). (a) The amplitude
probability shows that in the case k = kL the wave function acquires a phase π from one site to another. (b) The squared modulus
of the wave functions differ only slightly in the two cases, and the
differences at different k values are smaller and smaller the deeper
the optical lattice.

are spatially periodic with period λL /2. They are usually known as
Bloch states. In Fig. 1.2 stationary solutions of (1.36) are reported
for k = 0 and k = kL . From the plot we see that the wave function
for k = kL accumulates a phase π from site to site, whereas in the
situation for k = 0 the wave function presents always the same phase.

The energy spectrum En (k) is conveniently represented in the
first Brillouin zone [−kL , kL ], where on the horizontal axes the distinct irreducible representations are reported, whereas the equivalent
representations for a given k are arranged vertically. In Fig. 1.3 the
energy spectra for different lattice depths are reported. We can see
from the plots that the energy spectrum of a particle, in our case
an atom, in a periodic potential differs substantially from the one of

a free particle E(k) = (~k)2 2M , the more and more for increasing
lattice depths U0 . In particular, near the band edges at ±kL the periodic potential in the Hamiltonian H removes the energy degeneracy
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of the free particle, creating an energy gap ∆EG in the spectrum. In
Fig. 1.4 the dependency of the band gap on the lattice depth U0 is
reported. We can identify two distinct behaviors, according to:
∆EG (U0 ) ≈

U0
2
r

∆EG (U0 ) ≈ 2

for U0  16 ER
(1.44)
U0
ER
ER

for U0  16 ER

where the first case can be demonstrated with a first-order perturbative approach as discussed in [20], and the second can be proved
considering that in the limit U0  ER the energy levels are spaced
such as those of a quantum harmonic oscillator with the frequency
ωz defined in (1.35).
In the limit of large lattice depths the expression of the first energy
band n = 1 can be approximated by the analytical expression [61]:
E1 (k)
≈
ER

r

U0 J
− cos(kλL /2)
ER 2

16
with J = √
π



U0
ER

3/4

e−2 U0 /ER

(1.45)
where the parameter J describes the band width. The band width is
strictly related to the tunneling, and the tunneling is exponentially
suppressed with the height of the potential barrier U0 . In Fig. 1.5(a)
the band widths for the first two low-lying energy bands is numerically computed. The result in (1.45) perfectly matches the numerical
calculation.
We conclude recalling that the group velocities of the wave packets
in an optical lattice are given by the derivative of the energy band:
vg (k) =

1 ∂En (k)
~ ∂k

(1.46)

This result was first shown by Bloch and rigorously proved by Jones
and Zener. The group velocity, which is proportional to the band
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Figure 1.3: Energy spectrum En (k) relative to one-dimensional
optical lattice. The first three low-lying energy bands are reported in the picture. From (a) to (d) the following lattice depths
U0 = 0.5, 1.5, 3, 5 ER are considered, showing the formation of an
energy gap which removes the degeneracy at the band edges and at
the origin. The higher the lattice depth the flatter the bands become. The profile of the first band is well approximated by a cosine
function already starting from lattice depths U0 of a few energy recoils ER . The higher bands tend to maintain a sensitive deviation
from a pure cosine, which disappears only at larger lattice depths.
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Figure 1.4: The energy gap EG as a function of the lattice depth
U0 . Two distinct behaviors exists for small and large lattice depths,
which are reported in (1.44). The discrimination point is represented by the vertical line corresponding to U0 = 16 ER .

width, is a physical quantity which is intrinsically related to the tunneling. It is interesting to notice that also in the presence of a potential barrier U0 much larger than the first low-lying energy band the
particle can propagate from site to site. This phenomenon, which is
known as Bloch tunneling, does not have a classical counterpart, and
it will be discussed in the next section 1.6.3.

The scale of the velocities is given by ~ kL /M which for strontium
atoms in an optical lattice at λL = 532 nm is equal to 8.5 mm/s. As
it is shown in Fig. 1.5(b), the group velocities in the first band are
well reproduced by a “sine” profile already at lattice depths of a few
recoil energies, whereas the second band tends to maintain visible
deformation from a pure “sine”.
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Figure 1.5: (a) The figure reports the band width J for the first
two low-lying energy bands. The band width is normalized over the
width of the free-particle spectrum J0 . The band width, i.e. the
tunneling, decreases exponentially with the lattice depth U0 . (b)
The group velocities are reported for the first and second band for
U0 = 5 ER . The tunneling produces a motion with a speed usually around a few mm/s. The number in the figure refers to the
situation of strontium atoms in an optical lattice at λL = 532 nm.
It is worth noticing that the second band produces a profile remarkably different than a “sine”, whereas the first band is very well
approximated by the expression which is derived from (1.45).
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Transport in optical lattices

We shall discuss in this session a simple example of quantum transport in optical lattices, considering the simplest case of a static lattice, and studying the evolution of an initially localized wave packet.
When spontaneous emission is neglected and the total evolution is
governed by the Hamiltonian H in (1.36), the spreading of an initially localized state in the limit of a deep lattice can be solved analytically [62]. Before considering this situation it is convenient first
to introduced the localized Wannier states.

1.6.1

The Wannier states

The Wannier states is a set of orthogonal states which characterized
by being localized around a given site, say n. They are defined in the
following way:
ψW (n)i =

d
2π

Z

dk bn (k) ψB (k)i with bn (k) = e−i k n d (1.47)

BZ

where d ≡ λL /2 and the integration is over the first Brillouin zone
(BZ). In addition, we introduced the states ψB (k)i ≡ ψB (n = 0, k)i
which correspond to the Bloch states of a given energy band, say
the first for simplicity. The index n corresponds to the lattice site
on which the state is localized. By applying the Bloch theorem to
(1.47) it can be easily shown that the Wannier states are all related
by discrete translation of unit step d. In fact, if Tm is the operator
which translates by m sites, then we have that:
Tm ψW (n)i = ψW (n + m)i

(1.48)

In Fig. 1.6(a) it is shown that the Wannier state ψW (0)i is localized
around one single site, which is in the specific case n = 0. The higher
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the lattice depth U0 the stronger the localization. The figure shows
that already at moderate lattice depth U0 = 3 ER the state is well
localized around a single site. In addition, it is possible to show that
the Wannier wave functions are real and symmetric with respect to
the parity operation. These states have the following normalization:
hψW (n) ψW (m)i = δn,m

(1.49)

which derives directly from the normalization of the Bloch wave functions ψB (n, k)i reported in (1.42). In Fig. 1.6(b) the Fourier spectrum of the Wannier functions hk ψW (n)i is reported (the state ki
is a plane wave), showing that the spread of momenta is stronger for
more the states are localized, in perfect agreement with the Heisenberg minimum uncertainty relation ∆x∆k = 1/2.
In the limit case where U0  ER the Wannier functions tends to
be:


1 sin (z − n d)π/d
hz ψW (n)i −−−−−−→ √
d (z − n d) π/d
U0  ER

(1.50)

which can be proved directly from definition of the Wannier functions
√
in (1.47) by taking the approximation hz ki → exp(i k z)/ d.
When U0 becomes bigger the width of the Wannier function becomes smaller. In the limit U0  ER (more than 10 ER ) the Wannier
functions are well approximated by the eigenstates of the harmonic
wells which are centered in each lattice sites. Hence, in this limit the
Wannier states are approximated by a Gaussian profile. Making use
of the Gaussian approximation it can be shown that the spatial width
of the Wannier states corresponds approximately to:
1.04
p
hψW (n) z ψW (n)i ∼
2
2π
U0 /ER
2



λL
2

2
(1.51)

where the factor 1.04 instead of 1 comes from an empirical correction
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to compensate the fact that the tails of the Wannier functions decay
more slowly than those of the Gaussian functions. Fig. 1.7 shows that
this approximation is accurate for lattice depths U0 > 20 ER .

1.6.2

Tight-binding model

We shall study the evolution of a wave packet in one-dimensional
optical lattice. An analytical solution to this problem is possible only
if we consider the limit of high lattice depths. This limits corresponds
physically to consider only the coupling with the first neighbor. The
approximation is accurate provided that the potential barrier U0 is
high enough such that the only the tunneling to the first neighbor is
non negligible. This regime is usually called nearest-neighbor tightbinding, or simply tight-binding.
In the previous section we showed that it is possible to map the
set of delocalized Bloch states associated to a particular band, in our
case the first, to a set of localized Wannier states according to the
definition in (1.47). Each band independently can be discussed independently since there is no coupling between them. Hence, restricting
ourselves to the first band, we write the Hamiltonian HTB of a onedimensional optical lattice in the tight-binding approximation using
the basis of localized states ψW (n)i:
HTB = −

∞
J X
ψW (n + 1)ihψW (n) + h.c.
4 n=−∞

(1.52)

where J is the tunneling energy. In order to complete the correspondence between this Hamiltonian, which describes a periodic system,
and the Hamiltonian which we studied previously in (1.36), we study
its energy spectrum. Because of the Bloch theorem the eigenstates
ψTB (k)i are identified by the wave vector k, and it is straightforward
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Figure 1.6: (a) The wave function of the Wannier state ψW (0)i
which is centered on site n = 0. The graph corresponds to
U0 = 3 ER (dashed) and U0 = 60 ER (solid line). At high lattice
depth the Wannier functions are well approximated by a Gaussian
profile, although the tails decay less than exponentially. The functions are symmetric with respect to the parity operation and real
because of parity of the lattice potential [63]. (b) Squared modulus of the Fourier transform of the Wannier functions. According
to Heisenberg uncertainty relation ∆x∆k = 1/2, the stronger the
localization in position space, the larger the indetermination of the
momentum.
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Figure 1.7: Spatial width of the Wannier states. These states
are the more localized the higher the lattice depths U0 . The points
corresponds to a numerical computation, whereas the solid line corresponds to the approximation in (1.51).

to verify that:
H ψTB (k)i = E(k) ψTB (k)i with

ψTB (k)i =

∞
X

eiknd ψW (n)i

n=−∞

(1.53)
where E(k) is the energy spectrum:
E(k) = −

J
cos(kd)
2

(1.54)

Comparing this expression with the energy band in (1.45), we recognize that the tunneling energy J corresponds to the band width which
we previously studied. This allows us to conclude that the Hamiltonian HTB in (1.52) effectively approximates H which we studied
previously in (1.36).
It is worth mentioning that the tight-binding model can be extended by including the atomic interactions in the system, and this
extension is known as Bose-Hubbard model which is amply studied for
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quantum direct simulations and also quantum information processing. The interested reader will find more information in the review
about cold atoms in the Bose-Hubbard model [64].

1.6.3

Bloch tunneling

As was mentioned before, there exist states whose energy is well below the potential energy maxima U0 , and therefore would be bound
classically, which propagate indefinitely without any change in their
mean velocity. This phenomenon of the Bloch tunneling is responsible
for the ballistic spreading of an initially localized wave packet.
Before discussing the spreading of a wave packet in an optical
lattice, we recall that a free-particle Gaussian wave packet moves at
the group velocity, and its width grows linearly in time according to
[65, §7.4]:

~2 t 2 
h∆xi2t = ∆x20 1 + 2
(1.55)
M ∆x40
where ∆x0 = h∆xit=0 is the initial width of the Gaussian wave
packet, and M is the mass of the particle. The term which does
not depend on the time t in the expression accounts for the initial
width, and it becomes negligible after the transient time:
τtran =

M ∆x20
~

(1.56)

A result analogous to (1.55) can be computed for an optical lattice
where the energy dispersion in (1.45) substitutes the one of a free
particle E(k) = (~k)2 /2M . If we consider a Gaussian wave packet
with quasi momentum k and initial width ∆x0 :
X

1
n2
ψG (k)i = q
ei n k λL /2 exp −
2
2
√
16 ∆x0 /λL
∆x20 2π n

(1.57)
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we have that its average position moves at the group velocity:
hxit = vg (k) t =

Jt
sin(k λL /2)
4~

(1.58)

and it can be shown that its width grows linearly in time according
to [62]:

h∆xi2t = ∆x20 1 +


J 2 t2
1 + cos(k λL )
4
2
32 ~ ∆x0

(1.59)

where k is the wave vector of the Gaussian wave packet, J is the
tunneling energy which we introduced before, and this result is valid
in the limit of ∆x0  λL . From this we see that the width does never
become smaller than the initial size. Furthermore, for particular values of k, namely k = ±kL /2 where kL ≡ 2π/λL , we notice that the
wave packet moves without spreading. This is a significant result because it provides an efficient mechanism to manipulate and displace
coherent wave packets without the detrimental effect of the spreading.
We can explain the suppression of the spreading as a consequence of
the fact that these wave vectors correspond to the flex points of the
dispersion law, where the curvature of the band vanishes. In fact, it
is known that the phenomenon of the dispersion originates from the
curvature of the dispersion law, and in the region of k values where
the curvature vanishes the motion tends to be dispersionless.

1.7

Accelerated optical lattices

In the second part of this chapter we will discuss in details the effects
on the quantum transport which are induced by an acceleration of
the optical lattice. The accelerated optical lattices are a fundamental
component of the work which is presented in this dissertation.

1.7 Accelerated optical lattices

1.7.1
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Traveling standing waves

We previously considered in Sec. 1.5 two counter-propagating laser
beams with the same frequency ωL and the same wave vector kL . In
case the interference of the two beams produces a steady standing
wave as reported in (1.32). On the other hand, we consider here the
situation of two beams whose frequencies are slightly different, say
ω1 and ω2 . We consider differences ∆ω = ω1 −ω2 which satisfy the
condition ∆ω/ωL  1. In fact, in our experiment this ratio is around
10−9 . The interference pattern produces a traveling standing wave
whose expression reads:


E(z, t) = E1 (z, t) + E2 (z, t) = 2 E0 sin kL (z − v t) cos(ωL t) (1.60)
where the previous condition of small difference ∆ω has been assumed, and v is the propagation velocity:
v=

∆ω
2 kL

(1.61)

This velocity corresponds exactly to the velocity of the reference
frame in which the two standing waves have the same frequency
because of the opposite Doppler shift. In our usual experimental
conditions, ∆ω does not exceed 2π × 1 MHz and the velocity of the
traveling standing wave at λL = 532 nm is around 0.25 m/s.
Staying in the laboratory frame, the Hamiltonian of the optical
lattice in (1.36) now reads:
H(z, p, t) =


U0
p2
−
cos 2kL (z − v t)
2M
2

(1.62)

The atomic potential is the one of an optical lattice whose position
moves in time at velocity v in (1.61). This result can be easily generalized to the situation in which ∆ω = ∆ω(t) is a function of time.
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In such a case:

U0
U (z, t) = −
cos 2kL (z − z(t)) with z(t) =
2

Z

t

0

dt0

∆ω(t0 )
2 kL

(1.63)
Traveling standing waves have been used to realize a conveyor belt
for neutral atoms, with which a controlled transport over distances of
a few centimeters with sub-micrometer precision has been obtained
[66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. These systems have also been used to
realize an atom accelerator by imposing a fixed acceleration a:
a=

∆ω̇
2 kL

(1.64)

where ∆ω̇ indicates the time derivative of ∆ω(t). The atom accelerator has been used to study quantum phenomena related to the
physics of Bloch oscillations [73] which we will discuss in the following in the context of cold atoms [31, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 32, 81,
82, 83, 84, 85].
In the non-inertial reference frame which is co-moving with the
traveling standing wave, the Hamiltonian becomes:
H(z 0 , p0 , t) =

p02
U0
∆ω̇(t) 0
−
cos(2kL z 0 ) + M
z
2M
2
2 kL

(1.65)

where it has been applied the following canonical transformation (or
unitary transformation in a quantum mechanical language):
z0 = z −

Z
0

t

dt0

∆ω(t0 )
2 kL

and p0 = p − M

∆ω(t)
2 kL

(1.66)

We notice that in the non-inertial frame an inertial homogeneous
force appears:
∆ω̇(t)
F = −M
(1.67)
2 kL
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It is therefore clear that an accelerated optical lattices is intrinsically
equivalent to a steady optical lattice which is subject to an external
homogeneous force F . Many experiments opted for the gravity forces
instead of accelerating the optical lattice by changing ∆ω [86, 87, 88,
9, 33, 34].
In the work presented in this dissertation both the methods have
been experimentally employed with different purposes: the frequency
shift to realize a conveyor belt for strontium atoms, whereas the external constant force to explore the physics of quantum transport and
force measurements

1.8

Bloch oscillations

As we understood in the previous section, the external linear potential
−F z breaks the translational symmetry, and the Bloch states n, ki,
which we introduced in (1.40), are no longer the eigenstates of the
atomic Hamiltonian H in (1.99). Nevertheless, we can still use them
as a basis set to study the problem of an external force. We shall
now consider how these states, which are not stationary solutions,
transform in time.
Semiclassical equation of motion We shall review the derivation by Jones and Zener [89], which generalizes the original finding
of Bloch [73] by considering the full series of bands. We consider
the Schrödinger equation applied to a general state ψ(t)i, which we
express in the terms of the Bloch states:
i~


∂
ψ(t)i = H0 − F z ψ(t)i with
∂t
Z
X
d
ψ(t)i =
dk
gn,k (t) ψB (n, k)i (1.68)
2π BZ
n
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where the integration is intended on the first Brillouin zone (BZ), and
the discrete sum is taken over all of the energy bands. By projecting
both sides onto the state ψB (n0 , k 0 )i it can be verified that:
i~

∂
gn0 ,k0 (t) = En0 (k 0 ) gn0 ,k0 (t) − F hψB (n0 , k 0 ) z ψ(t)i
∂t

(1.69)

where En (k) is the n-th energy band. It is worth pointing out that
this differential equation needs to satisfy the cyclic boundary conditions:
gn,−π/d = gn,+π/d
(1.70)
The second term of r.h.s can be computed making explicit use of the
Schrödinger representation:
XZ
zhz ψ(t)i =
dk gn,k (t) z eikz un (k, z)
(1.71)
n

BZ

where it has been used the Schrödinger representation of the Bloch
states hz ψB (n, k)i = eikz un (k, z) in (1.41). This expression can be
simplified recognizing that:
zhz ψ(t)i =

XZ
n

+i



∂ ikz
dk − i
e un (k, z) gn,k (t) +
∂k
BZ


∂un (k, z) ikz
∂gn,k (t) ikz
e gn,k (t) + i
e un (k, z)
∂k
∂k

(1.72)

where the first term cancels because the Bloch states with n, k +
2π/di = n, ki. Computing the scalar product of this expression with
n0 , k 0 i gives:
hψB (n0 , k 0 ) z ψ(t)i = i

∂gn0 ,k0 (t)
+
∂k
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+i

X

hun0 (k 0 )

n

∂
un (k 0 )i gn,k0 (t) (1.73)
∂k

where it has been used in the last step the orthogonality of the Bloch
states expressed in (1.42). Using the last result, the Schrödinger equation for the coefficients gn in (1.69) can be rewritten in the shorter
form:
∂
F ∂ 
i
+
gn,k (t) = − En (k) gn,k (t)+
∂t
~ ∂k
~
∂
F X
hun (k)
−
un0 (k)i gn0,k (t) (1.74)
~ 0
∂k
n

where the couple of indexes {n, k} have been exchanged with {n0 , k 0 }
and vice versa in order to make the notation lighter. In order to
simplify this equation further, we shall use both the fact that the
eigenenergies are real and the following equation:
hu(n, k)

∂
∂
?
u(n0 , k)i = −hu(n0 , k)
u(n, k)i
∂k
∂k

(1.75)

which derives directly from the differentiation of the normalization
condition reported in (1.43). By multiplying the equation (1.74) on
?
the left by gn,k
(t) and adding the resulting expression to its complex
conjugate we finally obtain:
∂
F ∂ 
+
gn,k (t)
∂t
~ ∂k

2

=−

F X
(tn,n0 − tn0,n )
~ 0

(1.76)

n

where we introduced the coefficients tn,n0 :
tn,n0 = hun (k)

∂
?
un0 (k)i gn,k
(t)gn0,k (t)
∂k

(1.77)
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which describes the coupling between different bands. We can get rid
of these coefficients by summing the equation (1.76) over n, and we
arrive to the advection equation:
∂
F ∂ X
gn,k (t)
+
∂t
~ ∂k n

2

=0

(1.78)

In conclusion, if we suppose that the starting state ψ(t = 0)i lies in
the first band n = 1 and that inter-band tunneling does not occur,
then the differential equation simplifies to:
∂
F ∂ 
g1,k (t)
+
∂t
~ ∂k

2

=0

(1.79)

and g1,k (t) = G(k − F t/~) where G is an arbitrary function of its
argument which is periodic with period 2π/d. Using this result into
the expression of ψ(t)i we get:
d
ψ(t)i =
2π

Z
dk G(k − F t/~) ψB (n, k)i =
BZ

d
=
2π

Z
dk G(k) ψB (n, k + F t/~)i (1.80)
BZ

This results indicates that, provided the motion can be restricted to
a single band, the quasi momentum ~k(t) evolves in time according
to semiclassical equation of motion:

d ~k(t)
=F
dt

(1.81)

where it is implicitly understood that the evolution of quasi momentum is considered modulus the first Brillouin zone because of the
cyclic boundary conditions (1.70).
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Oscillatory motion The equation of motion of the quasi momentum (1.81) states that the wave vector of a particle in a periodic
potential and subject to an external field F sweeps periodically the
Brillouin zone with a frequency:
νB =

Fd
2π~

(1.82)

which is called Bloch frequency after Felix Bloch who first studied this
problem [73]. It is worth premising the in this manuscript, depending
on the context, we refer to the Bloch frequency intending the expression in (1.82) or the expression of the angular frequency ωB ≡ 2π/νB .
Moreover, it is convenient to define from this frequency a time, which
is called Bloch period, according to:
τB =

1
2π ~
=
νB
Fd

(1.83)

In Fig. 1.8 the motion of the wave vector is depicted, showing that
it grows linearly in time until it reaches the band edge at +π/d (corresponding to kL for an optical lattice), where it is reflected back to
the opposite edge at −π/d (−kL ). This oscillatory periodic motion
is represented in Fig. 1.9(a) illustrating how a particle moves along
the band structure. At the band edge the wave vector is reflected
by acquiring a reciprocal vector 2π/d (corresponding to 2kL for an
optical lattice). The acquisition of a reciprocal vector 2π/d can be
thought as a Bragg scattering by the periodic potential with period
d, as it will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 1.10. Differently from
a free particle evolution, a particle in a periodic potential and subject to an external force does not increase indefinitely its energy, but
performs a periodic motion. In order to provide a numerical example, we consider the case of strontium atoms in an optical lattice at
λL = 532 nm and subject to the gravitational field g. In this case the
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Figure 1.8: Bloch oscillations of an atom in an optical lattice
subject to an external force F . The quasi momentum grows linearly
in time, and when it reaches the band edge at +~kL is reflected back
to −~kL . The quasi momentum evolution has a typical saw-tooth
temporal profile.

Bloch frequency is:
νB (88 Sr; λL = 532 nm) ≈ 575 Hz

(1.84)

and correspondingly the Bloch period is:
τB (88 Sr; λL = 532 nm) = 1.74 ms

(1.85)

Bloch oscillations have remained a text book problem for long
time, until the advent of the superlattices which allowed to realize semiconductor periodic structure with much larger spatial period
than ordinary crystal. All attempts to observe Bloch oscillations in
conventional bulk solids have failed. For electric fields lower than the
ionization threshold, the coherence of the Bloch states is destroyed by
scattering before a single oscillation cycle is completed. The larger
period of superlattices allowed to increase the Bloch frequency by
about two orders of magnitude (τB ∼ 600 fs), thus allowing the electrons to perform a few Bloch cycles during the relaxation time. In
1993 Bloch oscillations in such systems have been observed through
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Figure 1.9: Evolution of the quasi momentum of an atom subject
to an external force F . (a) In the presence of a small external
force the probability to tunnel to higher bands is negligible, and
the atom performs a periodic motion bounded to the first energy
band. At the band edge the quasi momentum acquires a reciprocal
wave vector 2~kL because of the Bragg scattering by the periodic
potential. (b) If the force F becomes important, the atom has
a finite probability to perform a transition to the second band,
thus avoiding the Bragg reflection. If this event occurs, then the
probability to tunnel to even higher bands is even larger, and most
likely the atom will decay out of the bound state and become a free
particle.
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the emission of THz radiation by the electrons [90]. More details on
the subject of Bloch oscillations in superlattices are presented in the
review article [91].
Before the clear experimental demonstration of the occurrence of
Bloch oscillations in 1993, several research works reported on indirect
proofs of such phenomenon. Photocurrent and photoluminescence
measurements on superlattices subject to external electric field have
proved the existence of the frequency-domain equivalent of Bloch
oscillations [92, 93, 94] (see the Wannier-Stark ladders in Sec. 1.9.1).
In other experiments, significant evidences for Bloch oscillations in
superlattices was found by means of transient degenerate four-wave
mixing [95, 96].
Subsequently, some two years later Bloch oscillations were demonstrated in a different system, using cold cesium atoms loaded in an
accelerated optical lattice [31]. They reported on the observations of
15 Bloch cycles on a time in millisecond range. Such long relaxation
time outperforms the relaxation times achieved with semiconductor
technologies by 10 orders of magnitude. In the domain of cold atoms,
Bloch oscillations have also been demonstrated with a Bose-Einstein
condensate of 87Rb atoms demonstrating macroscopic interference effects [86]. Longer coherence times around hundreds of ms have been
achieved with a degenerate Fermi gas of 40K atoms where the s-wave
interaction are suppressed because of the Pauli exclusion principle
[87]. With our atomic species 88 Sr several thousands coherent Bloch
oscillations have been reported [30] because of the vanishing scattering length of this specific isotope [29]. This result established a
record time of about 7 seconds of coherent manipulation of a quantum system. Analogous results were lated demonstrated with other
atomic species, 39K and 133Cs atoms, by controlling and suppressing
the atomic interaction through atomic Feshbach resonances [33, 34].
Bloch oscillations with cold atoms in optical lattices are reviewed in
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the article [77].
Apart from the realization of Bloch oscillations in semiconductors and atomic physics, the optical analogue of Bloch oscillations
has also been demonstrated. A refraction index gradient breaks the
translational symmetric of a periodic optical structure resulting in optical Bloch oscillations for light waves. In optical superlattices timeresolved Bloch oscillations were observed [97]. Before of this result,
pioneering experiments on two-dimensional dielectric systems (array
of optical waveguides) observed spatial Bloch oscillations [98, 99].

Landau-Zener tunneling When deriving the equation (1.81), Zener calculated also the tunneling rates towards the higher bands, thus
extending the motion beyond the single band approximation [100].
This effect, which is known as Landau-Zener tunneling [100, 101,
102], will be discussed in more details in the following Sec. 1.10.3
by means of a formalism which is proper of atomic physics, contrary
to the original derivation which had been done with a solid state
physics formalism. Nonetheless, it is convenient to anticipate that
there exist a critical acceleration (and correspondingly a critical force)
above which the particles tunnel towards higher bands, as shown in
Fig. 1.9(b), instead of performing periodic Bloch oscillations.
ac =

2
d EG
2
4~

(1.86)

where EG is the energy gap and d is the lattice spatial period.
We recall that the energy gap EG is directly related to the depth
of the periodic potential. In the specific case of an optical lattice, the
approximate expression (1.44) of the energy gap allows to write the
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critical acceleration as a function of the lattice depth U0 :

ac ≈






λL U02
32 ~2



 λL U0 ER
2 ~2

for U0  16 ER
(1.87)
for U0  16 ER

where we used d ≡ λL /2. Considering the example of strontium
atoms in an optical lattice at λL = 532 nm, we have, for instance,
that ac ∼ 40 m/s2 for U0 = 1 ER and ac ∼ 3500 m/s2 for U0 =
10 ER . These numbers show that the optical lattices can sustain
strong accelerations even at moderately deep lattice depths without
losing the atoms because of the Landau-Zener tunneling.
Effectiveness of the semiclassical approach The result in (1.81)
is remarkable since it arrives to an equation of motion of a particle
in a periodic potential which is formally equivalent to the one of a
free particle. Nonetheless, more precise information is necessary, as
in fact the result has been obtained after neglecting the coupling to
other bands and foremost the external field F was constant in space.
About the first remark we will see more in detail in Sec. 1.10.3 under
which conditions higher bands coupling can be safely neglected. Regarding the second remark it is worth noticing that in the presence
of a curved potential the simplification in (1.72) is no longer valid,
unless we approximate the local potential to a linear potential. In
order to make this approximation it is necessary that the external
force changes smoothly on the scale which is defined by the spatial
extent of the particle’s wave packet.

1.8.1

Bloch oscillations in optical lattices

We shall here consider more specifically the conditions required to
observe the phenomenon of Bloch oscillations with cold atoms loaded
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in optical lattices. The foremost important conditions is that the
coherence time of the single atom has to be longer than, at least, one
Bloch period. As previously discussed in Sec. 1.1, this requirement is
naturally satisfied with cold atoms whereas it has been for long time
the bottleneck in solid state systems. Other important aspects of the
optical lattice systems are reviewed in the following.

Coherence length In order to observe Bloch oscillations of the
quasi momentum, it is required to start from an initial state with a
defined momentum with respect to the first Brillouin zone. In fact,
supposing the contrary that the initial state ψ(t = 0)i in (1.68) is
perfectly homogeneous over the whole Brillouin zone, we have that
the differential equation (1.79) produces the trivial solution, which is
constant in time, g1,k (t) = g1,k (t = 0) = 1.
In order to select a given momentum state, the thermal dispersion
of the quasi momentum should be smaller than the Brillouin zone
2~kL :
h∆p2 i1/2  2~kL
(1.88)
This condition can be expressed in terms of energy units:
kB T =

hp2 i
 8ER
M

(1.89)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, ER is the recoil energy (1.39),
and the virial theorem has been used to connect the average kinetic
energy to the thermal energy. The recoil energy ER appears, once
again, as the fundamental energy scale characterizing the optical lattice systems. Moreover, it is worth noticing that the condition in
(1.89) can be rewritten introducing the thermal de Broglie wavelength:
2π~
λth
(1.90)
dB = p
M kB T /(2π)
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Therefore, we have that the condition (1.89) takes the new form:
√
λL
 2π λth
dB
2

(1.91)

which has deep physical meaning. In fact, such condition states that,
in order to observe Bloch oscillations of the quasi momentum, the
atomic coherence length, which is given by λth
dB in a thermal gas,
should be longer than the spacing λL /2 which separates two lattice
sites.
In the case of strontium atoms in an optical lattice at λL = 532 nm
the recoil energy is:
ER (88 Sr; λL = 532 nm) =

2
~2 kL
≈ 2π~ × 8 kHz ≈ 0.4 µK × kB (1.92)
2M

This energy is within the range of temperatures which is attainable
with our experimental setup with 88 Sr. In fact, the final temperature
after the doppler laser cooling on the intercombination transition at
λ = 689 nm is around 460 nK.

Single band It is suitable to load the atomic cloud in the first fundamental energy band of the optical lattice to ease the observation of
the Bloch oscillations. This procedure, though not strictly necessary,
is to reduce the atomic losses by Landau-Zener tunneling. In fact,
according to the expression of the critical acceleration in (1.86), such
losses are more important for the higher bands which have a reduced
energy gap with respect to fundamental one, as shown in Fig. 1.3.
The relative fraction of atoms which populates the second band with
respect to the first one can be derived from the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution:


∆EG
N2
≈ exp −
(1.93)
N1
kB T
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where the bands are considered flat and separated by an energy gap
∆EG . We recall that the energy gap can be approximated by the
expressions reported in (1.44). Therefore, the condition for which
one only band is loaded corresponds to ∆EG  kB T . When the
optical lattice depth U0 is of the order of a few recoil energies ER ,
this condition is naturally satisfied by the one which we derived in
(1.89).
For definiteness, we consider a cloud of strontium atoms at the
temperature of 1 µK loaded in an optical lattice at U0 = 10 ER . From
the expression in (1.93) and the recoil energy ER in (1.92), we derived
a ratio N2 /N1 ∼ 15%.

Adiabatic loading The ultra-cold atomic cloud is loaded in the
optical lattice potential (1.34) by ramping up the intensity of the
standing wave. In the loading process, the Hamiltonian contains a
term which depends on time, and therefore the energy is not conserved. On the other hand, the lattice potential possesses the translation symmetry with spatial period λL /2. Thus, the introduction
of the lattice potential couples the free-particle plane-wave states ki
with defined momentum ~k into the set of Bloch states { ψB (n, k)i}
corresponding to different bands.
In order to suppress the heating of the system it is important
to populate one single band. This can be realized by adiabatically
activating the optical lattice potential with a smooth profile U0 =
U0 (t) [17]. Nonetheless, the activation time should not last longer
than a fraction of the Bloch period τB in order to precisely identify
the onset of the oscillations.
The adiabatic switch on requires that the optical lattice potential
is ramped up on a time longer than the interband energy separation,
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i.e. the energy gap [103]:
hψB (n, k)

2 
∂H
ψB (1, k)i  En (k) − E1 (k) ~
∂t

(1.94)

where ψB (m, k)i are Bloch states of the m-th band, n > 1 is the index
of the higher bands, and Em (k) is the m-th energy band. Since this
condition depends on k, it is more easily satisfied at the center of the
band where, especially in case of very small lattice depth U0  ER ,
the energy difference is larger. A rough estimate of (1.94) at the
center of the band and for small lattice depth U0 leads to:
d  U0 (t) 
ER
 16
dt ER
~

(1.95)

We notice that, as ER is the energy scale characterizing an optical
lattice, ~/ER is the time scale for such a system. Using the recoil
energy (1.92) of the previous example, we obtain that the potential
should be ramped up on a time longer than 10 µs. Therefore, ramping
up the potential on a time of 100 µs satisfies in the situation of this
example both the adiabatic condition, and the requirement to be on
a time scale smaller than the Bloch period τB (1.85) which occurs in
the range of milliseconds.
Spatial and momentum oscillations We shall discuss the magnitude of the effect of Bloch oscillations, and how they are experimentally assessable. For simplicity reasons, we consider an atom in
an deep optical lattice for which, according to (1.45), the first energy
band can be approximated by:
E(k) = −

J
cos(kλL /2)
2

(1.96)

Considering an atomic wave packet with defined initial momentum k0
and initial average position hz0 i, the group velocity, which is defined
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as the derivative of the energy band, evolves in time as:
vg (t) =

1 dE
~ dk

=
k=k0 +F t/~


λL J
sin (k0 + F t/~)λL /2
2 2~

(1.97)

from which we derive that the semiclassical average position of the
wave packet is:
Z

J
sin (k0 + F t/~)λL /2
(1.98)
hzit = dt0 vg (t0 ) = hz0 i −
2F
This result shows that the motion of atom in such a situation is
not only bounded in the reciprocal space but also in the position
space. This result can be thought as the semiclassical counterpart
of the quantum mechanical Wannier-Stark localization which will be
discussed in the next Sec. 1.9.
The result in (1.98) shows that the amplitude of the spatial oscillations of an atomic wave packet depends directly on the ratio J/F .
It is directly proportional to the band width J, which represents the
ability of an atom to tunnel from site to site. As it is shown in
Fig. 1.5(a), J decreases exponentially with the lattice depth U0 . On
the other hand, the spatial amplitude is inversely proportional to the
force F , so that for very weak forces the atomic dynamics intuitively
resembles the one of infinitely extended (delocalized) Bloch states.
To provide an example, we consider a strontium atom 88 Sr in
an optical lattice at λL = 532 nm under the influence of the gravity
force F = −M g, with g the gravity acceleration. In this case, the
amplitude of the spatial oscillations is of the order of 1 µm for U0 =
5 ER , and becomes just smaller than one single site at U0 = 10 ER .
Since the spatial amplitude of Bloch oscillations is extremely small,
this effect in the position space is hardly accessible in an experiment.
On the contrary, Bloch oscillations in optical lattices are assessed
through the observation of the oscillations in the momentum space,
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where the wave vector spans the full Brillouin zone [−kL , +kL ] regardless of the lattice depth U0 and the strength of the external force F .
In order to experimentally probe the quasi momenta, the periodic
potential is intentionally disabled at a proper time when the quasi
momentum, say ψB (n = 1, k)i, is mapped onto the free particle states,
ki, and analyzed through a time-of-flight (ballistic) expansion. It is
worth stressing that the ability to probe directly the quasi momenta
is a peculiar feature of the optical lattice systems, where the periodic
potential can be disabled on purpose, differently than in semiconductor systems.
According to a recent proposal, Bloch oscillations could be also
observed through a nondestructive heterodyne cavity QED measurement [104].

1.9

Wannier-Stark localization

In Sec. 1.5.2 we discussed the formation of the energy bands as a
consequence of the site-to-site tunneling. We also presented the tightbinding Hamiltonian in (1.52) to explain the origin of the tunneling.
We shall now consider the problem of the energy levels in the presence
of an external force (equivalently, of an acceleration):
H(z, p) = H0 (z, p) − F z =

p2
U0
−
cos(2kL z) − F z
2M
2

(1.99)

The linear potential breaks the translational symmetry of the optical lattice Hamiltonian H0 (z, p). The site-to-site tunneling in this
case will be suppressed because of the mismatch between the energies of different sites. This phenomenon is known as Wannier-Stark
localization of the wave packets [105]. The Bloch tunneling which we
discussed in Sec. 1.6.3 is suppressed, and the description in terms of
energy bands is no more suited in this case. Fig. 1.10 shows pictorially
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Figure 1.10: Wannier-Stark localization of atomic wave packets
in a vertical optical lattice. The linear potential originated by the
gravity force tilts the band structure, so that the energies on different sites are mismatched. This misalignment suppresses the Bloch
tunneling. In this figure we shows a strontium atom which can not
tunnel since otherwise the energy would not be conserved.

that the band structure is deformed and the tunneling is suppressed.
In this situation, as we saw in the previous section, Bloch oscillations
occur.
Although Bloch oscillations had been predicted more than 80
years ago, only about 30 years after Bloch’s seminal paper Wannier showed that for a crystal, if the field is directed along a lattice
axis, then the periodic motion of the quasi momentum produces an
energy quantization, a Stark ladder of states [105]. Today this ladder
is known as Wannier-Stark ladder and each state is called WannierStark state. In reality, as we will see in the following, the energies
of the Wannier-Stark states are not perfectly discrete, but have a
Lorentzian shape due to their finite lifetime6 . In fact, particles in a
6 Rigorous theoretical treatments prefer to interpret the Wannier-Stark levels
as resonances of the system instead of stationary eigenstates [106, 107, 19].
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periodic potential subject to an external field have a certain probability to perform a unidirectional Landau-Zener tunneling towards
neighboring states which lie in the direction of the external field F .
Equivalently, from the point of view of an accelerated optical lattice,
the atoms will not indefinitely accelerate with the lattice, but will decay out of the bound states as a result of this tunneling mechanism,
and become free particles (see Fig. 1.9b).

1.9.1

Wannier-Stark ladder

In order to understand how the ladder of discrete states originates,
it is convenient to assume that there exist a stationary state ψi:

H ψi = H0 − F z ψi = E ψi

(1.100)

Let Tm be the operator which translates by m lattice sites, then we
have that [H0 , Tm ] = 0 since H0 is periodic with period d and, in
addition, it can be easily proved that [z, Tm ] = m d Tm . By applying
Tm to the previous expression in (1.100) it results that:

Tm H ψi = H0 − F z Tm ψi + F [z, Tm ] ψi = E Tm ψi

(1.101)

from which we deduce that Tm ψi is also a stationary state of H
with new energy E − m F d. Provided that at least one stationary
state exists, a whole ladder of states exists with the energies equally
separated by the amount ∆ = F d.
It is interesting to mention as an historical note that the existence of a Wannier-Stark ladder of discrete states had been opposed
for long time. Most of the criticisms came from Zak [108] and Rabinovitch [109], whose main point was that an exact treatment of
the Schrödinger equation results in a continuum spectrum of energies −∞ < E < +∞. The debate was finally settled when Krieger
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and Iafrate disproved the validity of the arguments of the opponents
[110].
Each ladder of Wannier-Stark states originates from the deformation of the corresponding Bloch energy band provided that the
interband tunneling is negligible. Restricting ourselves to one single
band or equivalently Wannier-Stark ladder, say for concreteness the
first one, the Wannier-Stark states are related to each other by a
translation, much like the Wannier functions introduced in Sec. 1.6.1
are connected to each other:
ni = Tn 0i with En = E0 − nF d

(1.102)

where mi is the Wannier-Stark state which is localized around the
m-th lattice site, and Em is the energy of the corresponding state.
The energy difference ∆ = F d between two Wannier-Stark states
in (1.102) corresponds to the potential energy associated to the external field F between two different lattice sites, as it is also shown
in Fig. 1.10. This energy, when expressed in units of frequency, coincides exactly with the Bloch frequency νB which has been defined
in (1.82). The link between these two apparently different definitions
of the Bloch frequency will be clarified by the following example, in
which we consider the time evolution of a state with initial defined
wave vector k0 at t = 0:
∞
X

ψ(k0 )i =

eik0 nd ni

(1.103)

n=−∞

The time evolution is determined by the following Hamiltonian, which
takes a diagonal form in the basis of Wannier-Stark states:
H=−

X
n

n ~ωB nihn

(1.104)
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where the single-band approximation is assumed and ωB = 2π νB .
Therefore, after a time t we have that:
e−iHt/~ ψ(k0 )i =

∞
X

ei(k0 d+ωB t)n ni = ψ(k0 + ωB t/d)i (1.105)

n=−∞

where the argument k0 +ωB t/d should be intended modulus the Brillouin zone. The Hamiltonian (1.104) produces Bloch oscillations of
the quasi momentum with k(t) = k0 +ωB t/d = k0 +F t/~. This family
of states with defined wave vector k(t) originating from a superposition of Wannier-Stark states is also called Houston states [111]. The
result here presented is identical to the one which we have previously derived from the semiclassical equation of motion (1.81), thus
establishing a link between the quantum and the classical approach
to Bloch oscillations.

This point of view which primarily focuses the quantum aspects of
Bloch oscillations puts also in evidence the interferometric character
of this phenomenon [87], according to which a phase imprint originates from site to site, namely ωB t. This suggests the idea that in
order to observe Bloch oscillations the initial state should be prepared
with coherences between separated sites, i.e. in a superposition of at
least two Wannier-Stark states, such as ni and n + 1i. Conversely,
if we prepared one single Wannier-Stark state, then the dynamics
would reduce to the trivial situation in which only the global phase
of the whole wave function changes in time. The site-to-site coherence
implies that the coherence length of the initial thermal atomic cloud
must be longer than the site separation. Hence, since the coherence
length corresponds in a thermal gas to the de Broglie wavelength
λth
dB , we find the same condition that we have derived in (1.91) by
semiclassical arguments.
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Wannier-Stark states

We shall here compute the Wannier-Stark states which are the solutions of the Hamiltonian in (1.99). We shall consider two distinct
approaches, one providing the expression in the position space and
the other the expression in the momentum space.
Both the approaches that we will be presented neglect the interband coupling, so that we can restrict ourselves to a single band.
We recall, in fact, that in our setup we have always chosen the experimental settings for which the interband tunneling is negligible.
The Hamiltonian H0 in (1.100) does not mix different bands since
the bands are necessarily eigensolutions of the same Hamiltonian.
The only operator which couples different bands is the “unbounded”
position operator F x. To account properly the interband coupling
by the position operator, the interested reader is referred to [107]
which adopts a different and original method based on the scattering
matrix formalism to calculate the Wannier-Stark wave functions as
resonances of the system.
Position space We first start by considering the problem in the
position space. For this purpose it is convenient to look for a solution under the form of a superposition of Wannier functions which we
defined in (1.47). This choice is motivated by the fact that the Wannier functions have many aspects in common with the Wannier-Stark
wave function. In fact, as we have previously considered, in both
cases the states are localized around a given lattice site and they are
all interrelated trough the translation operators Tm , as it is shown in
(1.48) and (1.102).
In order to express the Hamiltonian H in the basis of Wannier
functions, we need to compute:
h ψW (n) F x ψW (m) i and hψW (n) H0 ψW (m) i

(1.106)
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Using the translational symmetry of the Wannier functions in (1.48),
we can manipulate the first term to obtain:
Z ∞
h ψW (n) F x ψW (m) i =
dz ψW (n, z) z ψW (m, z) =
−∞
Z ∞


nF d δn,m +
dz ψW 0, z−(n−m)/2 z ψW m, z+(n−m)/2
−∞

(1.107)
where the second term is zero because the Wannier functions are
symmetric with respect to the parity operator (see also [63] regarding
the parity of the Wannier functions). Therefore, the first term gives:
h ψW (n) F x ψW (m) i = nF d δn,m

(1.108)

We shall now evaluate the second term in (1.106). Using directly the
definition of the Wannier wave functions (1.47) we have that:
Z
h ψW (n) H0 ψW (m)i =
BZ

dk dk 0 ik0nd −ikmd
e
e
×
2π/d 2π/d
× h ψB (k 0 ) H0 ψB (k)i (1.109)

where hψB (k 0 ) H0 ψB (k) i = (2π/d) δ(k − k 0 ) E(k) with E(k) the energy dispersion law. This produces:
Z
h ψW (n) H0 ψW (m) i =
BZ

dk
ei k (n−m) d E(k) = En−m (1.110)
2π/d

where we introduced the coefficients Ei which correspond to the i-th
Fourier transform of the energy band. In particular E0 corresponds
to the average over the Brillouin zone of the energy band E(k). In
addition, the band becomes flat with increasing lattice depth U0 ,
and correspondingly its Fourier components Ei>0 are suppressed. For
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instance, in the tight-binding regime where U0 & ER and the band
is approximated by the expression (1.45), we have that only the first
Fourier component survives (except for the trivial E0 ):
4
E1 = − √
π



U0
ER

3/4

e−2 U0 /ER

(1.111)

We are now able to write the Hamiltonian H in the basis of the
Wannier functions, which reads:

H=

∞
X

(−n F d + E0 ) ψW (n)ihψW (n) +

n=−∞

+

∞
X

Eh



ψW (n + h)ihψW (n) + h.c.



(1.112)

h>0
n=−∞

The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian can be derived straightforwardly
by numerical diagonalization of the corresponding matrix. By keeping
only the first Fourier transform E1 which is valid in the tight-binding
limit U0 & ER , we can express the solutions in an analytical form:
∞
X

 E 
1
Jm−n 2
ψW (m)i
F
d
m=−∞

ni =

(1.113)

where J` (z) are the Bessel functions of the first kind and integer order
` (see Fig. 1.11). This expression has been used for the first time in
[112] to study the Wannier-Stark localization in a single-band tightbinding model of a one-dimensional periodic chain. The expression
(1.113) can be easily verified by computing H ni = En ni with the
energy ladder En = E0 −n F d and making use of the following identity
of the Bessel functions of the first kind [113]:
2m
Jm (α) = Jm+1 (α) + Jm−1 (α)
α

(1.114)
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Figure 1.11: Bessel functions of the first kind J` (α) for integer
orders ` = {0 . . . 3}. These functions can be extended to negative
α values according to J` (−α) = (−1)` J` (α). A similar relationship holds for the Bessel functions with negative order `, for which
J−` (α) = (−1)` J` (α). One of the properties which is most relevant
to us is that, as a function of the argument α, they extend on a
range given by the order `.

which is valid for any value α and m.
The expression (1.113) allows us to express the spatial width of
the Wannier-Stark states, which can be computed as:
h0 z 2 0i =

 E 
 E 
1
1
Jm0 2
hψW (m0 ) z 2 ψW (m)i (1.115)
Jm 2
F
d
F
d
0

X
m,m

It is possible to demonstrate, cf. the computation in Sec 2.5.1, that,
after working out the sums over the Bessel functions, the spatial
width of the Wannier-Stark state 0i results:
2

2

h0 z 0i = hψW (0) z ψW (0)i +

 √2 E  2
1

Fd

d2

(1.116)

showing that corresponds to the quadrature sum of the spatial width
of the Wannier states, whose approximate expression is reported in
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√
(1.51), and the term 2 E1 /F . The origin of the second terms can
be intuitively explained by the fact that the J` (α) as a function of
α extends approximately until α ∼ `, as also clarified in Fig. 1.11.
Since the Wannier states are well localized around a single lattice
site even at moderate lattice depth, see e.g. Fig. 1.6(a), the most
important contribution to the quadrature sum at small lattice depth
comes from the second term in (1.116). It is worth noticing the close
correspondence between this term and the spatial amplitude of the
Bloch oscillations J/F which has been derived in (1.98) through the
semiclassical approach.
In order to provide an illustrative example, we consider the situation of 88 Sr atoms loaded in a vertical optical lattice at λL = 532 nm,
where the external field comes from the gravity force M g (F d =
M gλL /2 ∼ 0.07 ER ). The graphs in Fig. 1.12 shows the wave functions of the Wannier-Stark state 0i for different lattice depths U0 .
A comparison of the spatial extent of the Wannier-Stark states with
respect to the one of the Wannier states (see Fig. 1.7) shows that
the former extend over a much larger spatial range at small lattice
depth U0 .
Momentum space We now consider the same problem of computing the Wannier-Stark states in the momentum space. We shall
follow the approach suggested by E. N. Adams when he formulated
the crystal momentum representation 7 [114]. This approach consists
in representing the Schrödinger equation in the basis set of the Bloch
states ψB (k)i which are stationary solutions of the periodic Hamiltonian H0 . Therefore, considering only a single band in the approximation of negligible interband tunneling, we look for a solution in
the form:
Z
2π
ni =
dk an (k) ψB (k)i
(1.117)
d BZ
7 Today

it is also known as Adams representation.
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Figure 1.12: Wannier-Stark wave functions for different lattice
depths U0 . The wave functions have been computed through the
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (1.112) by retaining all of the
Fourier terms Eh . The graphs show that the wave functions are
not symmetric with respect to the parity operator, contrary to the
Wannier wave functions.
The wave functions computed using the approximate expression in
(1.113), which is valid in the limit U0  ER , are indicated by a
dashed line in the first three graphs. The differences between the
exact and the approximate computation are effectively unimportant
for U0 > 5 ER .
The wave functions reported in figure corresponds to 88 Sr atoms
in an optical lattice at λL = 532 nm with uniform acceleration
g ∼ 9.8 m/s2 .
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where the boundary condition is an (−π/d) = an (π/d) and the eigenenergies En are still to be determined. Considering the Schrödinger
equation in (1.100), we have that:
hψB (k) H0 ni = an (k) E(k)

(1.118)

where E(k) is the energy band. Regarding the linear potential, by
following the same procedure which we used to derive (1.73), we have
that:
hψB (k) z ni = i

Z d
∂an (k)
∂
+ i an (k) dz u? (k, z) u(k, z)
∂k
∂k
0

(1.119)

where we introduced the functions u(k, z) which are defined by the
Bloch theorem in (1.41). In general the quantity:
Z
I(k) = i

d

dz u? (k, z)

0

∂
un (k, z)
∂k

(1.120)

is different than zero. By redefining the phase of the Bloch states
ū(k) = eiη(k) u(k) with η(k) a real function of k (see appendix B in
[115]) the expression (1.120) transforms according to:
d
¯
I(k)
= I(k) −
η(k)
dk

(1.121)

The quantity I(k) is real because of the normalization of u(k, z) so
¯
that it is possible to find a real solution η(k) for which I(k)
= 0.
Thus, we can suppose quite generally that I(k) = 0 so that:
hψB (k) z ni = i

∂an (k)
∂k

(1.122)
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By approximating the Schrödinger equation (1.100) to a single band
by means of the projector operator:
d
2π

Z
ψB (k)ihψB (k)

(1.123)

BZ

we obtain a differential equation for the coefficient an (k):
E(k)an (k) − iF

∂an (k)
= En a(k)
∂k

(1.124)

whose solution is:
Z k
 E k − β(k) 
n
an (k) = exp i
with β(k) =
dk 0 E(k 0 ) (1.125)
F
0
In addition, in order to satisfy the boundary condition an (π/d) =
an (−π/d) we obtain the following condition on the eigenenergies:
Z

π/d

En = −n F d +

dk 0 E(k 0 )

(1.126)

−π/d

which coincides exactly with the energy ladder resulting from the
previous approach in the position space.

Before concluding, it is worth comparing the expression of the
Wannier-Stark states (1.117) with the one of the Wannier states
(1.47). In both cases the coefficients are normalized to unity:
hψB (k) ni

2

= an (k)

2

= hψB (k) ψW (n)i

2

= bn (k)

2

= 1 (1.127)

and the only difference between the two sets of states is the relative
phase which depends on k:

an (k)
= exp − iβ(k)/F
bn (k)

(1.128)
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It is this difference of phase the responsible of the larger spatial extent of the Wannier-Stark states with respect to the Wannier states.
Because of (1.128) the squared modulus of the momentum spectrum
2
hk ni , where ki is a plane wave with wave vector k, coincides
exactly with the one of the Wannier states which is reported in
Fig. 1.6(b). It is noteworthy that the Wannier states are minimum
uncertainty states for which ∆x ∆k = 1/2, whereas the WannierStark states do not satisfy the minimum uncertainty relation.

1.10

Bragg scattering

In the final part of this chapter we shall provide an interpretation
of Bloch oscillations in terms of Bragg scattering: when the particle
reaches the band edge in the Brillouin zone, the periodic potential
exchanges with the particle a momentum 2π/d or its multiples.
In order to examine more closely this mechanism we use an atomic
physics approach, in which the particle is an atom with ground gi
and excited ei levels. In addition, we consider the situation of an
accelerated optical lattice, in which the Bragg scattering mechanism
has a direct interpretation. Conversely, in the situation of an external
force field we would be required to solve the external atomic motion
and then to work in the co-moving frame of the atom. The approach
that will be presented in the following has been first considered in
[116].

1.10.1

Raman transitions

With the same formalism introduced at the beginning of the chapter, we consider an atom with the energy levels gi and ei spaced
by an energy ~ω0 . Differently from Sec. 1.5 where we considered
the dipole potential originated from the interference pattern of two

Figure 1.13: Bragg scattering process of an atom subject to an
accelerated optical lattice: the atomic momentum p grows by an
integer multiple of 2~kL . The process is based on a resonant Raman
transition in which a photon at ω1 is absorbed and subsequently
a photon a ω2 is emitted. The electric fields both at ω1 and ω2
are largely detuned from the single photon resonant processes such
that δ  ω0 . The second-order Raman process is exactly resonant
only at particular values of the frequency difference ∆ω = ω1 − ω2
when, taking into account the energy p2 /2M of a free particle and
the energies of the photons ~ω1,2 , the total energy is conserved.
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counter propagating laser beams, in this derivation we will not make
direct use of the dipole potential expression (1.24). We consider, on
the contrary, two counter-propagating electromagnetic waves:
E1 (z, t)

= E0 cos(k1 z − ω1 t)

E2 (z, t)

= E0 cos(−k2 z − ω2 t)

(1.129)

where ω1,2 are the angular frequencies and k1,2 = ω1,2 /c are the
respective wave vectors. It convenient to introduce the frequency
difference ∆ω = ω1 − ω2 . After the absorption of a photon at ω1 and
the emission of a photon at ω2 , the atom acquires a momentum ~(k1 +
k2 ), which can be rewritten more conveniently as 2~kL since ∆ω 
ω1,2 . The iteration of this process makes the atomic momentum to
grow by an integer number of 2~kL , as it is shown in Fig. 1.13.
Assuming that the initial atomic momentum is p = 0, then the
plane waves (1.129) couple together the atomic states with momentum p = 2~kL . We shall use hereafter the formalism of the dressed
states which is particular suitable for this situation. A detailed explanation of this formalism is reviewed in [117]. We will express the
states which are coupled together as ji ≡ g, j 2~kL , N1 − j, N2 + ji,
where g stands for the ground state, j 2~kL is the atomic momentum,
and N1 − j and N2 + j are the number of photons respectively at ω1
and ω2 . As shown in Fig. 1.13, the states ji are coupled through a
second-order Raman process whose effective Rabi frequency can be
demonstrated to be [37]:
Ω=

Ω1 Ω2
2δ

(1.130)

where Ω1 and Ω2 are the individual Rabi frequencies, defined as in
(1.10), of the plane waves E1 (z, t) and E2 (z, t), and δ is the detuning
from the single photon-atomic transitions δ = ω1,2 −ω0 . The coupling
Ω can be connected to the lattice depth U0 using the expression in
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(1.34), so that we have:
Ω=

U0
2~

since U0 =

~Ω2
δ

(1.131)

The phenomenon of Bragg scattering by a standing wave of light
has been studied extensively and is useful in the construction of
atom interferometers [118, 119, 120, 121]. Moreover, repeated scatterings from a pulsed standing wave produces dynamics equivalent
to the kicked pendulum, which is a paradigmatic system to study
Hamiltonian chaos. To this purpose, this mechanism has been used
in the study of the quantum chaos, through periodically driven rotors [122, 123], and quantum δ-kicked rotor [124, 125, 126], to study
quantum transport as a semiclassical effect or purely quantum effect
[127, 128]. For a review article on the transition from classical to
quantum chaos the interested reader is referred to [129].

1.10.2

Adiabatic rapid passage

In the absence of coupling Ω, the states ji would have an energy:

E(j, ∆ω) =

(j 2~kL )2
+ (N1 − j)~ω1 + (N2 + j)~ω2 =
2M
= 4j 2 ER − j ~∆ω + N1 ~ω1 + N2 ~ω2



(1.132)

where we introduced the recoil energy ER defined as in (1.39) and the
last term in brackets can be discarded as it contributes to the energy
only with an irrelevant constant. The energies E(j, ∆ω) depend on
the frequency difference between the two counter-propagating laser
beam. They each other at particular values of ∆ω, such as E(j +
1, ∆ω̄j ) = E(j, ∆ω̄j ) for ∆ω̄j = 4ER /~(2j + 1). If the optical lattice
is accelerated with acceleration a, then the frequency difference ∆ω
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grows linearly in time as:
∆ω(t) = 2kL at

(1.133)

so that the frequency difference ∆ω(t) steps from the resonant condition ∆ω̄j to the next ∆ω̄j+1 in a time which corresponds exactly
to the Bloch period τB introduced in (1.83).
According to the formalism of the dressed states, the evolution
of the system “atom+laser radiation” is described by the following
Hamiltonian:
H(t) =

∞
X
j=0

E(j, ∆ω(t)) jihj +

∞

X
~Ω 
j + 1ihj + j − 1ihj
2
j=0

(1.134)
where, without loss of generality, the effective Rabi frequency Ω has
been assumed to be real. Although the Hamiltonian depends on the
time through the quantity ∆ω(t), it is convenient to compute the
instantaneous solutions of the Hamiltonian which are called dressedstates. The energy of the dressed states are reported in Fig. 1.14,
where the degeneracy of the energies E(j, ∆ω) has been lifted at the
avoided crossing points by the coupling Ω. The comparison between
Fig. 1.14(a) and Fig. 1.14(b) shows that the avoided crossings become more pronounced for stronger coupling Ω. The splitting of the
energies is, in fact, proportional to ~Ω.
Under suitable adiabatic conditions for which the detuning from
the avoided crossing point changes slowly with respect to the Rabi
frequency Ω [103] and that the distance between two avoided crossing
point is larger than the Rabi frequency Ω, then the system will evolve
in time remaining always in the same dressed state. This mechanism
is known from nuclear physics as adiabatic rapid passage [130]. For
a tutorial introduction to adiabatic rapid passage the reader is referred to [131]. The first adiabatic condition which we have before
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Figure 1.14: Energy of the dressed states as a function of the frequency difference ∆ω = ω1 − ω2 of two counter-propagating laser
beams. The dashed lines corresponds to the energies in the absence
of coupling, i.e. Ω = 0. These lines cross each other at particular
values of ∆ω. The coupling Ω, which is proportional to the lattice
depth U0 , prevents the energy from crossing. The solid lines represents the adiabatic trajectories along which the system remains
in the same dressed state. In a 1st -order Bragg scattering the momentum increases by units of 2~kL along the adiabatic trajectory.
In 2nd and 3rd orders Bragg scattering the momentum increases by
4~kL and 6~kL respectively, but the probability of adiabatic passage is much weaker. The graphs report the avoided crossing up to
the third-order Bragg scattering processes. (a) With U0 = 1 ER , the
avoided crossing is observable only for the 1st -order Bragg scattering, and with a certain probability the system perform a LandauZener tunneling to other adiabatic trajectories. (b) With U0 = 5 ER ,
the tunneling probability is much weaker and the avoided crossing
is visible also for the 2nd -order Bragg scattering.
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enunciated can be restated as:
γ=

Ω2
1
∆ω̇(t)

(1.135)

where we introduced the adiabatic parameter γ, and ∆ω̇(t) = 2kL a
according to (1.133). The second adiabatic condition gives 8ER /~ 
Ω. The two conditions can be expressed synthetically as ∆ω̇  Ω2 
2
64ER
/~2 .
For instance, in Fig. 1.14(b) the evolution of an atom initially
with p = 0 proceeds along the continuous trajectory, for which the
momentum grows by 2~kL every Bloch period τB when ∆ω(t) is
described by (1.133). In other terms, when the evolution occurs on
the adiabatic trajectory the atom is accelerated by a force F = M a.
The probability of finding the atom in a particular state of momentum
at a given time can be computed by projecting the dressed state onto
the free-particle momentum state. Fig. 1.15 reports the evolution
in time of the probability of finding the atom in different states of
momentum.

1.10.3

Landau-Zener tunneling

When the condition (1.135) on the adiabatic parameter γ is no more
satisfied, then the system has a finite probability to tunnel to the
other dressed state when it passes through an avoided crossing point.
This tunneling is called Landau-Zener tunneling, after Landau and
Zener who first studied this mechanism near the avoided crossing
regions [100, 101, 102]. Sometimes the same tunneling model is also
referred to as Landau-Zener-Stückelberg tunneling after a similar and
coeval work by Stückeldberg [132]. In other terms, the tunneling
between different dressed states corresponds to the tunneling from
one energy band of the optical lattice to the higher one.
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Figure 1.15: Adiabatic rapid passage of the atomic momentum.
The curves represent the probability of finding the system in a particular state of momentum. The average momentum grows in time
by 2~kL every Bloch period. In other terms, the momentum follows
the accelerated standing wave by performing Bloch oscillations.

Zener computed an approximation of the probability P of finding
the system in another dressed state after passing along the avoided
crossing region [100]. He found that P ≈ exp(−πγ/2) where γ is the
adiabatic parameter (1.135). Using the expression of the effective
Rabi frequency (1.131) and the expression of the energy gap EG =
U0 /2 at moderate lattice depths U0 (1.44), the result can be rewritten
in the more expressive form:
P ≈ exp(−ac /a)

with ac =

2
λL EG
8 ~2

(1.136)

where a is the acceleration of the system and ac is the critical acceleration which we have already introduced in (1.86) and which depends
on the energy gap EG . This result acquires a broader validity, not
only restricted to U0  16 ER , when it is expressed in terms of the
energy gap EG .
The interband tunneling rate Γ can be estimated using (1.136)
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and considering that the system steps through an avoided crossing
region every period τB , so that:
Γ ≈ τB−1 exp(−ac /a)

(1.137)

where ∆ is the band gap of the n-th band.
The phenomenon of Landau-Zener tunneling has been amply studied in cold atoms. Exponential decay in the number of atoms because
of interband tunneling has been observed [133], the Landau-Zener
tunneling has been used to probe macroscopic interference effects
[86], the same tunneling mechanism has been used to prove the existence of Wannier-Stark ladders [74, 75], a deviation from exponential
decay in the number of atoms over short times has been observed
[76, 79], resonantly-enhanced tunneling has been observed [83, 134]
and time-resolved measurements of Landau-Zener tunneling has been
recently presented [85]. The interested reader is referred to [135] for
a detailed review on Bloch oscillations and Zener tunneling in cold
atoms system.
Referring to our specific experimental setup, for 88 Sr atoms in an
optical lattice at λL = 532 nm and a = g ∼ 9.8 m/s2 , the formula
(1.137) becomes:


2
2
Γ ≈ 575 exp − 17.3 EG
/ER
s−1

(1.138)

For instance, for U0 = 6 ER the band gap of the first band is ∆ ≈
3 ER , see e.g. Fig. 1.4, which corresponds to Γ ≈ 10−60 s−1 (we recall
that the age of universe is ∼ 1017 s). In order to make this tunneling
observable with our setup the lattice depth should be lowered around
U0 = 1 ER , so that the tunneling rate becomes Γ ∼ 7 s−1 .
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Chapter

2

Driven optical lattices
In this chapter we shall discuss two novel mechanisms to dynamically
control the quantum transport in one-dimensional accelerated optical
lattices by means of a resonant external driving. We will consider two
cases of external driving, one which is related to an oscillating external force, namely a phase modulation (PM) of the lattice potential
[9], and another which is related to an amplitude modulation (AM)
of the lattice potential [10].

2.1

Coherent control of atomic transport

Both the mechanisms which we shall present in this chapter, namely
the phase and amplitude modulation of the lattice potential, introduce an additional degree of freedom to the system in the form of
an external time-dependent modulation, which allows to achieve a
very flexible control of the atomic quantum transport. The system is
described by the following Hamiltonians for the two distinct cases of
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phase and amplitude modulations, respectively:
Hph =
Hamp =


p2
U0
−
cos 2kL z − 2kL z0 sin(ωM t − φ) − F0 z (2.1)
2M
2

p2
U0
−
1 + α sin(ωM t − φ) cos(2kL z) − F0 z
2M
2

(2.2)

where ωM is the modulation frequency, kL z0 is the PM amplitude,
α is the relative AM amplitude, φ is the phase of the modulation at
the onset of both the PM and AM modulations, F0 is the external
static force (in our experimental setup corresponds to the gravity
force F0 = −M g), U0 is the lattice depth, and kL ≡ 2π/λL is the
wave vector of the laser which gives rise to the optical lattice with
spatial periodicity d ≡ λL /2.
These mechanism have been used in our experimental setup with
Sr atoms to demonstrate intraband Wannier-Stark tunneling and
coherent delocalization of matter waves [9], to engineer quantum
transport over macroscopic distances [11], and to provide one realization of Loschmidt echoes [10]. Almost at the same time, the
mechanism of phase modulation has been used with a Bose-Einstein
condensate of 87 Rb atoms [84].
88

To our knowledge the mechanism based on the amplitude modulation of the lattice potential has never been considered before with
the purpose of coherently controlling the atomic quantum transport
[10]. So far the amplitude modulation driving has been used as a
modulation spectroscopic tool for interband excitations [17], and to
characterize the Mott insulator regime for bosons [136] and fermions
[137, 138]. In the specific context of transport, amplitude modulation
in the form of a sequence of pulses has been used to realize quantum
δ-kicked rotor model [124, 125, 126]. On the contrary, the use of an
external oscillating force (i.e. phase modulation of an optical lattice)
has a much longer story in the context of transport control. The
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first studies of this mechanism considered an electron in a crystal
under the effect of an external oscillating electric field. Coherent destruction of tunneling, which is also known as dynamic localization,
has been predicted for these systems in the strong driving regime
[139, 140, 141]. The problem of an oscillating electric field in the
presence of an external linear potential has been studied for a biased
double-well heterostructure [142]. More recently, the same problem
of an external oscillating force has been re-considered and studied for
atoms in optical lattices [143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149].
It is worth mentioning that the control of quantum transport in
optical lattices is an active field of research which has been largely
studied both theoretically and experimentally. In spin-dependent optical lattices the additional degree of freedom which is necessary to
control the quantum transport comes from the existence of an internal atomic structure [150]. Microwave transitions have been used to
drive a tunneling between spin states whose trapping potentials are
spatially offset, realizing a controlled coherent transport and splitting of atomic wave packets [151]. This mechanism has been used
to create highly entangled states of neutral atoms [152], achieving a
significant result towards quantum information processing by means
of short-range controlled-collision phase shifts [153, 154]. A protocol
to engineer a vast family of wave packets in spin-dependent optical lattices has been proposed very recently [155], and the coherent
quantum-state control in these systems has been demonstrated [156].
The state-dependent control of transport in these systems allowed to
realize controlled atomic quantum walks and to study the transition
from quantum walks to random walks [157]. Another approach to the
control of transport regards the phase modulation of an optical lattice, which is strictly related to the work presented in this dissertation
but without any external linear potential. In such systems coherent
destruction of tunneling has been shown in the strong driving regime
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[82]. The same mechanism has been used to inhibit the transport and
to drive the Mott insulator phase transition [158, 159]. An approach
based on laser-induced transitions between Wannier-Stark states by
means of an ultra-narrow linewidth laser has been recently suggested
[160], and extended to stimulated Raman transitions [161]. The same
idea of using Raman transitions has been previously considered in
[162]. Following another approach yet, quantum ratchet motion [163]
has been demonstrated in a saw-tooth-like optical lattice whose amplitude is periodically modulated in time according to a asymmetric
temporal profile [164].

2.2

Phase-modulated optical lattices

Before starting the discussion of the quantum transport in phasemodulated optical lattice, it is convenient to recall a few important
results from previous chapter regarding the quantum transport in
static optical lattice. In Sec. 1.5 we presented the physics of an atom
in a one-dimensional optical lattice, i.e. a periodic potential which
originates from the interference pattern of two counter-propagating
laser beams. We then considered in Sec. 1.7 the effect of an acceleration of the lattice potential, which is equivalent to applying an
external linear potential. To this purpose we introduced the Hamiltonian:
p2
U0
HBO =
−
cos(2kL z) − F0 z ,
(2.3)
2M
2
which produces the phenomenon of Bloch oscillations. In fact, the
quantum transport in these systems is characterized by periodic oscillations of the quasi momentum in the first Brillouin zone, see e.g.
Fig. 1.8. We presented then the connection between the phenomenon
of Bloch oscillations and the suppression of the site-to-site tunneling,
see e.g. Fig. 1.10, which gives rise to the Wannier-Stark localization
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of atomic matter waves. We finally considered the exception to this
localization phenomenon which is constituted by the Landau-Zener
tunneling occurring under the conditions of strong forces and weak
lattice potentials, as we discussed in Sec. 1.10.3.
This being premised, we shall see in the following that the tunneling in an accelerated lattice potential can be resonantly restored
and controlled by phase-modulating the lattice potential at specific
resonant frequencies ωM .
The phase of the optical lattice potential is directly related to
the relative phase between the two counter-propagating laser beams
which form the optical lattice, as results from the expression which
we derived in (1.34). This relative phase can be changed, for instance,
by shifting the position z0 of the retro-reflecting mirror which is used
to create the standing wave dipole trap, as also shown in Fig. 2.1. By
modulating the position of the mirror at frequency ωM according to
the equation of motion:
z(t) = z0 sin(ωM t − φ)

(2.4)

where z0 is the amplitude of modulation and φ is the PM phase at
the onset of the modulation, the new Hamiltonian which describes the
system dynamics changes from HBO in (2.3), for which the tunneling
is suppressed, to Hph which is reported in (2.1).

2.2.1

Co-moving reference frame

In order to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation relative
to the PM Hamiltonian HPM , it is advisable to change the reference
frame to the co-moving one which is described by the position z(t)
and velocity v(t):
z(t) = z0 sin(ωM t − φ)

Driven optical lattices
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Figure 2.1: The physical mechanism which gives rise to the
phase modulation of the optical lattice potential is schematically
depicted. The phase of the periodic lattice potential is changed
by modulating the position of the retro-reflecting mirror according
z(t) = z0 sin(ωM t) at frequency ωM . The optical lattice is oriented
along the gravity acceleration ~g . The figure is not to scale.

v(t) = dz(t)/dt = z0 ωM cos(ωM t − φ)

(2.5)

The proper unitary transformation which realizes such change of reference frame is given by:



U z(t), v(t) = eiγ(t)/~ exp ip z(t)/~ exp − iM v(t)z/~

(2.6)

where z and p are the position and momentum operators, respectively,
and γ(t) is a scalar phase which we shall conveniently specify in the
following. The application of the unitary transformation (2.6) to the
Hamiltonian (2.1) results in:

†
0
Hph
= U z(t), v(t) Hph U z(t), v(t) +
d
† 
U z(t), v(t)
=
− i~ U z(t), v(t)
dt
p2
U0
=
−
cos(2kL z) − F0 z − F1 sin(ωM t − φ)z
2M
2

(2.7)

where we introduced:
2
F1 ≡ M z0 ωM

(2.8)
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which is the inertial force appearing in the non-inertial reference
frame. The phase γ(t) has been chosen to satisfy the differential
2
equation dγ(t)/dt = M v(t)2 /2 − F0 z(t) − M z(t)2 ωM
. In the follow0
ing we shall focus on the Hamiltonian Hph in (2.7) and for simplicity
reasons we shall discard hereafter the prime symbol, though remembering that we work in the co-moving reference frame.

2.3

Resonant tunneling

Although we have not derived yet the detailed solutions of the timedependent Schrödinger equation, however we can intuitively understand the effect of the phase modulation on the quantum transport.
The Hamiltonian (2.7) which we derived in the co-moving frame can
be expressed in the form:
Hph = HBO − F1 sin(ωM t − φ)z

(2.9)

where HBO is the static Hamiltonian responsible of the Wannier-Stark
localization and the phenomenon of Bloch oscillations. The oscillating force introduces a time-dependent perturbation to the system
which is able to drive transitions between states which are separated
by multiples of the excitation energy ~ωM . In Sec. 1.9.1 we saw that
the solution of the HBO are the Wannier-Stark states ni, which are localized around the n-th lattice site, and whose energies form a ladder
with constant energy step ~ωB . As shown in Fig. 2.2, the site-to-site
tunneling is resonantly restored when the resonance condition occurs:
ωM = ` × ωB

(2.10)

which corresponds to a tunneling between states which are located `
lattices sites apart. When the modulation frequency ωM matches the
energy band gap which separates different Wannier-Stark ladders,
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an interband tunneling can occur, but this is not discussed in this
dissertation. The interested reader is referred to [165]. In addition,
beyond the resonances described by (2.10), higher order processes are
also possible, in which the tunneling occurs after the simultaneous
absorption or emission of an integer number of energy quanta ~ωM ,
for instance when `ωM = ωB for a process of the `-th order.
The atoms absorb or emit energy quanta ~ωM while they tunnel
upwards or downwards along the optical lattice, respectively. The
energy quanta comes from the photons of the phase-modulated optical lattice, suggesting an interpretation of this mechanism in terms
of photon-assisted tunneling. This phenomenon has been investigated in solid state physics long time before the advent of cold atoms
[166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171]. In the field of cold atoms it has
been recently observed in a double-well potential [172], and in phasemodulated optical lattices as interband [75] and intraband tunneling
[9, 84]. With our work [9] we also demonstrated that this mechanism leads to coherent tunneling, in contrast to sequential tunneling,
when the sources of decoherence, specifically the atomic collisions,
are sufficiently suppressed.
In the formalism of dressed states, when the resonance condition
(2.10) is matched the Wannier-Stark ladder of energies, which is depicted tilted in Fig. 2.2 with each step equal to ~ωB , becomes flat,
i.e. the energies of the states separated by ` lattice sites are aligned.
In this situation a coherent delocalization occurs, for which any initially localized state expand indefinitely in time. On the other hand,
if the modulation frequency is slightly detuned from the resonance
condition (2.10), then the delocalization of the system does not occur,
and any initially localized state oscillates in time within a bounded
spatial range [11]. In the same picture of dressed-states which we
employed before to explain the delocalization, the spatial oscillations
of atomic wave packets arise from the residual tilt of the energy lad-

Figure 2.2: Intraband site-to-site tunneling resonantly activated
by the phase modulation of the lattice potential. The spatial position of the optical lattice is driven in time according to z(t) =
z0 sin(ωM t), which results in an force applied to the atoms which
oscillates in time at frequency ωM . The site-to-site tunneling occurs
when the modulation frequency matches the energy separation between two adjacent Wannier-Stark states, namely ~ωM = ` × ~ωB .
In order to avoid inducing transitions to the higher bands, the modulation frequency has to be much detuned from the energy band
gap ~ωM  ∆EG . Note that ~g represents the gravity acceleration,
corresponding to the situation of a vertical optical lattice.
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der which is not completely eliminated because of the detuning from
the resonance condition. These oscillations can be interpreted in the
dressed-state formalism as Bloch oscillations of atomic wave packets.

2.4

Floquet analysis

In this section we shall look for the solutions of the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for the Hamiltonian in (2.7). The Hamiltonian
depends on time so that the energy is not conserved. Nonetheless,
we notice that the Hamiltonian has a symmetry with respect to a
translation in time Hph (t) = Hph (t + τM ) since the modulation is periodic with period τM ≡ 2π/ωM . This symmetry allows to predict in
advance the form of the solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation according the Floquet theorem [173], which is the analogue
of the Bloch theorem applied to the time domain. The solutions can
be sought in the form of Floquet states:
e
ψ(t)i = e−iE t/~ ψ(t)i
with

e
e + τM )i
ψ(t)i
= ψ(t

(2.11)

where E is termed Floquet characteristic exponent or, more simply,
quasi energy in analogy with the quasi momentum of the Bloch theorem. Our goal is to derive the time propagator which allows to
solve the time-evolution of any initially localized states in the phasemodulated optical lattice. From the propagator then it is possible to
derive the evolution of any initial state.
To this end, we proceed in a close analogy with the classical procedure of finding the propagator of a static Hamiltonian. We look
for the Floquet states of the system, which are the analogous of the
stationary states in the static case, so that the evolution of any given
state is easily derived by expressing the state itself in the basis of
Floquet states.
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Single band approximation

We consider a modulation frequencies ωM which is far detuned from
the energy band gap ~ωM  EG , so that the interband transitions
can be neglected and the dynamics remains restricted to the lowest
band. Using this approximation of one single band, we write the
Hamiltonian Hph (2.9) in the basis set of the Wannier states ψW (n)i
which we introduced in Sec. 1.6.1. The Hamiltonian HBO has been
already expressed in this basis set in (1.112), so that the whole Hamiltonian Hph reads:

Hph =

∞
X


− n ~ωB + F1 d sin(ωM t − φ) ψW (n) ihψW (n) +

n=−∞

+

∞
X

Ep



ψW (n + p)ihψW (n) + h.c.



(2.12)

p>0
n=−∞

where the tunneling coefficient Ep have been defined in (1.110).

2.4.2

Secular approximation

The Hamiltonian still depends explicitly on time, and it is therefore
convenient to switch to the rotating frame by means of the unitary
transformation:
!


∞
X
ωM t
F1 d
U(t) = exp − i
n
−
cos(ωM t − φ) ψW (n)ihψW (n)
`
~ωM
n=−∞

(2.13)
which depends on time and it is periodic with period τM . Moreover,
we introduced the number ` whose role will be clear in the following.
The Hamiltonian is transformed by the unitary transformation U(t)
into:
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0
Hph
= U Hph U † − i ~ U
∞
X

n

n=−∞

d  †
U =
dt

(2.14)

∞ 
X

~δ
Ep exp − i(p/`)ωM t ×
ψW (n)ihψW (n) +
`
p>0
n=−∞




F1 d
× exp i p
cos(ωM t − φ)
ψW (n + p) ihψW (n) + h.c.
~ωM
where we introduced the detuning δ ≡ ωM − ` × ωB . The role of
the number ` becomes now clear. It selects the resonant process
which we want to study. If ` is an integer number the tunneling
is between states separated by ` lattice sites. Otherwise, if ` is the
reciprocal of an integer number the tunneling is an `-th order process.
The Hamiltonian in (2.14) can be further manipulated by using the
Jacobi-Anger expansion [113]:
ei α cos(β) =

∞
X

im Jm (α) eimβ

(2.15)

m=−∞

where the Jm (α) are the Bessel functions of the first order (see also
Fig. 1.11). Hence, the Hamiltonian takes the new expression:
0
Hph
=

∞
X

n

n=−∞

+

~δ
ψW (n) ihψW (n) +
`

∞ 
X

p>0
n,m=−∞



F1 d
Ep ei(m−p/`)ωM t eim(π/2−φ) Jm p
×
~ωM

× ψW (n + p) ihψW (n) + h.c.

(2.16)

It is worth noticing that we could have chosen the Wannier-Stark
states ni instead of the Wannier states ψW (n)i as the basis set
to express the Hamiltonian, as it is shown in [145]. The procedure
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would results only slightly more elaborated but it would produce
analogous results. We anticipate that we shall reverse our choice when
discussing the driving mechanism by the amplitude modulation in
Sec. 2.9. In order to proceed further we need to introduce the secular
approximation (also called rotating wave approximation) by retaining
only the static terms in the Hamiltonian. This approximation is valid
in the limit Ep /~  ωM and δ  ωM . It is therefore necessary to
satisfy the following equation:
p
=`
m

(2.17)

where we recall that p, ` are integer numbers, while ` can be both
an integer or the reciprocal of an integer. We notice moreover that
the terms in Hamiltonian with higher index p are strongly reduced
because of the coefficients Ep . In fact, as shown in Fig. 2.3, the
coefficients Ep representing the tunneling rate to the p-th neighboring
site strongly decrease at higher p.

2.4.3

Tight-binding approximation

In addition, to further simplify the analysis we retain only the first
available Ep term with the lowest p index. This corresponds to the
nearest-neighbor tight-binding approximation.
For instance, when ` is an integer number we retain the terms for
p = ` and m = 1, and the Hamiltonian becomes:
0
Hph

=

∞
X

n

n=−∞

+

∞ 
X

n=−∞

E` e

~δ
ψW (n) ihψW (n) +
`
i(π/2−φ)


J1

F1 d
`
~ωM



(2.18)


ψW (n + `)ihψW (n) + h.c.
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Figure 2.3: The coefficient Ep as a function of the lattice depth
U0 . They are related to the tunneling which couples states located
p lattice sites apart. It is shown that they decreases exponentially
with the potential barrier U0 . They are strongly suppressed at
higher p. For instance, at U0 = 6 ER we have that E2 /E1 = 3×10−2 .

Supposing to be at the exact resonance, i.e. ωM = ` ωB (i.e., δ = 0),
we have that the Hamiltonian (2.18) describes a delocalized system
where the tunneling is between Wannier states ψW (n)i which are
separates by ` lattice sites. The tunneling rate results to be:

J = J0 J 1

F1 d
~ωB


with J0 = 2 E`

(2.19)

where J0 corresponds to the tunneling rate in the absence of the phase
modulation and of the external force F0 (e.g., an horizontal static
optical lattice). We notice that the tunneling rate is modulated by
the Bessel function of the first order J1 . In the weak-driving regime
F1  ~ωB /d = F0 , i.e. when the inertial force produced by the
oscillating lattice F1 is weaker than the external static force F0 , the
tunneling becomes linearly proportional to the driving amplitude F1
defined in (2.8), so that J = J0 F1 /(2 F0 ).
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As another example, when ` is the reciprocal of an integer number,
say κ ≡ 1/`, we retain the term for p = 1 and m = κ, and the
Hamiltonian becomes:
0
Hph
=

∞
X

n κ~δ ψW (n)ihψW (n) +

(2.20)

n=−∞

+

∞ 
X

n=−∞

E1 eiκ(π/2−φ) Jκ



F1 d
~ωM




ψW (n + 1) ihψW (n) + h.c.

When the resonance conditions is satisfied, i.e. κ ωM = ωB , the
Hamiltonian (2.20) describes a delocalized system where the tunneling couples states which are one lattice site apart with a tunneling
rate:


κ F1 d
J = J0 Jκ
(2.21)
~ωB
where J0 is the same defined in 2.19. In the weak-driving regime, we

have that the tunneling becomes J = J0 (κ F1 /F0 )κ / 2n Γ(1 + n) ,
where Γ is the Euler gamma function. We notice that it is proportional to k-th power of the driving amplitude F1 , which indicates a
k-th order tunneling process.
Dynamic localization It is worth remarking that by strongly driving the system, i.e. when F1 becomes comparable with F0 , the tunneling vanishes when the argument of the Bessel function in (2.19)
and (2.21) corresponds to a zero of the Bessel function. For instance,
when κ = 1 it occurs for:
F1 d
= 3.83, 7.02, 13.32, . . .
~ωB

(2.22)

The fact that in the strong driving regime the tunneling can be coherently suppressed is a counterintuitive result which has been first investigated in [140, 139] in terms of a dynamic localization mechanism.
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Experimentally this phenomenon has been observed in [82, 84, 172].
In our experimental setup we always probed the weak-driving regime.

2.4.4

Stationary states

We conclude by deriving the stationary states in the rotating frame
of the driving system. The Floquet states can be derived from this
stationary state [141], but for our purposes this will not be necessary.
We shall focus specifically on the Hamiltonian in (2.18). In fact, it
is clear that the other Hamiltonian in (2.20) can be obtained by a
simple reparametrization of (2.18) for ` = 1.
We notice that after the secular approximation the Hamiltonian
in (2.18) is no longer time-dependent. Hence we can proceed with
the simpler time-independent Schödinger equation:
0
Hph
ψn i = En ψn i

(2.23)

where { ψn i} represents a set of stationary states with energies En .
The resonant case ωM = `ωB , i.e. δ = 0, is the simplest one
corresponding to a delocalized system, for which the states ψn i correspond to the Bloch states (1.47):
ψB (k)i =

∞
X

ei m k d ψW (m)i

(2.24)

m=−∞

where the quantum number k, which represents the wave vector of
the Bloch states in the zone Brillouin zone [−π/d, π/d], substitutes
the general index n which we introduced before to label the solutions
of (2.23). It can be directly verified that the eigenenergies are given
by a continuous:
E(k) = J sin(`kd + φ)
(2.25)
where the tunneling J has been defined in (2.19). It is worth noticing
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that the states ψB (k)i corresponds to the Bloch states which we used
in (1.47) to define the Wannier functions.
In the case of a slight detuning δ = ωM − `ωB from the resonance
we have that the stationary states ψn i are given by the WannierStark states (cf. the expression (1.113) which we derived for the
Wannier-Stark states in the case of a static linear potential):
ψn i =

∞
X

eim(π/2−φ) J−m

J 

m=−∞

~δ

ψW (n + `m)i

(2.26)

By using the identity (1.114) it can be directly verified that the states
(2.26) solve the Schrödinger equation (2.23) with the energies forming
a ladder En = n~δ/`. We notice that the spatial extent of these states
is inversely proportional to the detuning δ, as it has been shown in
(1.116) for an analogous situation. Therefore, when the detuning δ
tends to zero, the stationary states tend to become delocalized as the
Bloch states in (2.24) are.
The states (2.24) and (2.26) are the stationary solutions of the
systems in the rotating frame for the resonant and out-of-resonance
case, respectively. In order find the solutions of the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation in the co-moving frame it is necessary to apply
the transformation U(t)† which we have defined in (2.13). Therefore, we obtain the following time-dependent solutions of the driven
system:
ψB (k, t)i ≡ e−i(J /~) sin(`k d+φ) t U(t)† ψB (k)i (δ = 0)
ψn (t)i ≡ e−in δ t/` U(t)† ψn i

(δ 6= 0)

(2.27)
(2.28)

By expressing any given state in a superposition of states (2.27) or
(2.28) we are therefore able to derive its time evolution.
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Coherent delocalization

We consider in this section the problem of the time evolution of an
initially localized wave packets when the resonance condition ωM =
` × ωB holds. Moreover, the evolution of the initial state ni provides
also the time propagator of the driven system.
In order to perform this calculation we first recall that the Wannier states ψW (n)i can be expressed in terms of the Bloch states
ψB (k)i reversing the relationship in (2.24):
d
2π

ψW (n)i =

Z

dk e−ink d ψB (k)i

(2.29)

BZ

where the integration is over the first Brillouin zone [−π/d, π/d].
We name ψW (n, t)i the time evolution of ψW (n)i. Using the timeevolved states in (2.27) we have that:
ψW (n, t)i =
=

d
2π

Z

d
2π

Z

dk e−ink d ψB (k, t)i =

BZ

dk e−ink d e−i E(k)t/~

BZ

∞
X

eim



k+e
k(t) d

ψW (m)i (2.30)

m=−∞

where E(k) has been defined in (2.25) and we have introduced e
k(t) =
F0 t/~ − F1 /(`~ωB ) cos(`ωB t − φ). This expression can be further
manipulated by using the Jacobi-Anger expansion in (2.15) applied
to exp(−iE(k)t/~), so that:
hψW (m) ψW (n, t)i = eim k(t)d
e

∞
X

0

0

(−1)n ein φ Jn0 (J t/~) ×

n0 =−∞

×

d
2π

Z
BZ

0

dk ei(m−n+n `)k d =
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=

∞
X
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0

0

eim k(t)d (−1)n ein φ Jn0 (J t/~) δm,n−n0 `
e

(2.31)

n0 =−∞

Therefore, we can finally write the time-evolved state:

ψW (n, t)i =

∞
X

ei(n+`m) k(t)d e−imφ Jm (J t/~) ψW (n + `m)i
e

m=−∞

with e
k(t)d = ωB t − F1 /(F0 `) cos(`ωB t − φ)

(2.32)

This result corresponds to the time propagator of the phase-modulated
system at the resonance δ = 0. The resulting spatial distribution over
the lattice sites has an analytic behavior very similar to the distribution over transverse momentum of atoms diffracted by a standing
wave in the Kapiza-Dirac effect [174]. From the expression (2.32)
we find that an atom which is initially localized on the lattice site n
tunnels to and populates only the lattice sites n + m`, where m is
an integer number and we recall that ` identifies the harmonic of the
resonant Bloch frequency ωB . In particular, we find the probability
for an atom which is localized in one single lattice site at t = 0 to be
found ` m lattice sites apart after a time t:
2
P`m (t, δ = 0) = Jm
(J t/~)

(2.33)

where δ = 0 reminds that we are at the resonance. This probability
is symmetric in both the directions because Jm (α) = (−1)m J−m (α),
which indicates a symmetric bidirectional tunneling. This situation
corresponds to an atomic wave packet which broadens symmetrically
in both the directions and indefinitely in time. In Fig. 2.4 the wave
functions of the states in (2.32) at different time t shows pictorially
the broadening in time of an initially localized state. Nonetheless,
depending on the site-to-site coherences of the initial state a time
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Figure 2.4: Broadening in time of an initially localized state
ψW (0)i. The graphs report the modulus squared of the wave functions corresponding to the states ψW (0, t)i expressed in (2.32).
The situations from (a) to (d) correspond to the physical quantity J t/~ = 0, 2, 5, 10, respectively. It is characteristic the shape
which shows a higher probability at the lateral edges.
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t = 0, the time-evolved state can undergo a unidirectional tunneling
resulting in a net movement of the atomic wave packet.
Finally, we notice that the interesting time-dependency in the expression (2.32) appears in the argument of the Bessel functions Jm .
As we shall see in detail in the next section, the quantity J t/~ corresponds, in fact, to the spatial width of the time-evolved states (2.32),
as also intuitively supported by the expression of the probability derived in (2.33). Hence, any wave packet which is initially prepared in
localized state will coherently broaden indefinitely in time, according
to a coherent delocalization mechanism.

2.5.1

Speed of broadening

We shall calculate quantitatively the broadening of an initially localized state using the expression of the time-evolved states ψW (n, t)i
that we found in Eq. (2.32). The broadening in time is quantified by
the average of the operator z 2 . Without loss of generality, to perform
the calculation we choose the initial state ψW (0)i, so that:
σ(t)2 = hψW (0, t) z 2 ψW (0, t)i − hψW (0, t) z ψW (0, t)i2

(2.34)

We first introduce a short notation to simplify the calculation. In
fact, it is convenient to express the states ψW (0, t)i in (2.32) in the
form:
∞
X
ψW (0, t)i =
ei m ϕ Jm (α) ψW (`m)i
(2.35)
m=−∞

with the identifications ϕ → (`d e
k(t) − φ) and α → J t/~. By referring alternatively to the operator z and z 2 with the notation O, we
therefore have that:
hψW (0, t) O ψW (0, t)i =
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X

=

0

0
e−i(m −m)ϕ Jm
(α)Jm (α) hψW (`m0 ) O ψW (`m)i (2.36)

m,m0

Regarding the operator z, we have already shown in (1.108) that:
h ψW (m0 ) z ψW (m) i = md δm,m0

(2.37)

so that the average position results:
hψW (0, t) z ψW (0, t)i = d

X

2
` m Jm
(α) = 0

(2.38)

m,m0

which derives from the symmetry operation m → −m. This result
shows that the average position of a broadening wave packet does not
move when the initial state is localized on a single site.
On the other hand, focusing on the operator z 2 and making use of
the translation property of the Wannier states (1.48), we have that:
2
hψW (`m0 ) z 2 ψW (`m)i = h ψW (−h/2) z+`(m+m0 )d/2 ψW (h/2)i
(2.39)
where we introduced h = `(m − m0 ). We make use of the result in
(2.37) and the orthogonality of the Wannier states (1.49) to expand
the previous expression:
hψW (`m0 ) z 2 ψW (`m)i = h ψW (−h/2) z 2 ψW (h/2)i + `2 m2 d2 δh,0
(2.40)
Hence, we plug this result into the equation (2.36) obtaining:
hψW (0, t) z 2 ψW (0, t)i =
=

X
h

h ψW (−h/2) z 2 ψW (h/2)i eihϕ

X
m

Jm−h (α)Jm (α) +
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+ (`d)2

X

2
m2 Jm
(α)

(2.41)

m

This expression can be further simplified by using the Bessel function
addition theorem [113]:
Jn (x ∓ y) =

∞
X

Jn±m (x) Jm (y)

(2.42)

m=−∞

and the following sum rule of the Bessel functions
X
m

2
m2 Jm
(α) =

α2
2

(2.43)

which can be demonstrated from the addition theorem of the Bessel
functions when generalized to complex numbers (cf. (2.56)). Therefore the previous expression takes the following form:
=

X

hψW (−h/2) z 2 ψW (h/2)i eihϕ (−1)h Jh (0) +

h

(` d α)2
2

(2.44)

Moreover, since Jh (0) = δh,0 , the expression becomes:
hψW (0, t) z 2 ψW (0, t)i = h ψW (0) z 2 ψW (0) i +

(` d α)2
2

(2.45)

In conclusion, it results that the spatial width evolves in time according to:
1
2
σ(t)2 = σ02 + (J t/~) (` d)2
(2.46)
2
where σ0 = hψW (0, t) z 2 ψW (0, t)i is the intrinsic width of the Wannier states which is generally smaller than a single lattice site, as
shown in Fig. 1.7. Except for the convolution with σ0 , the spatial
width of the time-evolved state ψW (0)i grows linearly in time with
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a speed of broadening:
√
vbrd = ` J λL /(2 2~)

(2.47)

where we explicitly expressed d ≡ λL /2 to remind the connection
with the optical lattice.
It is worth stressing that the result in (2.47) depends deeply on
the initial state which we have chosen for this computation. On the
contrary, the time evolution which we derived in (2.32) is general, and
allows to generalize the expression of the broadening to any initial
state. The interested reader is referred to [144] where the general
case is discussed with a more elegant formalism. Despite this remark,
the expression which we derived here is relevant to our experimental
work because it describes the situation in which the temperature is
of the order of the recoil energy ER and correspondingly the thermal
coherence length, namely the thermal de Broglie wavelength, is of
the order of the lattice spatial period d ≡ λL /2 (cf. the coherence
length in Sec. 1.8.1). Hence, in this situation the atoms are loaded
in the optical lattice in single lattice sites, i.e. in the Wannier states
ψW (n)i, without site-to-site coherences.

2.5.2

Momentum space

From the previous section we saw that the coherent delocalization
makes the wave packet to expand indefinitely in time. We shall consider the phenomenon of the coherent delocalization from the point
of view of the momentum space. In the following analysis we shall
provide the momentum spectrum of a broadened wave packet.
Starting from the expression derived in (2.30), we compute the
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quantity:
hk 0 ψW (n, t)i =
=

d
2π

Z

dk e−ink d e−i E(k)t/~

BZ

∞
X

eim



k+e
k(t) d

hk 0 ψW (m)i (2.48)

m=−∞

where, as before, E(k) has been defined in (2.25) and e
k(t) = F0 t/~ −
F1 /(`~ωB ) cos(`ωB t − φ). Because of the translational symmetry of
the Wannier states we have that:
0

hk 0 ψW (m)i = e−im k d hk 0 ψW (0)i

(2.49)

which allows to simplify the expression (2.48) to:
hk 0 ψW (n, t)i = hk 0 ψW (0)i ×
×

d
2π

Z

dk e−ink d e−i E(k)t/~

BZ

d
= hk ψW (0)i
2π
0

∞
X

eim



k+e
k(t)−k0 d

=

m=−∞

Z


2π
δ k+e
k(t) − k 0 =
d


k0 −e
k(t) d −i E k0 −e
k(t) t/~
e
(2.50)

dk e−ink d e−i E(k)t/~

BZ

= hk 0 ψW (0)i e−in

This expression shows that the momentum spectrum of an initially
localized Wannier state ψW (n)i evolves in time, because of the coherent delocalization, by only acquiring a phase which depends on the
time and on the wave vector k. From this we derive the important
result that:
2
2
hk 0 ψW (n, t)i = hk 0 ψW (n)i
(2.51)
which means that the squared modulus the momentum spectrum is
not modified by the coherent delocalization and it remains constant
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in time.

2.6

Out-of-resonance: breathing motion

We shall here consider the evolution of an initially localized wave
packets in the condition of a slight detuning from the resonance δ =
ωM − ` × ωB . This result generalizes the one which we derived in
Sec. 2.5 for the specific resonant condition.
By following an analogous procedure to the previous resonant
case, we express the initial state ψW (n)i in terms of the stationary
states which we derived in (2.26). In fact, it can be directly verified
that:
ψW (n)i =

∞
X

e−i`m (π/2−φ) J−m

J 

m=−∞

~δ

ψn−`m i

(2.52)

By naming ψW (n, t)i the time evolution of the initial state ψW (n)i,
we apply the result in (2.28) to the previous expression to obtain:
ψW (n, t)i =
=

∞
X

e−im(π/2−φ) J−m

m=−∞

× J−m0

J 
~δ

J 

e−i (n−`m)δ t/`

~δ

∞
X

0

eim

(π/2−φ)

×

m0 =−∞





exp i n/` + m0 − m ϕ(t) ψW n + `(m0 − m) i
(2.53)

where we introduced the function of time:
ϕ(t) = ωM t −

F1 `d
cos(ωM t − φ)
~ωM

(2.54)

In order to simplify (2.53) we introduce the index h = (m0 − m), and
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we therefore obtain:
ψW (n, t)i = e

i n(ϕ(t)−δ t)/`

∞
X

ei h (ϕ(t)−φ−π/2) ×

h=−∞

×

∞
X

ei mδ t Jm

J 
~δ

m=−∞

Jm+h

J 
~δ


ψW n + `h i (2.55)

This expression can be further reduced by using the addition theorem
for the Bessel function for complex number:
∞
X



ei m α Jm (x) Jn+m (x) = in e−i n α/2 Jn 2 sin(α/2) x
(2.56)

m=−∞

Hence, it results finally that:
ψW (n, t)i = ei n(ϕ(t)−δ t)/`

∞
X

eim(ϕ(t)−δ t/2−φ) ×

m=−∞


× Jm

sin(δ t/2) J t
δ t/2
~




ψW n + `m i (2.57)

This expression, which represents the time propagator for a general
detuning δ, reduces itself to the resonant one (2.32) in the limit δ → 0,
as it can be directly verified.

Revivals The probability of finding an atom apart from the initial
position by `m lattice sites is given by:
P`m (t, δ) =

2
Jm



sin(δ t/2) J t
δ t/2
~


(2.58)

where the argument of the Bessel function is periodic in time with
periodicity τrev ≡ 2π/δ. This expression shows that the atomic wave
packets perform a breathing motion with revivals of the initial quan-
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tum state occurring every τrev , which we shall call revival time. In
fact, at the revival time the argument of the Bessel functions becomes zero and Jm (0) = δm,0 . It is worth remarking that when the
initial state possesses site-to-site coherences, i.e. it is a superposition
of different Wannier states, the time-evolved state (2.57) manifests
revivals of the initial probability distribution P`m (t = 0, δ), though
the site-to-site phase results modified at revival time because of the
fast oscillations at the Bloch frequency in (2.57). Therefore, strictly
speaking, true revivals of the initial state occur only when the revival frequency δ and the Bloch frequency ωB are commensurable,
i.e. when ωB = n δ for some integer n.
Fractional Wannier-Stark ladder Before concluding this section, we present the results corresponding the Hamiltonian (2.20) regarding higher-order tunneling by the oscillating driving when ωB =
κωM . It is possible to recast the Hamiltonian (2.18) taken with ` = 1,
of which we have derived the time propagator in (2.57), to the form
of the Hamiltonian (2.20) by simply mapping:
δ → kδ

(2.59)

where κ is the order of the tunneling process. The probability of
finding an atom apart from the initial position by m lattice sites is
then given by:
Pm (t, δ, κ) =

2
Jm



sin(κδ t/2) J t
κδ t/2
~


(2.60)

This κ-th order resonantly tunneling has been explored for the first
time considering interband transitions, differently than the intraband
coherent tunneling which is presented in this dissertation, and it has
been presented in terms of fractional Wannier-Stark ladder [175, 176].
In fact, the resonances occur at fractions of the fundamental Bloch
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frequency.

2.7

Effective Bloch oscillations

We shall here discuss with an intuitive picture how to interpret the
phenomenon of breathing motion occurring out of resonance. As we
anticipated at the end of Sec. 2.3, the driven transport can be explained within the formalism of dressed states, according to which
the tilted Wannier-Stark ladder of energy levels, see Fig. 2.2, becomes dressed of the quanta of excitation ~ωM from the oscillating
driving1 . In this formalism we can introduce the states n, N i, where
n is the position along the optical lattice and N is the number of
quanta of excitation from the oscillating driving field. When the resonance condition is satisfied, say ωM = ωB , then there is a set of
states which have the same energy, n ± h, N ∓ hi with h integer
number, so that the tunneling between these states is energetically
allowed and coherent delocalization occurs. In this situation the ladder of energy levels becomes flat and the tilt of the Wannier-Stark
ladder, see Fig. 2.2, is completely removed. On the contrary, when
the modulation frequency ωM is detuned by δ from the resonance,
the energies of the states n ± h, N ∓ hi are not exactly aligned as in
the resonant case. Conversely, they still form a Wannier-Stark ladder of energies but with a reduced energy step, namely from ~ωB to
~δ. We can conclude that the system behaves as if it were under the
influence of an effective homogeneous force:
Feff =

~δ
d

(2.61)

1 In reality, the system does not directly exchange quanta of excitation of ~ω .
M
The physical process underlying this energy exchange is constituted by the absorption and emission of photons from the electric field of the optical lattice which
presents sidebands at ±ωM (cf. Sec. 2.11).
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as it is correctly described by the Hamiltonian which we derived
in (2.18) and whose solutions are the effective Wannier-Stark states
(2.26). The spatial width of these states is:
σ0 = J /Feff = dJ /(~δ)

(2.62)

(cf. the case of a static homogeneous force discussed in Sec. 1.9.2),
which implies that the width of these states is inversely proportional
to the detuning. Comparing the driven situation (2.26) with the static
one (1.113), we can conclude that the spatial size of the WannierStark states increases by a factor ωB /δ. If an atom is initially loaded
in the optical lattice in an atomic wave packet whose spatial extent is
much smaller than the size σ0 , then the evolutions is characterized by
a breathing motion of the atomic wave packet at the effective Bloch
frequency δ.

In order to provide a realistic example, we consider a cloud of
Sr atoms in a vertically-aligned optical lattice at 532 nm. Since
in such system the Bloch frequency is ωB /2π ≈ 574 Hz. Therefore,
a phase modulation with a detuning δ/2π ≈ 0.1 Hz corresponds to
a magnification of the spatial size of the Wannier-Stark states by
about a factor 5740. In a static system such oscillations are generally
limited to an extent of a few lattice sites d ≡ λL /2, as we considered
in Sec. 1.8.1, which made impossible so far to observe directly the
phenomenon of spatial Bloch oscillations. On the contrary, our work
with a phase-modulated system demonstrates effective spatial Bloch
oscillations on a millimeter extent and effective Bloch period of a few
seconds [11]. It is worth noticing that the choice of using 88 Sr has been
determinant to the success of this experiment because a very long
coherence time was required in order to observe a full Bloch period
of a few seconds (cf. Sec. 1.1 about the collisions and decoherence).
88
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Fourier-limited resonances

We shall derive the time evolution of the spatial width σ(t), as defined
in (2.34), of an initially localized state ψW (0)i evolving in a phasemodulated optical lattice in the presence of a slight detuning δ. To
this end we can recover the results which we derived for the resonant
case in Sec. 2.5.1. In fact, the time-evolved state ψW (0, t)i in (2.57)
belongs to the same family of states (2.35) which we considered in
the previous calculation. Therefore, we have that:
2

σ (t, δ) =

σ02

 
1
2
2 δt
+ sinc
(J t/~) (`d)2
2
2

(2.63)

where σ0 is the intrinsic width of the initial state ψW (0)i, cf. the
expression in (2.46), and the function sinc(x) is defined according to:
sinc(x) =

sin(x)
x

(2.64)

The presence of sinc(x) prevents the atomic wave packets from expanding indefinitely in time when the modulation is off resonance.
Conversely the atomic wave packets perform a breathing motion,
which can be interpreted as an effective spatial Bloch oscillation, as
we considered in Sec. 2.7.
The time evolution of σ(t, δ) which derived in (2.63) is a physical quantity which is directly measurable in an experiment with cold
atoms, and in particular with our experimental setup with 88 Sr atoms.
By the technique of absorption imaging it is possible, in fact, to reconstruct the spatial atomic distribution at different times t. The
measurement of this quantity σ(t, δ) at different times allows to characterize the response of the system for different detunings δ, or equivalently for different frequencies of modulation ωM . The expression
of σ(t, δ) in (2.63) shows that, as a function of the detuning δ, the
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Figure 2.5: The resonant response of the system as a function of
the detuning is modulated by a |sinc(x)| function, as defined in the
text in (2.64). The width of the resonance Γ is determined by the
Fourier limit which is inversely proportional to the duration t of
the driving.

resonances are characterized by a response according to a sinc2 profile as shown in Fig. 2.5. The width Γ of the resonances is inversely
proportional to the time of modulation t according to:
Γ(t) = 2π ×

1
πt

(2.65)

This expression is particular significant because it represents the
Fourier limit of the width of the resonances. Noticeably, this expression coincides exactly with the Fourier limit of a two-level system
performing Rabi oscillations. In addition, it is remarkable the fact
that the resonance width Γ does not depend on the index ` identifying
the harmonic of modulation.
Regarding the case of higher-order tunneling process, the result
which presented in (2.60) at the end of Sec. 2.6 allows to derive the
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evolution of the spatial width for the fractional resonance κωM = ωB :
2

σ (t, δ, κ) =

σ02



1
2
2 κδ t
+ sinc
(J t/~) (`d)2
2
2

(2.66)

Therefore, we derive a resonance width for the fractional case κ:
Γ(t, κ) = 2π ×

1
κπ t

(2.67)

which corresponds to the Fourier limit (2.65) reduced by a factor κ. In
this sense we could say that the fractional case produces sub-Fourier
resonances.

2.9

Amplitude-modulated optical lattices

In this section we shall consider the mechanism of amplitude modulation in order to coherently control the quantum transport in an
accelerated optical lattice. With our experimental setup we have provided for the first time a demonstration of this mechanism with the
intention of achieving a coherent control of the quantum transport
[10].
We shall consider the Hamiltonian Hamp reported in (2.2) which
we have anticipated in Sec. 2.1. In such driven system the depth of
the optical lattice potential is modulated with amplitude α around a
static value U0 . We shall see that the transport is resonantly driven
when the modulation frequency ωM matches an integer multiple of
the Bloch frequency ωB . In this respect, the phase and the amplitude
modulation are strictly similar (c.f. the condition (2.10) for the phase
modulation). The Hamiltonian Hamp is experimentally realized by
time modulating the intensity of the laser beams which form the
optical lattice. In fact, since the optical lattice depth U0 depends
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linearly on the instantaneous laser intensity2 , as shown in (1.34),
it suffice to experimentally produce the following modulation of the
laser intensity I0 (t):
I0 (t) = I0 (1 + α sin (ωM t − φ))

(2.68)

where I0 represents the offset intensity around which the intensity
oscillates with amplitude 0 < α < 1 at the frequency ωM . Moreover,
φ is the phase at the onset of the modulation (at time t = 0). The
transport mechanism based on amplitude modulation is picturesquely
represented in Fig. 2.6. In Sec. 2.11 we shall interpret the resonant
site-to-site tunneling in terms of stimulated Raman transitions, by
considering directly the modulated electromagnetic field of the optical
lattice instead of using the expression of the instantaneous intensity
in (2.68). We shall see that this alternative point of view results more
extensive.
In order to derive the time propagator of the driven Hamiltonian Hamp we shall follow a procedure similar to the one adopted in
Sec. 2.4 for phase-modulated optical lattices, according to which: (1)
we express the Hamiltonian in a convenient basis set, (2) we move to
the appropriate rotating frame in which the secular approximation is
applied, (3) we look for the stationary states in the new frame, (4)
we conclude by deriving the time propagator.

Wannier-Stark basis set We notice that the Hamiltonian Hamp
reported in (2.2) can be expressed in the form:
Hamp = HBO −

αU0
sin(ωM t − φ) cos(2kL z)
2

(2.69)

2 If the laser intensity I changes on a timescale much longer than 2π/ω ,
0
L
where ωL is the frequency of the optical lattice laser, then we can define an
instantaneous laser intensity I0 (t).

Figure 2.6: Intraband site-to-site tunneling resonantly activated
by the amplitude modulation of the lattice potential. The intensity
of the optical lattice is modulated in time around an offset value
with a frequency ωM and relative amplitude α. Correspondingly,
the optical lattice potential is modulated in time with amplitude
αU0 , as indicated in figure. The site-to-site tunneling occurs when
the modulation frequency matches the energy separation between
two adjacent Wannier-Stark states, namely ~ωM = ` × ~ωB . Note
that ~g represents the gravity acceleration, corresponding to the situation of a vertical optical lattice.
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where HBO is the time-independent Hamiltonian which gives rise by
itself to Bloch oscillations and Wannier-Stark localization.
We choose to express this Hamiltonian in the basis of WannierStark states ni, which we have introduced in Sec. 1.9.2. Importantly,
they are eigensolutions of the static Hamiltonian HBO . It is worth
noticing that, when discussing the phase modulation mechanism,
we chose a different basis set, namely the Wannier states ψW (n)i.
Nonetheless, as we have already explained at the end of Sec. 2.4.2,
the two choices produce analogous results. Here we prefer to use the
Wannier-Stark states because they are solutions of the Hamiltonian
HBO . This fact comes in handy in order to discuss the on-off switch
of the modulation [10]. With this choice, when the modulation is off
the Wannier-Stark states are directly the eigenstates of the system
which is governed by the Hamiltonian HBO alone.

Single-band approximation Furthermore, we adopt the singleband approximation which we have already introduced while discussing the phase-modulated optical lattice in Sec. 2.4.1. In fact,
under usual conditions, the modulation at frequency ωM is not able
to drive the interband transitions, which can be safely neglected since
~ωM  ∆EG . Hence, it is not necessary to label the different bands,
and, for convenience, we shall suppose to be in the first one, though
the following discussion applies to higher bands as well.
Considering the expression of the Hamiltonian Hamp in (2.69), the
Hamiltonian HBO is diagonal in the basis set of Wannier-Stark states
as we derived in (1.104), hence:

Hamp =

∞ 
X
n=−∞

− n ~ωB −


α U0
C0 sin(ωM t − φ) nihn +
2
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X
αU0
sin(ωM t − φ)
Cp n + pihn + h.c.
(2.70)
2
p>0
n=−∞

where we introduced for simplicity reasons the coefficients:
Cp = hn + p cos(2kL z) ni

(2.71)

which do not depend on the lattice site position n because of the
translational symmetry of the cos(2kL z) function. Moreover, they
are real and Cp = C−p . We notice that the terms proportional to C0
can be removed from the Hamiltonian in (2.70) without making any
approximation, since they do not depend on the position n. They
only produce, in fact, a global energy shift which can be trivially
removed.

Secular approximation In order to deal with the time dependent
Hamiltonian in (2.70), we switch to the rotating frame by applying
the unitary transformation:
∞
X

ωM t
nihn
U = exp − i
n
`
n=−∞

!
(2.72)

where we introduced the integer ` which will come in handy in the
following. The Hamiltonian becomes in the new frame:
0
Hamp
= U Hamp U † − i ~ U

=

∞
X

n

n=−∞

d  †
U =
dt

~δ
αU0
nihn −
sin(ωM t − φ) ×
`
2

×

X

p>0
n=−∞

Cp e−i pωM t/` n + pihn + h.c.



(2.73)
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where we introduced the detuning δ = ωM − `ωB . The integer ` has
to be chosen according to the criterion δ  ωB . Given ωM , there
exists only one choice to satisfy this condition3 .
We apply the secular approximation by keeping only the static
terms and disregarding the fast oscillating ones. To this end, only
one term survives, namely the one for which p = `. Hence the Hamiltonian takes the simpler form:
0
Hamp
=

∞
X

n

n=−∞


~δ
J X  i(π/2−φ)
e
n+`ihn +h.c. (2.74)
nihn +
`
2 n=−∞

with the tunneling rate J defined as:
J =

αU0
α U0
C` =
hn + ` cos(2kL z) ni
2
2

(2.75)

We notice the strict similarity between the Hamiltonian in (2.75) and
the one in (2.18) which we derived for the phase modulation in the
co-moving frame. Hence, in the following we shall reuse much work
from the previous analysis of the phase modulation.

Stationary states We shall here express the stationary states of
0
the time-independent Hamiltonian Hamp
. In strict analogy with the
discussion in Sec. 2.4.4 concerning the phase-modulation, we have
that at the resonance δ = 0 the stationary states are the Bloch states4 :
ψB (k)i =

∞
X

ei m k d mi

(2.76)

m=−∞
3 If this condition was not satisfied, then the detuning would be of the order
of ωB and the diagonal energies of Hamiltonian would be strongly misaligned, to
the point of forbidding any tunneling.
4 It is possible to demonstrate that the states in (2.76) can be transformed in
(2.24) through a U (1) operator which redefines the phase as a function of k.
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with the energies given by the continuum:
E(k) = J sin(`kd + φ)

(2.77)

where k is the wave vector belonging to the Brillouin zone [−kL , kL ].
On the other hand, out of resonance with a detuning δ = ωM − `ωB
the stationary states are effective Wannier-Stark states:
ψn i =

∞
X

eim(π/2−φ) J−m

J 

m=−∞

n + `mi

(2.78)

~δ

with the energies forming a ladder:
En = n~δ/`

(2.79)

Time propagator We shall write the time evolution of an initially
localized wave packet in an amplitude-modulated optical lattice. We
consider the general case of a detuning δ = ωM − `ωB from the `-th
harmonic of the Bloch frequency. By choosing the Wannier-Stark
state ni as the starting state, we refer to n(t)i as its time evolution.
By resorting to the same procedure used for the phase modulation,
which led to the time propagator in (2.57), we obtain the following
time evolution for the amplitude modulation:

n(t)i =

∞
X

ei(n+m`)ωB t eimδ t/2 e−imφ Jm

m=−∞



sin(δ t/2) J t
δ t/2
~


n + m`i

(2.80)
This expression gives the time propagator, and it allows to compute
the evolution of any initial superposition of Wannier-Stark states ni.
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Calculation of the tunneling rates

We shall calculate the tunneling rates J in (2.75), which are specific of the resonant transport induced by the amplitude modulation.
We recall that the tunneling rates of the phase modulation, which
are reported in (2.19), can be directly evaluated by computing the
coefficients Ep , which are defined in (1.110) and shown in Fig. 2.3.
We first notice that the tunneling rates are linear with respect to
the driving amplitude αU0 . They are also proportional to the matrix
element:
(2.81)
C` = hn + ` cos(2kL z) ni
which requires a more detailed evaluation. To this purpose, it is
necessary to make use of the expression of the Wannier-Stark states
which we derived in Sec. 1.9.2. Either the representation in the position space (1.113) or in the momentum space (1.117) produce the
same result. We choose the latter because the computation is technically simpler. Therefore we have that:

C` =

d
2π

2 Z

dk 0 dk a?n+` (k 0 ) an (k) hψB (k 0 ) cos(2kL z) ψB (k)i

BZ

(2.82)
where the coefficients an (k) are defined in (1.125) and ψB (k)i are
the Bloch states in (1.40). The last expression can be simplified
considering that:
hψB (k 0 ) cos(2kL z) ψB (k)i =

2π
δ(k − k 0 )
d

Z

d

dz |u(k, z)|2 cos(2kL z)

0

(2.83)
where u(k, z) are the Bloch functions spatially periodic with period
d which we used in (1.119). Moreover, using the definition of an (k)
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in (1.125) we have that:
a?n+` (k) an (k) = ei`k d

(2.84)

Plugging the results from (2.83) and (2.84) into (2.82), we finally
obtain that:
C` =

d
2π

Z

dk ei`k d

Z

d

dz |u(k, z)|2 cos(2kL z)

(2.85)

0

BZ

An important consideration is that the tunneling rates does not depend on the value of the external force F0 , c.f. the Hamiltonian
in (2.2), despite the fact that they describe the tunneling between
Wannier-Stark states which, on the contrary, do depend on the value
of the external force. This fact should not surprise, because, as anticipated in Sec. 2.9, the choice of using either the basis set of WannierStark states or the one of Wannier states can not change the physical
site-to-site tunneling rate. In fact, it can be verified that:
C` = hn + ` cos(2kL z) ni = hψW (n + `) cos(2kL z) ψW (n)i

(2.86)

Numerical computation The expression (2.85) requires to evaluate the `-th Fourier term of the following function:
Z
f (k) =

d

dz |u(k, z)|2 cos(2kL z)

(2.87)

0

In order to evaluate this function, it is convenient to express the
periodic Bloch functions through the Fourier series:
∞
1 X
u(k, z) = √
cn (k)ei n 2πz/d
d n=−∞

(2.88)
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with:
1
cn (k) = √
d

Z

d

dz u(k, z) e−i n 2πz/d

(2.89)

0

where the coefficients cn (k) are known in literature as the Mathieu
coefficients of non-integer order. It follows that:
f (k) =

∞

1 X  ?
cn (k)cn+1 (k) + c?n+1 (k)cn (k)
2 n=−∞

(2.90)

We have numerically computed this function by means of the Alhargan algorithm [177, 178] which provides a precise evaluation of the
Mathieu coefficients cn (k). The result of the computation of the coefficients C` is reported in Fig. 3.22, where it is compared with the
experimental measurement of the tunneling rates.

2.11

Coherent stimulated
Raman transitions

We shall provide here a deeper insight into the resonant tunneling
process which is induced by the amplitude modulation of the optical lattice, by showing that stimulated intraband Raman transitions
between neighboring Wannier-Stark states are at the origin of this
mechanism.
The amplitude modulation of the lattice potential is experimentally achieved by modulating the intensity I0 (t) of the laser beams
which form the optical lattice. For simplicity reasons, we consider a
modulation which is resonant to the Bloch frequency ωB , according
to the following intensity signal:
I0 (t) = I0 (1 + α cos (ωB t))

(2.91)
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which is similar to the expression (2.68) which we have used so far.
In order to make the discussion simpler, we consider the limit α  1
of small modulation amplitudes (perturbative limit). In this limit,
the electric field which produces the intensity signal in (2.91) is approximately represented by the standing wave:
E(z, t) = 2E0 sin(kL z) sin(ωL t) 1 +


α
cos(ωB t)
2

(2.92)

where ωL is the laser angular frequency, kL is the laser wave vector
and E0 is defined through I0 = 20 cE02 . We notice, importantly, that
because of the amplitude modulation the electric field of the optical
lattice acquires sidebands at frequencies ωL ± ωB besides the carrier
at frequency ωB . Furthermore, when the modulation is off, α = 0,
the expression of the electric field becomes the one of a static optical
lattice in (1.32).
We rewrite the electric field (2.92) in order to show separately the
sidebands components and the carrier:
E(z, t) = 2E0 sin(kL z) sin(ωL t) +
+




αE0
sin(kL z) sin (ωL + ωB )t + sin (ωL − ωB )t
(2.93)
2

The ac Stark shift induced by this electric field produces a dipole
potential which, according to the expression (1.24), has the following
expression in the perturbative limit α  1:
U (x) = −

U0
d2 E02 cos(2kL z)
cos(2kL z) = −
2
~ δL
2

(2.94)

where δL is the laser detuning defined as δL = ωL − ω0 with ω0
the energy spacing (in frequency units) between the ground gi and
excited ei levels, and d is the matrix element of the atomic electric
dipole moment calculated between these two internal atomic states.
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We have re-derived in (2.94) the periodic potential of the optical
lattice which we introduced in Sec. 1.5.
The electric field E(z, t) contains oscillating terms e−iωt with different frequencies ω, such as ±ωL and ±(ωL ± ωB ). Depending on
their sign, these terms induce transitions through the absorption or
emission of photons at the respective frequency of oscillation. The
transitions couple together the states g, ni and e, mi, where the left
side and right side in the notation represent the internal atomic state
and the Wannier-Stark state, respectively. In addition, we remark
that single-photon transitions do not occur because of the large detuning of the frequency ωL from ω0 (c.f. Sec. 1.4.2). We shall therefore
consider transitions of the second order which exchange two photons
at once5 . These transitions are called Raman transitions when the
initial and final states differ, such as occurs in the site-to-site tunneling.
Without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the tunneling
process concerning the transitions g, ni → g, n + 1i, i.e. the process
which increases the position of the atom by one lattice site from n
to n + 1. The Fig. 2.7 shows the resonant two-photon transitions,
i.e. those transitions which preserve the energy conservation law. If
a photon at ωL + ωB is absorbed, then a photon at ωL is re-emitted
(green transitions in figure) and, vice versa, if a photon at ωL is
absorbed, then a photon at ωL − ωB is re-emitted (red transitions in
figure). There exists an infinity of two-photon transitions belonging
to these two classes, because the intermediate state can be any e, mi.
In reality, the family of intermediate states must include also all of
the states in the higher bands. In fact, though the transitions to
the higher bands are far off resonant, these state are important in a
second order process because the law of conservation of energy does
not apply to the intermediate states.
5 The

same potential in (2.94) arises from this kind of two-photons transitions.

Figure 2.7: Stimulated Raman transitions which resonantly contribute to the tunneling process g, ni → g, n + 1i. The red
transitions correspond to the absorption of ωL and emission of
ωL −ωB , whereas the green transitions correspond to the absorption
of ωL +ωB and emission of ωL . Solid lines and dashed lines are provided as two possible examples of resonant two-photon transitions
for each of the two classes, red and green. Although not reported
in figure, it is essential to incorporate the transitions towards the
excited states e, m, βi which belong to all of the energy bands β of
the optical lattice.
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A two-photon Raman process in which the intermediate states
are far detuned from one-photon transitions can be treated by means
of an effective Hamiltonian acting only on the initial g, ni and final
g, n + 1i states. It is shown in [37] that the effective Hamiltonian is:
Heff =

~Ωeff
g, n + 1ihg, n + h.c.
2

(2.95)

where Ωeff is the effective Rabi frequency. We notice that Ωeff corresponds to the tunneling rate describing the tunneling between two
neighboring sites. We shall demonstrate in the following that Ωeff
corresponds indeed to the tunneling rate J /~ which we derived in
(2.75).
In order to express the effective Rabi frequency it is convenient
to introduce a shorthand notation in which ψ1 i ≡ g, ni, ψ2 i ≡
g, n+1i and ψj i ≡ e, m, βi is the set of intermediate states to which
we added the index β labeling the different energy bands. Using such
notation, it can be demonstrated that the effective Rabi frequency is
[37]:

1 X
Ωeff =
Ω1j Ω?2j
(2.96)
2δL
j6=1,2

where we introduced the Rabi frequencies Ω1j and Ω2j which corresponds to the one-photon transitions ψ1 i → ψj i and ψ2 i → ψj i,
respectively. We recall that we already used this formula in (1.130)
to explain the phenomenon of Bloch oscillations in terms of Bragg
scattering in Sec. 1.10.
Employing Eq. 2.93 and Eq. 2.96 we calculate the resulting effective Rabi frequency Ωeff summing the Rabi frequencies of all the
possible two-photon transitions:
ΩR =

α E02 d2 X
hn + 1 sin(kL z) ψj0 ihψj0 sin(kL z) ni
2 ~2 δL j

(2.97)
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ΩG =

α E02 d2 X
hn + 1 sin(kL z) ψj0 ihψj0 sin(kL z) ni
2~2 δL j
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(2.98)

where ψj0 i ≡ he ψj i are the projection of the intermediate states
ψj i onto the excited internal state ei, and ΩR and ΩG refer to
the processes indicated in red and in green in Fig. 2.7, respectively.
Hence, we have that Ωeff = ΩR + ΩG . Despite the fact the ΩR = ΩG ,
we preferred to handle them separately for clarity reasons. Moreover,
we recall that d is the matrix element of the atomic electric dipole
moment already used in Eq. (2.94). Therefore, the effective Rabi
frequency can be written as:
Ωeff = ΩR + ΩG =

=

α E02 d2 X
hn + 1 sin(kL z) ψj0 ihψj0 sin(kL z) ni =
~2 δ L j

α E02 d2
α E02 d2
hn + 1 cos2 (kL x) ni =
hn + 1 cos(2kL x) ni
δL
2δL

(2.99)
where the sum over the states ψj0 i disappears because it is equal to
the unity operator.Finally, by plugging into (2.99) the lattice depth
U0 according to its definition in (2.94), we obtain that:
J
α U0
= Ωeff =
hn + 1 cos(2kL x) ni
~
2~

(2.100)

where J is exactly the tunneling rate defined in (2.75) for ` = 1.
This result confirms indeed the equivalence between the interpretation of the amplitude modulation provided in Sec. 2.9 and the one
here provided by coherent stimulated Raman transitions. Guided by
this physical interpretation of the tunneling, we recognized that the
factors hn + 1 cos(2kL x) ni correspond to the Franck-Condon factors
of the Raman transitions [179].
In our derivation we considered only the tunneling process ni →
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n + 1i for the sake of simplicity. Because of this fact, the effective
Hamiltonian in (2.95) represents only a two level system. Nonetheless, the generalization to the whole ladder of Wannier-Stark states
ni is straightforward, yielding the final Hamiltonian:
H=

X  Ωeff
n

2


n + 1ihn + h.c.

(2.101)

which coincides with the one derived in Sec. 2.9 for the resonant case
and ` = 1.
It is worth stressing that the point of view derived here offers a
deeper insight in the process, because it looks directly at the physical origin of the transport mechanism. For instance, there are resonant transitions which can not be explained by the other approach
in Sec. 2.9, such as the resonant tunneling in case ωB = κ ωM . This
higher-order tunneling occurs through the absorption or emission of
an integer number of energy quanta ωB at once. We have already
considered this phenomenon while studying the phase modulation,
and it has been presented in terms of fractional Wannier-Stark ladder in Sec. 2.6. For instance, adapting the previous calculation to
κ = 2, we would obtain that the tunneling rate J becomes:
α2 U0
J
=
hn + 1 cos(2kL x) ni
~
8~

(2.102)

which is proportional to α2 indicating a second-order process with
respect to the driving amplitude α. Higher-order processes k > 2
would require a dedicated derivation.
To our knowledge the mechanisms of amplitude modulation has
never been considered before in the context of transport control [10].
In the same way, the interpretation here provided of coherent transport induced by stimulated Raman transitions has never been considered in this form so far. A relatively close idea has been studied theo-
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retically about using stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP)
in optical lattices, but it requires the introduction of external pulses
[162]. More recently, a mechanism of control of transport has been
suggested using stimulated Raman transitions by means of an external Raman lasers [161].

2.12

Amplitude vs. phase modulation

We showed in our analysis that these two transport mechanisms are
strictly related in most of the aspects. We shall here put in evidence
the differences between them.
Short-distance force measurements The precise determination
of the resonance condition, i.e. the determination of Bloch frequency
ωB , provides a measurement of the local force, as it is discussed in
more detail in Sec. 2.14. The two schemes, amplitude and phase
modulation, are equivalent in this respect when the atoms are in the
center of the vacuum chamber. We shall consider here the compatibility of these mechanism with the presence of an opaque (metallic)
macroscopic object at a distance of a few microns from the atomic
cloud.
Regarding the phase modulation, there exist two possible experimental solutions for realizing it. One, which has been discussed in
Fig. 2.1, regards the modulation of the position of the retro-reflecting
mirror by means of a piezoelectric transducer. The other regards
the modulation of the relative phase between the two-counter propagating laser beams, according to the same principle discussed in
Sec. 1.7. Neither of the two approaches is suitable for a measurement
at micron scale. In fact, the first solution would result experimentally challenging due to the difficulty to installing the macroscopic
object, which we suppose fragile and delicate, on the top of piezo-
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electric transducer. Moreover the whole system should be placed
under ultra-high vacuum. On the other hand, the second solution is
intrinsically not compatible with an opaque macroscopic object, because in order to work it necessitates to separately control both the
counter-propagating laser beams.
On the contrary, the amplitude modulation, in order to work, does
not require the independent control of both the counter-propagating
laser beams of the optical lattice, but it suffices to modulate in time
the intensity of the laser beam which is retro-reflected by the macroscopic object. The interest of this research is to measure the CasimirPolder forces at micron scale [12] and the investigation of possible
deviations from Newton’s gravity [13, 14].
Co-moving frame In the study of the phase modulation it has
been necessary to switch to the frame which is co-moving with the
phase-modulated (shaken) optical lattice (see Sec. 2.2.1). This technical complication does not exist for the amplitude modulation, which
allows to express the time-propagator in the laboratory frame according to (2.80). For the phase modulation the time propagator has been
derived only in the co-moving frame according to (2.57).
Importantly, in an application of force measurements, see Sec. 2.14,
the amplitude modulation is preferable with respect to the phase
modulation because in the latter the position of optical lattice is
shaken. Hence, a shaken optical lattice is unsuitable to achieve micrometer spatial resolution. This point reinforces the previous one,
according to which amplitude modulation is certainly the most indicated mechanism to perform measurement of forces with high spatial
resolution.
Linearity of the response The response of the amplitude modulation is linear with respect to the amplitude of the driving α, as
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shown in (2.75), whereas the response of the phase modulation with
respect to the driving F1 is modulated by the Bessel functions, as
shown in (2.19). In general a linear response is preferable and allows
easier calibration of the system.
Absence of dynamics localization In close connection with the
previous point, the phase modulation shows the phenomenon of dynamic localization at the zeroes of the Bessel function, where the response of the system vanishes, while the amplitude modulation does
not present this phenomenon since its response is linear with respect
to the driving amplitude.

2.13

Sequential tunneling

In this section we want to provide a short account of the different
situation in which a source of decoherence is present. In fact, in
Sec. 2.5 we discussed the coherent delocalization of an atomic wave
packets which occurs after resonantly driving the optical lattice. We
saw that in the absence of sources of decoherence the resonant driving
mechanism makes the wave packets coherently tunnel from site to
site. For the purpose of the following discussion, it is not necessary
to specify the details which are at the root of the physical mechanism
producing the decoherence. It suffice to imagine the existence of a
coupling with the external environment, which can be constituted, for
instance, by the atomic collisions or from the scattering of photons
of the optical lattice. In both cases, the effect of the decoherence
can be schematized by the collapse of the atomic wave packet into
one single lattice site. Moreover, we suppose that this dephasing
process occurs at a given constant rate for all of the lattice sites,
which we shall call L. In a similar situation, the resonantly-induced
tunneling does not have the possibility to establish long-living site-
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to-site coherences, because after a certain time it is likely that the
extended wave packet collapses into one single site. This situation
is referred to as sequential tunneling, which differs from the coherent
tunneling which is experimentally investigated with our setup.
In order to investigate more in detail how the decoherence mechanism which we introduced alters the quantum transport in optical
lattices, it is suitable to introduce the formalism of the stochastic Liouville equation [180, 181]. This formalism provides a master equation describing the evolution of the density matrix. In the Markov
approximation6 the master equation can be be expressed through a
first-order differential equation in the form:
X

dρ
1
=
[H, ρ] +
2Lm ρL†m − L†m Lm ρ − ρ L†m Lm
dt
i~
m

(2.103)

where H is the single-atom Hamiltonian governing the coherent transport and Lm are the Lindblad operators which describe the possible
processes of relaxation which can affect the system. We notice that
the first term in (2.103) describes the coherent evolution of the system, corresponding to the well-known Schrödinger equation expressed
in the formalism of the density matrix. The collapse of the atomic
wave packet in the m-th lattice site is reproduced by the projector
operator:
√
(2.104)
Lm = L ψW (m)ihψW (m)
where ψW (m)i represents the Wannier state in the m-th lattice site
(see Sec. 1.6.1), and L is the rate of occurrence of the collapse of an
atomic wave packet. By plugging the Lindblad operators (2.104) into
(2.103) we obtain:
1
dρ
=
[H0 , ρ] − 2L (ρ − D)
dt
i~ ph
6 The

(2.105)

Markov approximation consists in determining the evolution of a system
using uniquely the information about the present status and not about its history.
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P
where D ≡ m ρmm mihm is an operator defined as the diagonal
part of the density matrix ρ. The expression of the master equation in
(2.105) is particularly expressive because it shows that the coherences
of the density matrix, i.e. the off-diagonal elements, relax to zero at
the rate L whereas the populations of the density matrix, i.e. the
diagonal elements, are not modified by the decoherence mechanism.
We numerical integrate the master equation (2.105) using the
0
Hamiltonian Hph
of a phase-modulated optical lattice, which we studied in (2.18) and which we report here for convenience:
0
Hph

=

∞
X

n

n=−∞

~δ
ψW (n) ihψW (n) +
`
+

∞ 
X
J

n=−∞

2


ψW (n + `)ihψW (n) + h.c.
(2.106)

where δ is the detuning from the resonant modulation, and J is the
tunneling rate. We analyze the probability distribution of finding
an atom at given lattice site, say the n-th one, after a certain time
of modulation. These probabilities are expressed by the diagonal
elements of the density matrix ρnn .
We consider first the situation of a resonant modulation, namely
δ = 0. As it is shown in Fig. 2.8(a), an atomic wave packet which is
initially localized in a single lattice site broadens indefinitely in time
assuming a Gaussian probability distribution centered on its initial
position. This incoherent broadening differs substantially from the
coherent delocalization in which the distribution is visibly not Gaussian. Moreover, the width of the probability distribution, which corresponds to the spatial size, does not grow linearly in time as the
coherent case which we studied in (2.46). In fact, in the presence
of decoherence the width of the probability distribution increases ac-
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cordingly to the classical Flick’s law of diffusion:
σ 2 (t, δ = 0)2 = d2

X

m2 ρmm ≈ 2 D t

(2.107)

m

where D is the diffusion coefficient7 . This classical diffusive behavior
is shown in Fig. 2.8(b). The modification of the expansion speed
from coherent tunneling according to (2.46) to sequential tunneling
according to (2.107) represents an example of quantum-to-classical
transition, which has been recently studied in optical lattices [157].
According to Flick’s law, the diffusion coefficient is D = C v zmfp
where C is a system-dependent dimensionless constant of the order
of unity, zmfp is the mean free path and v̄ is the average speed. In
the resonantly-modulated system described by the Hamiltonian in
(2.106), the average speed is v̄ ≈ dJ /~, as indicated by (2.47), and
the mean free path is zmfp ≈ v̄/L where L is the dephasing rate.
Therefore the diffusion coefficient is:
D=

0.25
L



dJ
~

2
(2.108)

where the multiplicative factor 0.25 has been derived as the result of
a numerical computation.
We recall that in the situation of a slight detuning δ from the
resonant frequency `ωB and in the absence of decoherence, i.e. L = 0,
the atomic wave packets perform a breathing motion in time with a
frequency given by the detuning δ/(2π), as we discussed in Sec. 2.6.
By introducing a dephasing rate L, numerical solutions of the master
equation (2.105) for δ 6= 0 indicate that the oscillations due to the
breathing motion are damped on a time scale of about 1/L, as it is
shown in Fig. 2.9(a). Furthermore, in the presence of the decoherence
7 The approximation in (2.107) results from neglecting a first transient time of
the duration of about 1/L during which the broadening is linear in time.
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Figure 2.8: Resonant broadening in the presence of site-to-site
dephasing of an atomic wave packet which is initially localized in a
single lattice site (n=0). The dephasing rate L is chosen equal to the
tunneling rate J /~. The resonant modulation is applied for a time
defined by J t/~ = 50. (a) Probability distribution of finding the
atom in a given lattice site n. It corresponds to the diagonal term
ρnn of the time-evolved density matrix ρ(t). In case of sequential
tunneling, the probability distribution broadens in time assuming
a Gaussian spatial profile. As a comparison, the case of coherent
tunneling is also reported, cf. the coherent delocalization in Fig. 2.4,
which shows pronounced peaks at the lateral edges. (b) The spatial
√
width of the probability distribution σ(t, δ = 0) grows in time as t
in the case of sequential tunneling (classical diffusion), as shown by
the red circles. Conversely, it grows linearly in time in the case of
coherent tunneling (quantum diffusion), as shown by the red dashed
line.
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the atomic wave packets are not bounded in a finite spatial region, as,
on the contrary, it occurs in the coherent case when δ 6= 0. In fact,
as shown in Fig. 2.9(a), the spatial width σ(t, δ) of the probability
distribution increases indefinitely in time according to tα , where α ≤
1/2. Such diffusive behavior is known as anomalous diffusion [182,
183, 184]. The classical case α = 1/2 occurs at the resonance, as we
derived in (2.107).
Finally, we conclude considering σ(t, δ) as a function of the detuning δ, with the purpose of illustrating the effect of the decoherence
on the resonance width Γ. We derived in Sec. 2.8 its expression
for a coherent system, showing that it is determined by the Fourier
limit reported in (2.65). Numerical solutions of the master equation
(2.105) shows that the resonance spectrum is wider than the coherent
case, and its profile differs noticeably from the |sinc(x) modulation
which we derived in (2.63) for the coherent case. It results from the
numerical computation that Γ ∼ L in the limit Lt > 1 where t is the
modulation time.

2.14

Force measurements

Measuring the broadening of the atomic cloud while scanning the
modulation frequency across a tunneling resonance allows to determine with high precision the central position of the resonance spectrum, whose shape is given by the σ(t, δ) in (2.63). In this way it is
possible to determine the potential energy between neighboring sites,
namely ~ωB or, when modulating at higher harmonic, a multiple of
it. This measurement allows to determine the local force F0 through
the definition of the Bloch frequency:
ωB =

F0 λ L
2~

(2.109)
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Figure 2.9: Spatial width σ(t, δ) in the presence of a decoherence process with dephasing rate L. The initial state is localized
on a single lattice site (n = 0). (a) Numerical computation of the
σ(t, δ) as a function of the modulation time t for a given detuning δ. The blue dashed line represents the breathing motion of an
atomic wave packet with time period 2π/δ occurring in the absence
of decoherence L = 0. The red points represent the result of the
numerical computation in the presence of decoherence L = 0.03 δ,
showing that the oscillations are damped on a timescale of 1/L.
In this case, the width σ(t, δ) increases indefinitely in time according to tα with α = 0.36 indicating an anomalous diffusion (α is a
function of δ). (b) Numerical computation of the σ(t, δ) as a function of the detuning δ for a given modulation time t. The width
of the resonance corresponds approximately to the dephasing rate
L. The corresponding Fourier limit in the absence of decoherence
is Γ = 0.06L, proving that the decoherence broadens considerably
the resonance spectrum.
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in which the conversion factor λL /~ is known.
The use of ultra-cold atoms for studying forces at small length
scales has been recently addressed by several groups, both experimentally [185] and theoretically [186, 187]. Besides the technological
implications [188], measuring forces at short distance has become attractive for several research fields in physics, spanning from Casimir
effect [12] to possible violations of Newtonian gravity [189].
Ultra-cold atoms offer additional degrees of freedom, and provide
a new class of sensors combining good accuracy with high spatial
resolution. For instance, by measuring the radial oscillation frequency
of a Bose-Einstein condensate in a magnetic trap it is possible to
detect forces as weak as 10−4 times the gravity acceleration, such
as the atom-surface (Casimir-Polder) force at distances lower than 8
µm [185, 190]. Higher sensitivity is expected from the use of atom
interferometry [86, 6, 191, 186]. One of the most promising technique
consists in observing the Bloch oscillations of the atomic momentum
in a one-dimensional optical lattice [77, 187].
Most of the proposed schemes make use of quantum degenerate
gases. One major advantage of this approach is the very small momentum spread of atomic samples at ultra-low temperatures where
quantum degeneracy occurs. On the other hand, the effect of interatomic collisions at high density may be detrimental to precision
measurements, causing uncontrollable phase shift or decoherence of
the quantum degrees of freedom under analysis. A strong suppression
of binary collisions occurs in spin-polarized degenerate Fermi gases
[87]. However, in such systems the lowest possible temperature is
limited by Fermi pressure. Better performance is expected from the
use of Bose-Einstein condensates. In these systems, a similar effect of
collision suppression can be obtained in a Bose gas, using Feshbach
resonances to tune the interatomic cross-section [34, 33]. A recent
theoretical work considers an harmonic modulation in time of the
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binary interactions, at the proper frequency and phase, to produce
long-living Bloch oscillations of a Bose-Einstein condensate [192, 193].
We here suggest a different approach. In a series of recent papers
we demonstrated that excellent performances can be obtained using
a classical ultra-cold gas, by choosing atoms with suited properties
[30, 9, 10]. In this respect, 88 Sr represents an ideal candidate for
precise quantum sensors, as it combines low sensitivity to magnetic
fields with remarkably small atom-atom interactions [29]. Moreover,
the absence of orbital, electronic and nuclear angular momentum is of
great importance in view of measurements close to solid surfaces, as it
makes the atom immune from RF fields [194]. These are a sources of
decoherence in most of the other schemes, by inducing spin-flip transitions and subsequent collisional relaxation in spin-polarized fermionic
samples, or by interfering with Feshbach resonances in degenerate
Bose gases.
The technique of driven resonant tunneling, which is investigated
in this dissertation as a phase or amplitude modulation of the optical
lattice potential, allows to perform measurement of forces without
requiring a sub-recoil temperature of the atomic cloud, as, on the
contrary, it is necessary to observe Bloch oscillations of the atomic
momentum (see also Sec. 1.8.1). This can be exploited to improve
the number of atoms, or using atomic or molecular species which
are difficult to cool to lower temperatures. Moreover, the fact that
this technique can work at higher temperatures makes it more robust
against decoherence mechanisms which affect the atomic momentum.
Moreover, this technique measures directly the differences of potential energy. As it is sketched in Fig. 2.10, this is a great advantage
in a situation of strong curvature of the spatial potential, such as the
Casimir-Polder potential at micrometer distances. Conversely, the
scheme based on the frequency measurement of Bloch oscillations is
sensitive to the gradient of the potential [86, 87, 33, 30]. The scheme
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Sr

Figure 2.10: Resonant tunneling driven by amplitude modulation.
In the presence of strong curvature the energy spacing between
neighboring sites as a function of the position. The lattice modulation produces an asymmetric resonant tunneling only to those
states for which the energy is preserved. For instance, in the situation represented in figure, it is possible to distinguish the upwards
from the downwards resonant tunneling.

which measures the frequency of collective dipole oscillations in an
external trapping potential is even less favorable since it is sensitive
to the second derivative of the potential [185].

2.14.1

Precision

We shall present a short account of the factors which determine the
sensitivity which is possible to achieve by means of this technique. We
shall also discuss the elements which reduce the reproducibility of the
measurement, limiting the signal-to-noise ratio and correspondingly
the precision attainable in the measurement. We use as a reference
for the following discussion our experimental setup, with which we
measured the local gravity force M g [9, 10] with ppm sensitivity,
which is estimated as one-sigma statistical uncertainty.
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Quality factor As a general fact, the precision which is attainable
in the measurement of forces by this technique, which is based on
resonant tunneling in driven optical lattices, is related to the quality factor Q = ωM /Γ of the resonances, and then to signal-to-noise
ratio. For definiteness, we consider the situation of our experimental setup with 88 Sr atoms in a vertically-aligned optical lattice. In
such example, the external force which we want to measure corresponds to the gravity force, which produces a Bloch frequency
ωB = 2π × 574 Hz. A modulation for a time t = 10 s results in a
resonance spectrum σ(t, δ) with a Fourier width Γ ∼ 2π × 30 mHz
as derived from (2.65). From this we derive a quality factor of the
resonance of about 2×103 . In good conditions of signal-to-noise ratio
the center of the resonance can be determined with a precision of the
order of Γ/100. The relative precision which is therefore achievable
is about ∆ωB /ωB ∼ 1/(100 × Q) ∼ 10−6 . Moreover, it is noteworthy
that the resonance width (2.65) does not depend on the index ` which
identifies the modulation harmonic with respect to the fundamental
frequency ωB . This fact is significant because it allows to improve
the quality factor of the resonances Q, and therefore to increase the
sensitivity of the measurement by a factor `.

Signal-to-noise ratio The precision of the measurement depends
on the signal-to-noise ratio, which we introduced in the previous paragraph. This quantity depends on a multitude of factors. We first notice that this quantity improves linearly with the Bloch frequency8 ,
√
with the squared root of the number of atoms N , and with the
√
squared root of the time of the measurement T .
One of the elements which degrades mostly the signal-to-noise
ratio, therefore limiting the precision of the measurement, is the im8 That explains the convenience to work at higher harmonics ` as we discussed
at the end of the previous paragraph concerning the quality factor.
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perfect reproducibility of the shot-to-shot experimental conditions.
In order to study the factors which have the largest impact on the
ultimate precision, we performed statistical simulations, also known
as Monte Carlo simulations, which recreate the experimental conditions with some small variations from shot-to-shot, similarly to the
experimental situation. To this end we have used the expression of
σ(t, δ) in (2.63) to describe the response of the system, which, for
convenience, we rewrite here in the form:
s
σ(t, δ) =

B2

+

A2

 
δ
sinc
Γ

(2.110)

where A and B are the parameters which are scattered from shot to
shot.
It is important to stress that in the measurement process the parameter B represents the whole size of the initial atomic cloud, which
is about 20 ÷ 30 µm, and not only the size of the Wannier state, as
considered in (2.63). The explanation of this resides in the fact that
our experimental setup is able to image only the convolved distribution between the single-atom motion and the initial distribution of
the atomic cloud9 .
On the other hand, the resonantly-induced broadening is chosen
to double the initial size of the atomic cloud, similarly to the experimental situation, so that the parameter A is of the order of the
parameter B, i.e. of the order of 30 µm.
(1) Fluctuations of the initial size of the atomic cloud are recreated by scattering the parameter B. These fluctuations, which are due
to different outcomes and performances of the laser doppler cooling
stage, are of the order of 10 % in our experimental setup, correspond9 In fact, our imaging system is not able to track the motion of the individual
atoms. More sophisticated imagining systems with larger numerical aperture and
better spatial resolution are able to resolve the single-atom motion [67].
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ing to about 2 µm uncertainty of the initial size. The statistical simulations attribute to this effect a statistical error at the relative level of
about 0.7 ppm. Thus, about the 70% of the present statistical error,
which is at the level of ppm, is explained by fluctuations of the initial
size. This effect can be largely suppressed by introducing a spatial
selection of the initial distribution before modulating the optical lattice, for instance, by means of a tightly-focused optical dipole trap.
(2) Fluctuations of the intensity of the laser forming the optical lattice affect the tunneling rate J and the speed of broadening reported
in (2.47). These fluctuations are therefore recreated by scattering the
parameter A. Supposing shot-to-shot variations of 1% of the laser intensity (fiber misalignment or unwanted polarization rotations of the
two counter-propagating laser beams), the tunneling rate fluctuates
by 1%÷2% in the range of U0 = 5÷10 ER . It results from the statistical simulations that these fluctuations contribute only at the relative
level of 0.1 ppm. They can be suppressed by improving the laser intensity stabilization system, guaranteeing that the atoms experience
always the same potential. (3) Acoustic and seismic vibrations of the
retro-reflecting mirror which is used to produce the optical lattice
(cf. Sec. 1.5) alter the measurement of forces. The system is responsive to the vibrations in the regions of the frequency spectrum which
correspond to the resonant frequencies `ωB /(2π). The noise spectral
density has to be integrated around these resonances over a range of
width Γ/(2π), as reported in (2.65). Moreover, since the system is
usually modulated for a time of the order of 10 s, there is a cut-off
frequency of about 0.1 Hz. Above this frequency the vibrations are
filtered out, except for the resonances which we have just considered.
Active and/or passive damping systems can be used to reduce the
vibrations of the experimental setup. In our case, the experiment is
mounted on a passive pneumatic isolation system which decouples
the experiment from the environment. A systematic study of the in-
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fluence of vibrations in the measurement is not covered within the
work which is presented in this dissertation. (4) Noisy imaging of
the spatial density distribution of the atomic cloud deteriorates the
final sensitivity. In our experimental situation, considering a spatial
resolution of the imaging system of about 5 µm, a quantum efficiency
of the CCD camera of 10% in detecting the resonant photons of the
imaging laser, and an average number of atoms of about 104 , we estimate that this effect contribute to about 10% of the present statical
error. The situation can be largely improved by enhancing the spatial resolution of the imaging system, and by increasing the quantum
efficiency of the photon detection by the CCD camera. (5) Losses
of atoms decrease the sensitivity, by directly reducing the signal-to√
noise ratio which is proportional to N , where N is the number of
atoms. The atoms in an optical lattice are trapped in a shallow potential, for instance in our experimental setup the potential barrier
U0 is just about a few µK deep. Collisions with the particles of the
background residual gas, which is at the temperature of 300 K, make
the atoms escape from the trapping potential. For instance, in our
setup the residual pressure is about P ≈ 10−9 torr which constrains
the atomic lifetime in the optical lattice to be shorter than about
5 s [195]. In addition, scattering of photons of the optical lattice,
which we have discussed in Sec. 1.4.1, also produces losses in a shallow optical lattice. In fact, in such a situation the atom relaxes to a
free-particle state after spontaneously re-emitting the absorbed photon. In our experimental setup, according to the expression of the
scattering rate in (1.25), this mechanism constrains the lifetime to
be smaller than about 30 s at U0 = 6 ER . In addition, this limit can
be largely extended by working with blue-detuned optical lattices in
which the scattering rate is strongly suppressed. Finally, vibrations
at the energy gap or at sub-harmonic of induce losses in the system according to a parametric heating mechanism [52, 196]. Under
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usual experimental conditions this effect is weak, since the seismic
and acoustic vibrations are not able to induce the parametric heating
which occurs at frequencies of several tens of kHz. In conclusion, the
atomic lifetime provides an indication of how long the modulation can
last without appreciably reducing the signal-to-noise. For instance,
in our system we could afford a modulation up to 15 s when the lifetime was about 7 s before that the losses became the limiting factor of
the sensitivity. (6) Finally, the decoherence mechanisms reduce the
sensitivity by broadening the resonances and reducing correspondingly the quality factor, as it is shown in Sec. 2.13. A first important
mechanisms of decoherence is the scattering of photons of the optical
lattice. As recently examined, photon scattering produces losses in a
shallow optical lattice. This is also the situation of our experimental setup. In the opposite situation of a deep optical lattice, photon
scattering produces decoherence of the atomic wave packets. The
atoms undergo either an inelastic dephasing process by hopping to
higher energy bands or an elastic dephasing process by remaining in
the same band but loosing the site-to-site phase coherence. A second
mechanism of decoherence results from the intraspecies collisions. As
we discussed in Sec. 1.1, the the collisional scattering rate is negligible in our system. This feature is specific of 88 Sr atoms which have
a vanishing cross section in the ground state. Quite uniquely, we can
conclude that our system is not affected by the typical decoherence
mechanisms.

2.14.2

Accuracy

We shall review the physical effect which influences most significantly
the measurement, hence affecting its accuracy.
Conversion factor The reduced Planck constant ~ and the laser
wavelength must be precisely known in order to connect the
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measurement of the resonant frequency to the one of the local
force F0 , as shown by the expression of the Bloch frequency in
(2.109). The indications from 2006 CODATA [197] recommend
a relative uncertainty on ~ of 5 × 10−8 . On the other hand, the
quantity λL , which is the wavelength of the laser forming the
optical lattice, can be determined even better, for instance, by
means of a frequency comb referenced to a frequency standard.
In addition, in case the interesting quantity to measure is the
acceleration that the atoms experience instead of the force, the
relevant quantity is then ~/M instead of ~. This quantity can
be determined with even higher precision [198]. Hence, we can
conclude that the knowledge of the conversion factor between
the frequency and the force in (2.109) becomes relevant only at
the level of 10−8 ÷ 10−9 in the relative precision.
Alignment It is worth specifying that that F0 represents the projection of the local force acting on the atoms along the direction of
the optical lattice. Therefore, the accuracy of the measurement
depends on the alignment of the optical lattice that should be
precisely known. Supposing an uncertainty of the alignment
angle of about ∆α (rad units), the measurement of the force is
affected by a relative error of the order of ∆α2 . It is relatively
simple to experimentally achieve an alignment at the level of
mrad so that the relative uncertainty is at the level of ppm.
However, the inaccuracy from the alignment can be sensitively
reduced to ppb level by more careful alignment procedures.
Gouy phase The accuracy of force measurements is affected by the
wave front curvature and the Gouy phase of the Gaussian beams
forming the optical lattice. This effect arises from the divergence angle of a Gaussian beam, ∆θ = λL /(πw0 ), where w0
is the beam waist which we introduced in Sec. 1.4.3. This angle is directly related to the dispersion of the transverse wave
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vector, ∆k⊥ /kL = ∆θ, which, in turns, determines the dispersion of the longitudinal wave vector, ∆kL , through the rela2
2
tionship kL
= (ωL /c)2 − k⊥
. Hence, it can be verified that
∆kL /kL = ∆λL /λL ∼ (λL /w0 )2 , which corresponds to the relative uncertainty on F0 as shown by (2.109). This problem has
been considered in detail in [81, 199], where it is shown that the
dispersion of the longitudinal wave vector of the optical lattice,
∆kL /kL , can be controlled better than 10−8 level by choosing
a beam waist w0 in the millimeter range. The drawback of this
choice is the necessity of an high-power laser, usually between
tens and hundreds of watts, since the optical lattice depth U0 is
inversely proportional to w03 as shown in (1.29). In our experimental setup the accuracy is affected at the level of ppm when
operating with beam waist of about w0 ∼ 200 µm.
Light shift gradient Spatial inhomogeneity of the optical lattice
potential U0 affects the force measurements. Since the optical lattice is originated from two counter-propagating Gaussian
laser beams, the longitudinal potential has a profile which is
spatially varying on a length scale of the Rayleigh length zR
which we defined in (1.28) in Sec. 1.4.3. The spatial inhomogeneity of the light shift induced by the laser beams forming
the optical lattice alters the measurement of the force F0 by an
amount which can be estimated as U0 /zR ∼ U0 λL /w02 , where
w0 is the Gaussian beam waist. In our experimental conditions
with a beam waist of 200 µm and an optical lattice depth of
U0 = 5 ER , this spurious force affects the accuracy by hundreds of ppm. In our conditions, this effect represents one of
the most important source of inaccuracy concerning the absolute measurement of forces. However, this effect can be largely
reduced by a few orders of magnitude by operating with bluedetuned optical lattice and larger beam waist w0 , as discussed
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in [199]. In fact, in a blue-detuned optical lattice the atomic
wave functions are tightly weighted around the minima of the
laser intensity by acting on the RF power, thus suppressing sensitively the light shift. Moreover, the inaccuracy by this effect
has an impact only on the absolute measurement of forces, but
does not alter the results for a differential measurements, such
as the measurement of Casimir-Polder forces at micron scale
[12] or the investigation of possible deviations from Newton’s
gravity [13].
Bloch-Siegert shift In addition, the measurement of forces through
the determination of the position of the resonance peak is affected by the Bloch-Siegert shift [200], according to which the
fast-oscillating terms which are discarded by the secular approximation, cf. Sec. 2.4.2, induce a shift of the resonant frequency with respect to ωB . Its relative importance scales as
J 2 /(~ωB )2 where J is the tunneling rate (2.19). In our experimental conditions for a vertically-aligned optical lattice with a
depth U0 = 5 ER and at the maximal driving amplitude, this
effect is however under the ppb level. Moreover this effect can
be numerically precisely evaluated and appropriately corrected.

Chapter

3

Engineering quantum
transport

In this chapter we present the experimental results about the coherent control of transport in a resonantly-driven optical lattice. The
organization is as follows. In Sec. 3.1 we present the phenomenon of
coherent delocalization of atomic wave packets in a phase-modulated
optical lattice potential [9]. In this section we shall provide also a
brief overview of the experimental apparatus. In Sec. 3.2 we present
the engineering of quantum transport by reversibly stretching and
shrinking the atomic wave functions [11]. In Sec. 3.3 we present the
coherent control of transport through amplitude modulation, and in
Sec. 3.4 we conclude showing the realization of Loschmidt echoes [10].
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Coherent delocalization

As we discussed in Sec. 2.5, atomic wave packets loaded into a phasemodulated vertical optical lattice potential exhibit a coherent delocalization dynamics arising from intraband transitions among WannierStark levels. Wannier-Stark intraband transitions are here observed
by monitoring the in situ wave packet extent. By varying the modulation frequency, we find resonances at integer multiples of the Bloch
frequency. The resonances show a Fourier-limited width, as it has
been verified up to 15 seconds. Control over such delocalization enables us to modify the atoms wave function extent over regions of the
scale of a 1000 times their thermal de Broglie wavelength stretching,
as in our case, the initial 200 nm wave packet width to more than
10 µm. Furthermore, we employ the phase modulation mechanism to
determine the gravity acceleration with ppm resolution.
We experimentally demonstrate for the first time Wannier-Stark
intraband transitions in lattice potentials, a phenomenon which has
been studied theoretically (Sec. 2.1) but has never been observed
before. The Hamiltonian which describes our system is given by
2.1. We recall that intraband site-to-site tunneling resonantly sets
in when the temporal modulation frequency ωM of the lattice phase
is an integer multiple of the Bloch frequency ωB which corresponds
to the potential energy between adjacent sites due to the gravity
acceleration g, as shown by Fig. 2.2.
Intraband transitions between Wannier-Stark levels give rise to
coherent delocalization effects which we observe through a coherent
ballistic expansion of an initially well-localized atomic wave packet.
Wannier-Stark intraband tunneling, unlike the more familiar LandauZener tunneling occurring between different bands, c.f. Sec. 1.10.3,
is not affected by typical decoherence mechanisms occurring in the
Landau-Zener interband case, such as line broadening due to the
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transverse profile of the lattice potential. Furthermore we work with
an atomic species remarkably robust against decoherence processes
[30], which enable us to observe transitions up to five neighboring
Wannier-Stark levels. This corresponds to a coherently driven tunneling across five neighboring sites, which in our setup are separated
by a distance of 1.3 µm. Owing to such a quantum robustness the resonance spectra exhibit Fourier-limited widths over excitation times
of the order of seconds. Such a high-resolution enables us, in turn, to
measure the local acceleration of gravity with ppm relative precision.

3.1.1

The experimental setup

We shall provide only a brief overview of the experimental setup,
which has been described elsewhere in greater detail [201, 202, 203].

Vacuum system The vacuum apparatus is schematically described
in Fig. 3.1. Strontium vapors are produced in the region of the oven
by sublimation of metallic Sr bulk at a temperature of about 500 ◦C.
The oven produces an atomic beam directed towards the main vacuum chamber, which delivers about 1011 atoms/s. The atomic beam
has a divergence of 25 mrad which results from the angular selection
by a bundle of narrow capillaries of collimation. A further collimation is obtained by means of a 2D transverse laser cooling stage
on the 1 S0 –1 P1 resonance line at 461 nm (see Fig. 3.2 showing the
atomic levels). Unidirectional laser cooling on the same resonance
line is employed to slow down the atomic beam along the 30-cm long
Zeeman slower. The atoms experience a longitudinal deceleration of
about 105 m/s2 . The final longitudinal velocity in the region of the
main chamber is 50 m/s on average, about the capture velocity of
a magneto-optical trap (MOT) operating on the 1 S0 –1 P1 resonance
line.

Figure 3.1: Schematic sketch of our vacuum system. The residual
background pressure in the main vacuum chamber is about 2 ×
10−9 torr, corresponding to a lifetime in the range from 1 s to 5 s.
The pressure in the oven region is about a factor 100 higher, because
of the differential pumping which separates the two regions. The
size of the setup is about 0.5 m × 1 m. The experiment runs in
the main vacuum chamber, which is crossed by a vertically-aligned
optical lattice (not represented in figure).

Figure 3.2: The first low-lying atomic levels of the 88 Sr atom are represented (the energy scale is in eV).
There exist two classes of states, the singlet and triplet states, depending on the spin state of the two
electrons in the valence shell. Transitions which change the spin state are weakly allowed. The picture
reports also the atomic transitions, expressing the wavelength and linewidth [204], which are interested in
the laser cooling process.
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Figure 3.3: Picture the blue MOT cooling about 107 88 Sr atoms
to a temperature of a few mK. The atomic cloud is located at the
center of the vacuum chamber.

Blue laser cooling About 2 × 107 88 Sr atoms are collected by
a blue MOT operating on the 1 S0 –1 P1 transition at 461 nm (see
Fig. 3.2). Fig. 3.3 shows a picture of the blue fluorescence light emitted by the atoms in the MOT. This first stage cooling takes about
2.5 s and the atoms reach a temperature of about 3 mK which is a
few times higher than the doppler limit of 0.76 mK. The blue MOT
is operated in a quadrupole magnetic field with an axial gradient of
40 gauss/cm. The laser source at 461 nm is produced by secondharmonic generation starting from an infrared source at 922 nm. An
extended-cavity-stabilized diode laser emits 20 mW at 922 nm which
is amplified to 1 W by a tapered amplifier. The radiation is then
frequency doubled by a non-linear crystal (BIBO) placed in a highfinesse ring cavity. About 100 mW in the blue are delivered to the
atoms after the fiber to operate the 2D transverse cooling, the Zee-
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man slower, and the blue MOT. In addition, the 1 S0 –1 P1 transition
is not a cycling transition because the atoms can decay towards the
3
P2 state, as shown in Fig. 3.2. This state is metastable and therefore
this decay represents a loss channel. In order to circumvent this problem we use a repumping laser at 497 nm working together the blue
MOT to pump the atoms back to the electronic ground state. To this
end we generate about 1 mW of power at 497 nm by second-harmonic
generation (with a KNbO3 crystal) of a 30 mW extended-cavity diode
laser at 994 nm.

Red MOT cooling After the capture of the atoms in the blue
MOT at a temperature of a few mK, the temperature is further reduced by a second cooling stage in a red MOT operating on the
1
S0 –3 P1 narrow intercombination transition at 689 nm, as shown in
Fig. 3.2 [205]. We obtain about 1 × 106 atoms at 1 µK. This secondstage cooling takes about 50 ms. Because of the narrow linewidth
of the intercombination transition, the doppler limit, which sets the
final temperature of the red MOT, is about 4000 times lower than the
blue MOT, corresponding to a temperature of 180 nK. In reality, the
final temperature in the second-stage cooling is first limited by the
recoil impressed by the photons of the read MOT at 689 nm, yielding a minimum reachable temperature of about 400 nK [205, 206].
Experimentally, a laser power of about 15 mW at 689 nm is required
to run efficiently the red MOT. The laser radiation is first produced
by an external-cavity-stabilized diode laser, whose linewidth is of the
order of a few hundreds of kHz. Hence, the laser linewidth is narrowed by locking the laser frequency to a transmission mode of a
high-finesse (f ∼ 104 ) cavity by means of a Pound-Drever-Hall servo
system. The closed-loop laser linewidth is narrower than 1 kHz as
we have characterized it by means of a frequency comb locked to an
optical frequency reference. The laser power is finally amplified by
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injection-locking of a diode laser.
The loading of the atoms from the blue MOT into red MOT requires a special attention because the atoms in the blue MOT move
with an average velocity of 50 cm/s which is much larger than the
capture velocity of the red MOT of about 3 cm/s. Hence, in order
to make possible to load the atoms in the red MOT we first chirp
the frequency of the 689 nm narrow-linewidth laser to artificially increase the laser linewidth to about 1 MHz on the lower-frequency
side of the initial spectrum. By this method the capture velocity
is consequently increased. The red MOT works with a quadrupole
magnetic field with an axial gradient of 4 gauss/cm which is chosen
to optimize the loading from the blue MOT. After about 150 ms the
chirp is removed and we operate the red MOT in a single-frequency
configuration for a duration of about 20 ms. The final temperature
is generally in the range 0.5 ÷ 1 µK.

Green optical lattice Then, the red MOT is switched off and a
one-dimensional optical lattice is switched on adiabatically in 150 µs
(see the adiabatic condition in Sec. 1.8.1). The lattice potential is
originated by a single-mode frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 laser delivering up to 5 W at the wavelength of λL = 532 nm in the green.
About 1 W of laser power is brought to the atoms using an optical
fiber which helps improving the alignment stability.
We employ a servo loop system to stabilize the intensity of the
laser. This allows to maintain a constant laser intensity avoiding slow
drifts in time, and allows also to suppress the noise which is induced
by the acoustic vibrations, which represents the largest source of amplitude noise. To control the laser intensity we use an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM) which diffracts the laser light. By changing the
power of a radio-frequency signal (110 MHz) sent to the AOM we can
change the diffraction efficiency. By selecting a given diffraction order
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(we typically choose the first diffraction order) we can regulate, thus,
the laser intensity, so as to close the feedback loop. The noise spectra
in Fig. 3.4 shows that the stabilization system reduces the amplitude
noise in the acoustic range by about two orders of magnitude, while
it slightly increases it a higher frequencies. The noise frequencies
which are most harmful to the atoms are, in fact, in the range from
Hz to several kHz, which coincide effectively with the typical acoustic frequencies. Excitations at these frequencies induce heating of
the atoms by exciting the vibrational frequencies of the optical lattice (see, e.g., the examples provided in Sec. 1.4.3 and Sec. 1.5). As
shown in figure, we achieve a stabilization of the intensity offset at
the relative level of 10−6 . Nonetheless, because of different issues the
potential depth seen by the atoms is not as stable as that. (1) For
technical reasons, the error signal is recorded measuring the intensity
before the optical fiber. Hence, any misalignment of the fiber injection affects the lattice potential depth. (2) In an analogous way, any
misalignment of the pointing direction of the laser aligned onto the
atoms produces a variation of the lattice potential depth. (3) Fluctuations of the polarization after the optical fiber can also affect the
potential depth, mostly in a configuration of two counter-propagating
laser beams with respect to retro-reflected single beam.
The beam is vertically aligned and retro-reflected by a mirror
producing a standing wave with a period λL /2 = 266 nm. The corresponding photon recoil energy is ER = (2π~)2 /(2M λ2L ) = kB × 381
nK, and the maximum lattice depth is 20 ER . The focalization lenses
are chosen to produce a beam waist of order of 100 µm which determine the trap frequencies of the lattice potential. In fact, for such
a lattice depth and beam waist according to the expression reported
in (1.35) the trap frequencies are 72 kHz and 86 Hz in the longitudinal and and radial direction, respectively. Before being transferred
to the optical lattice, the atomic cloud in the red MOT has a disk

Figure 3.4: Noise spectra of the relative intensity of the laser at
532 nm which is used to produce the optical lattice potential. We
built an intensity stabilization system which strongly suppresses
the intensity noise of the laser. The comparison of the two spectra
shows that the servo lock attenuates by about 30÷40 dB the bump
of noise originating from the acoustic vibrations. On the other
hand, it slightly increases the amplitude noise at higher frequencies.
A peak at 100 Hz is also visible which is not completely suppressed.
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shape with a vertical size in the range from 10÷30 µm rms, which
depends on the specific optimization of the red MOT parameters. In
the transfer, the vertical extent is preserved and we populate about
50 lattice sites with 105 atoms. After letting the atoms evolve in
the optical lattice, we measure in situ the spatial distribution of the
sample by absorption imaging of a resonant laser beam detected on a
CCD camera. The spatial resolution of the imaging system is about
7 µm.
Piezoelectric transducer In order to modulate the phase of the
lattice potential, as it is discussed in Sec. 1.5, the retro-reflecting mirror is mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) which is driven
at frequency ωM /2π by a synthesized frequency generator (see also
Fig. 2.1). We characterized the response of the PZT by performing an heterodyne measurement with a Michelson interferometer, as
show in Fig. 3.5. In the interferometer the laser frequencies in the two
harms are shifted one with respect to the other by 160 MHz so as to
move the carrier beat note, which is recorded by the photodetector,
far from any low frequency noise (flicker noise). Besides the carrier
beat note the signal on the photodetector presents sidebands shifted
by integer multiples of the modulation frequency ωM /2π. It can be
shown using the Jacobi-Anger expansion in (2.15) that the relative
amplitudes of the sideband signals are weighted by the Bessel func2
tion Jm
(2kL z0 ), where kL is the laser wave vector and z0 is the spatial
oscillation amplitude according to (2.4). The result of the measurement produced the frequency response reported in Fig. 3.6, showing
a cut-off frequency around 4000 Hz (corresponding to about the 7th
harmonic of the Bloch frequency ωB /2π). The voltage applied to the
PZT allows to modulate the position of the lattice potential by up to
10 lattice sites peak to peak1 .
1 We notice that this driving amplitude is not sufficient to explore the strong
driving regime in which dynamic localization occurs, c.f. Sec. 2.4.3.

Figure 3.5: Michelson interferometric scheme to characterize the
amplitude of the spatial oscillation of the mirror mounted on the
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) as a function of the modulation frequency ωM /2π. The laser frequency in one of the two harms is
shifted by a 80 MHz acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in doublepass configuration. The photodetector (PD) records a carrier beat
note at 160 MHz with sidebands shifted by integer multiples of
ωM /2π. Recording the relative amplitudes of the sideband signals
allows to determine the oscillation amplitude of the mirror.
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Figure 3.6: Response of the oscillating mirror as a function of
the modulation frequency ωM /2π while the driving voltage is kept
constant. The graph shows a first-order (one pole) response, typical of a low pass filter, with a cut-off frequency at 4000 Hz. The
response is only determined by the capacitive load of the piezoelectric transducer, which works as a RC circuit when connected to the
synthesized frequency generator.

3.1.2

Resonant expansion

Under the effect of a constant force F0 the band splits into a series of
Wannier-Stark resonances separated by integer multiples of the Bloch
frequency ωB , as we studied in Sec. 1.9.1. In our case F0 is the gravity
force which breaks the translational symmetry suppressing atomic
tunneling between lattice sites, hence localizing the wave packet, and
ωB ≈ 2π ×574 Hz. We observe indeed this localization in the absence
of modulation (z0 = 0) or for modulation frequencies ωM far from
Wannier-Stark resonances. Conversely, wave packet delocalization,
which we studied in Sec. 2.5 sets in instead for modulation frequencies
ωM = ωB , or multiple integers of ωB suggesting that tunneling occurs
not only between nearest neighboring sites (` = 1) but also between
sites that are ` lattice periods apart (` = 2, 3, 4). We assessed this
phenomenon through an increase of the atomic distribution width as
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Figure 3.7: Atomic density profiles for the first (` = 1) harmonic
modulation at increasing modulation times (20 → 140 ms). These
raw data show that the size grows linearly in time for a resonant
modulation.

shown by integrated density profiles of Fig. 3.7.
The atomic cloud spreads along the lattice axis and its width is
plotted in Fig. 3.8 for increasingly larger modulation times. At resonance and after a transient due to the initial extent of the atomic
cloud, the width grows linearly in time undergoing a ballistic expansion as due to coherent site-to-site tunneling. Broadening proceeds at
different velocities which we report in Tab. 3.1. These are determined,
p
for each `, by fitting the width with the function σ` (t) = σ02 + v`2 t2 ,
which is the expression which we derived in (2.46). This is the convolution of two Gaussians: one accounting for the initial atomic distribution, the second accounting for the wave packet expansion. The
delocalization slows-down with increasing ` due to a sharp reduction
of the tunneling rate with increasing separation between the initial
and final Wannier-Stark states. From the expression in (2.46) we see
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Figure 3.8: Wave packet expansion as the lattice is modulated in
phase at four different frequencies ωM = ` × ωB , where ( ) `=1, ( )
`=2, ( ) `=3, ( ) `=4. The widths are normalized to the unperturbed initial size σ0 of the atomic cloud.

Resonance (ωM /ωB )
Expansion velocity (mm/s)
Expansion velocity√(sites/s)
tunneling rate J /( 2~) (s−1 )

1

2

3

4

0.2
750
750

0.13
490
245

0.04
150
50

0.03
110
27.5

Table 3.1: Root mean square broadening velocity and tunneling
rate of the confined atomic sample at the different harmonics of
modulation. The modulation depth is fixed to about 2 lattice sites
peak-to-peak, and the modulation frequency is resonant with the
`-th harmonic (ωM = ` × ωB ). The thermal velocity in absence of
the lattice potential is 10 mm/s rms.
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√
that v` = (`λL /2)J` /( 2~), so that J` /~ is the wave packet broadening rate associated with the `−th harmonic of modulation. The
relevant tunneling rate J` across ` sites, as reported in Tab. 3.1, is
seen to decrease exponentially roughly as 3−` .

3.1.3

Fourier-limited resonances

The spatial broadening is due to the iteration of the coherent tunneling process over a large number of lattice periods, typically 50 in the
experiment. In order to verify this hypothesis we study the response
of the system at different driving frequencies. In fact, we known from
the theory that in the coherent case the resonances are modulated
by a sinc function, as reported in (2.63), with a width determined by
the Fourier limit in (2.65). On the other hand, if tunneling were not
coherent the resonances would be much larger, as we considered in
Sec. 2.13 (see, e.g., Fig. 2.9).
First we focus on the modulation close to the Bloch frequency ωB
and we study the shape of the resonance. The graph in Fig. 3.9 shows
a resonance spectrum of the atomic extent for varying modulation
frequencies, while keeping constant the amplitude of modulation, the
potential depth, and the modulation time which is fixed to 15 s.
The data point are well fitted with the function which we derived
in (2.63), where σ0 corresponds to the initial spatial extent of the
atomic cloud, J /~ is the velocity of spatial broadening at resonance,
t is the modulation time, and δ = ωM − ` × ωB is the detuning from
resonance, d is the lattice spacing equal to λL /2. The resonances are
indeed modulated by a sinc(x) resonance function, and the width Γ
is exactly expressed by the Fourier limit (2.65). The fit is remarkably
good.
We then measure the resonance width Γ for different modulation
times t when modulating at a frequency close to ωB . The results are
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Figure 3.9: Resonance spectrum recorded after 15 s of phase modulation while scanning the modulation frequency ωM across the first
harmonic at ωB . The profile is well fitted by a sinc function, as indicated in (2.63). Remarkably, after 15 s the resonance width is
still expressed by the Fourier limit, which is about 21 mHz. The
determination of the central resonant frequency ωB gives a measurement of the gravity acceleration g with a statistical error of 2
ppm.
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Figure 3.10: Resonance width as function of the modulation time
t. The resonance is probed in the region ωM ' ωB . The line
superposed to the data point is the hyperbola (π t)−1 expected from
a Fourier-limited resonance width without any free parameter.

plotted in Fig. 3.10 where we report the width of the resonance at
ωB for a modulation time t time varying between 50 ms to 15 s. We
found an excellent agreement of the datapoint with the superposed
hyperbola 1/(π t) which we derived in (2.65) without any further free
parameter, indicating that the resonance width is purely Fourier limited. Spurious incoherent processes may limit the coherence time of
the system on a timescale longer than 15 s, suggesting that the delocalization dynamics is largely determined by coherent tunneling. In
fact, given the initial size of the sample (12 µm vertical extent equivalent to 50 lattice sites) and the resolution of the imaging system,
the driving induces a broadening of the atomic distribution over a
large number of lattice sites. If this were to be due to incoherent
sequential tunneling of the atoms between the lattice sites, such as in
a random walk process, we would expect a minimum resonance width
equal to the Fourier limit multiplied by the total number of jumps.
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Figure 3.11: Resonance spectra at the 1st, 2nd, and 4th harmonic
of the Bloch frequency ωB . The excitation time is set to 2 seconds.
Within the error bars the fitted centerline frequencies are integer
multiples of the Bloch frequency ωB /2π ∼ 574 Hz. The resonance
widths resulting from the data fit are Γ ∼ 0.16 Hz regardless of the
harmonic of modulation `.

A broadening over more than 50 lattice sites, as we observe, would
yield a resonance width orders of magnitude larger than the one we
observe in the experiment, as we discussed in Sec. 2.13. In case of a
random walk we would further expect at long times a spatial broadening increasing as the square root of the time, as we have found in
(2.107). Again this is not consistent with our observations.

3.1.4

Force measurements

These Fourier-limited resonances turn out to be a powerful tool to
measure accelerations with high accuracy. Similarly to the first harmonic, the higher harmonics also exhibit a Fourier limited resonance
width. In Fig. 3.11 we compare the resonance shape at ωB with those
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at 2 ωB and 4ωB for a 2 s modulation time. The different resonances
are quite similar in shape and within the error bars we find that they
remain Fourier limited with the same Γ regardless of the order of
the harmonic, as we have demonstrated in Sec. 2.8. On the other
hand, if we consider a resonance spectrum for a fractional modulation, namely ωB = 2 ωM , we see from Fig. 3.12 that the resonance
width is sub-Fourier, as indicated by (2.67) for κ = 2.
Previous measurement schemes of the of Bloch frequency to determine the gravity acceleration had a resolution limited by the quality
factor ωB /∆ω of the line (where ∆ω was the Fourier limit set either by
the coherence time [86, 87], or the lifetime of the sample [30, 33, 34],
and by the signal-to-noise ratio which depended also on how much the
temperature of the atoms is lower than the recoil energy. It is worth
noticing that in our case the initial temperature is about twice the
recoil energy (see also Sec. 1.8.1 where we discussed the conditions
to observe the Bloch oscillations of the atomic momentum).
Our results can be exploited to improve the resolution of acceleration measurements owing to the absence of a specific requirement on
the sample temperature with respect to the photon recoil energy, and
to the possibility of measuring higher harmonics of ωB at a constant
resonance width (see Fig. 3.11). Working with atoms at a temperature nearly at or above the recoil temperature reduces substantially
the technical constraints on the sample preparation, making more
atoms available in the test sample, and making possible the employ
of additional atomic or molecular species which can not be cooled to
sub-recoil temperatures. In addition, working at higher harmonics
with a constant resonance linewidth allows to improve the line quality factor by the index of the considered harmonic. This improves
the final resolution on the acceleration measurement correspondingly.
Modulating over 2 s, we measured ωB /2π = (574.8459 ± 0.0015) Hz,
which yields a local gravity acceleration g = (9.805301 ± 0.000026)
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Figure 3.12: Fractional resonance spectrum by phase modulating
the optical lattice at ωM = ωB /2 for a time of 2 s. The resonance
width resulting from the data fit indicates Γ ∼ 0.083 which is,
within the experimental uncertainty, a half of the resonance width
of an integer resonance recorded after the same modulation time,
such as those reported in Fig. 3.11. These data experimentally
confirm the sub-Fourier limit of the fractional resonances, which
has been properly derived in (2.67). The physical reason of this
fact is that the fractional resonances occur by means of an higherorder tunneling process, in which several excitations quanta ~ωM
are exchanged at once. For instance, in the case experimentally
investigated, a slight detuning δ shifts the system twice from the
resonance since two excitations at ωM are necessary in order to
perform a site-to-site tunneling.
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m/s2 . The uncertainty, which is about 2 ppm, represents the onesigma statistical error resulting from the fit of the central Bloch frequency.
We also verified the reproducibility, and hence the precision, of
the result by repeating the same measurement from day to day and
observing compatible results. In addition, the green optical lattice
was initially aligned along the vertical direction with an accuracy
better than 1 mrad, resulting in an accuracy better than 1 ppm. Following misalignments may affect the accuracy of the measurement
but not its resolution. In particular, the error from misalignment
reduces systematically the result of the measurement since the measured acceleration corresponds to the gravity acceleration projected
along lattice direction. We also performed an absolute measurement
of the gravity acceleration in the same place of the experimental
setup. For this measurement we used an FG5 absolute gravimeter
(n◦ 238 from INGV institute), which is based on a free-falling corner
cube, providing the measurement g = 9.80492161 with relative uncertainty of about 8 ppb. The discrepancy between the measured value
with our experimental setup and the absolute value of the gravity
acceleration is at the level of about 40 ppm. Such a large difference
is compatible with the light-shift gradient which is the largest uncertainty source in our experimental setup, affecting the measurement
by hundreds of ppm. It is worth stressing that this effect does not
reduce the accuracy of a differential measurement of forces, such as,
for instance, in the application at micron distances from a macroscopic object to measure Casimir-Polder interaction [12] or possible
deviations from Newton’s law 1/r2 [13, 14]. The interested reader is
referred to Sec. 2.14 for an extended discussion about the different
physical factors which influence the force measurement.
This resolution of 2 ppm, which improves the previous state-ofthe-art by a factor 3 [30], is limited by the 1 s background-limited
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lifetime of our vacuum system at the time of running the experiment.
Subsequently the vacuum system has been rebuilt with a lower pressure, which allowed to extend the lifetime to 7 seconds. The spectrum
in Fig. 3.9 has been recorded with the new vacuum system, achieving
a similar precision of 2 ppm at the first harmonic. We have recently
finished mounting a new vacuum system in which the lifetime in the
optical lattice is exceeding 20 s. We expect a great improvement of
the measurement resolution by exploiting longer interrogation times.

3.2

Engineering transport over
macroscopic scale

We present the experimental results about the coherent control of
quantum transport, which is demonstrated by reversibly stretching
and shrinking the wave function over a distance of more than one
millimeter. The quantum coherent process is fully deterministic, reversible, and in quantitative agreement with the analytical model
which we studied in Sec. 2.6 and Sec. 2.7. The remarkable simplicity of its experimental implementation could ease applications in the
field of quantum transport and quantum processing.
Cold atomic gases trapped in optical lattices provide ideal tools for
studying quantum transport in different regimes [78, 68] and quantum
many-body systems in periodic potentials [207, 208, 209, 83, 159].
One of the challenges in this field is to coherently transfer matter
waves between macroscopically separated sites. This would provide a
mechanism to couple distant quantum bits and ultimately would lead
to scalable quantum information processing with cold atoms in optical
lattices [210]. In the previous section we have demonstrated that
spatially-driven lattice potentials in the presence of a linear potential
can induce a coherent delocalization of a matter wave [9] when the
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driving is applied at the Bloch frequency ωB , i.e.. We saw, in fact,
that the delocalization occurs at integer multiples of ωB because of
the resonant coupling between Wannier-Stark levels within the same
band. The resonances are characterized by a sinc2 (δt/2) spectral
profile, as derived in the expression (2.63), where t is the driving
time and δ = ωM − ωB is the detuning of the modulation from the
resonant frequency. The sinc response arises from the influence on
the tunneling current of the relative phase φ between the driving
and the site-to-site quantum phase in the broadened wave function.
When φ lies between 0 and π the wave function expands, while when
it lies between π and 2π the wave function shrinks. In particular
when φ = 2π the wave function returns to the starting point. Such
a reversible behavior is expected provided that the evolution of the
wave function is fully coherent.
Any mechanism introducing loss of coherence would in fact lead
to a non-reversible broadening, as it has been studied in Sec. 2.13
and especially in Fig. 2.9. However, in a decoherence-free regime,
it should be possible to engineer the spatial extension of the wave
function using the frequency offset and the amplitude of the driving
as tuning knobs.

3.2.1

Breathing motion and revivals

We experimentally demonstrate this new technique of matter wave
manipulation by showing that coherent delocalization results in an
extended distribution corresponding to the size of the broadened
wave function. This is demonstrated by observing in-situ the breathing of the wave function under non-resonant driving conditions, and
through a self interference technique based on time-of-flight expansion (TOF).
In order to drive (i.e., modulate) the phase of the lattice potential,
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we apply a sinusoidal voltage (with frequency ωM ) to the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) that supports the retro-reflecting mirror of the
standing-wave dipole trap, very similar to what shown in the previous
section Sec. 3.1.1 (see for instance Fig. 2.1). In a first set of measurements we test the spatial coherence of the broadened wave function
by observing the periodic breathing of the atomic distribution while
we drive the PZT with a non-zero frequency detuning δ = ωM − ωB .
Fig. 3.13 displays the image of the atomic distribution under hard
driving conditions. The frequency detuning δ/2π is set to about 0.26
Hz such that the revival period τrev , equal to (δ/2π)−1 as we have
shown in Secs. 2.6–2.7, is about 4 seconds and the amplitude of the
driving is set to its maximally experimentally accessible value, corresponding to a shaking of the lattice position by ten lattice sites
peak-to-peak2 . The spatial profile at time t = 0 is Gaussian, since it
corresponds to the initial spatial distribution of the atoms in MOT.
The profile then evolves into a more complex shape as a result of
the wave function broadening, whose distribution has been derived in
(2.32). In particular, the density plots in Fig. 3.13 show that the spatial distribution of stretched wave packets differ substantially from a
Gaussian profile, but, on the contrary, they present pronounced lobes
at the lateral sides. This is indeed an indication of the coherent delocalization of the matter waves, as we have sketched in Fig. 2.4. If
the process of broadening were incoherent and described by sequential tunneling, then we would expect a broadened atomic distribution
according to a Gaussian profile, as shown by Fig. 2.8. Then, at the
revival time τrev ≡ 2π/δ ∼ 3.8 s the spatial distribution returns to its
initial profile, providing the compelling evidence that the atomic wave
packets’ evolution is coherent. If it were otherwise the occurrence of
revivals of the initial distribution would not be possible, as it has
been shown in Sec. 2.13 and especially in Fig. 2.9. Our experimental
2 This driving is still not large enough to probe the strong-driving regime where
the response of the transport becomes non linear and dynamic localization occurs.
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T = 2.0 s

T = 3.1 s

T = 3.8 s

Figure 3.13: Experimental setup and atomic spatial distribution
during the reversible control of transport. Spatial distribution of
the atoms for various durations T of a non-resonant driving (0
to 3.8 seconds from left to right). The color scale is adapted to
each picture so that the visibility is maintained with the varying
atomic densities. With the maximum modulation and a frequency
detuning δ/2π set to about 260 mHz the transport extends on the
millimeter scale and shows a revival time of 3.8 seconds. The spatial
distribution of the broadened wave functions is more weighted in
the external lobes, which is the hallmark of the coherent expansion.
At t = 0 the in-situ RMS spatial width is 31 µm, while at t = 3.8 s
it becomes 40 µm.
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results in Fig. 3.13 show, indeed, that starting from a size of 31 µm
it reaches an extension larger than 1.5 mm, and then it returns to a
size of 40 µm. In other words, the atomic distribution increases its
size by a factor larger than 40 and then returns to almost its initial
value. Intermediate values of the spatial extent can be obtained in
a reproducible and reversible way by varying the driving amplitude,
i.e. the tunneling amplitude J or frequency detuning δ, according
to the expression derived in (2.62). This mechanism which allows
to coherently vary the size of the atomic wave packets could allow
applications in quantum information processing based on controlled
collision schemes [153, 154]. In fact, wave packets centered on different lattice sites could interact when they are stretched to neighboring
lattice sites making their wave functions spatially overlap.
In Fig. 3.14 we show the time evolution of the spatial extent for
different values of frequency detuning δ. With δ/2π equal to +5 Hz
and −5 Hz the breathing shows a revival with the expected period of
0.2 s, and a constant visibility on a 1 s time scale, regardless of the
sign of the frequency detuning. With δ/2π = 0.5 Hz again the atomic
distribution shows a breathing at a frequency equal to δ/2π, and from
the reduction of the oscillation amplitude over time we can infer a
e−1 damping time of 28 seconds, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The results
presented in Fig. 3.13 and 3.14 can not be explained classically and
show a quantitative agreement with the analytic expression of the
wave function expected for the driven potential, which we derived
in (2.57). This implies that we manipulate and directly observe the
spatial wave function on a length scale larger than 1 mm.

3.2.2

Transient interference in TOF

To study the coherence properties of the modified wave function we
measure the interference of the wave function with itself. To this end,
the wave function is expanded in time of flight (TOF) after an adia-

Figure 3.14: Dynamics of the atomic extent under driving at different frequency detuning from resonance. For short times the minimum size corresponds to the size of the non-driven atomic cloud.
a) detuning δ = ωM − ωB = +2π × 5 Hz, b) δ = −2π × 5 Hz, c)
δ = −2π ×0.5 Hz. The driving amplitude is set to about 1 (a and b)
and 0.2 (c) lattice sites peak-to-peak. The reported spatial extent
is defined as the RMS radius calculated on the atomic distribution.
Each data point is the average of 5 measurements and the error
bars consist in the standard deviation of the average calculated on
the corresponding data set. The damping observed on the periodic
dynamics is attributed mostly to the off-resonant scattering of the
trapping photons.
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Figure 3.15: The breathing motion of the atomic wave functions
is damped on a macroscopic time estimated of 28 s, as estimated by
an exponential fit of the damped oscillations. The data set extends
the series reported in the case (c) of Fig. 3.14, in which δ/2π =
0.5 Hz. We attribute the damping to the off-resonant scattering of
optical lattice photons. Moreover, we notice that the signal does not
present exactly the expected periodicity of 2 s. We attribute this
discrepancy to a bad initial determination of the resonant frequency
ωB , so that the real detuning from the real Bloch frequency is
smaller than 0.5 Hz. We notice that the indeterminacy of the Bloch
frequency has a stronger influence on the revival period, as it is
natural, in case we choose a supposedly small detuning.
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batic release from the lattice potential. We record the evolution for
an expansion varying between 0 to 25 ms under various driving conditions3 . First we consider the case of resonant driving (i.e., δ = 0).
An integer number of sinusoidal cycles, up to 120 (equivalent to 210
ms since ωB /2π = 574.14 Hz), is applied to the PZT such that the
wave function broadens proportionally with time. The atomic distribution then is probed in TOF 300 ms after the beginning of the
driving, and after switching off the lattice potential adiabatically on
a 20 µs time scale. Fig. 3.16 shows the changes in the expansion after
15 ms of TOF for various broadening conditions. In the absence of
a driving the sample expands as expected yielding a Gaussian profile. When we drive the system, we clearly observe the appearance
on a transient time of a non-Gaussian distribution characterized by
a narrow peak emerging from the broader pedestal. This transient
effect results from the interference among the probability amplitude
originating from the different portions of the wave function and it is
confirmed by a simulation of the ballistic expansion of the broadened
wave function. A similar effect of interference occurring in the transient time has been recently investigated considering the expansion
from an optical lattice of a bosonic gas with large coherence length
[211].
We verified that the narrow peak in TOF does not arise from a
trivial selection of a given momentum class nor a temperature reduction for a fraction of the population. In fact, for the conditions
of Fig. 3.16 the overall number of atoms does not change with the
number of applied cycles, while the atomic distribution gathers in
the central peak as a phenomenon of interference only. As an additional check, we verified that for longer TOF the same Gaussian
distribution in the momentum space is observed both with and with3 In the TOF the atomic cloud expands and, at the same time, it falls down
because of the gravity force. After about 25 ms the atoms are escaped from the
field of view of our CCD camera system.

Figure 3.16: Transient effect of the driving on the ballistic expansion of the sample. The time-of-flight (TOF) is fixed to 15 ms and
a resonant driving is applied for the amount of cycles reported on
each row. Left side: 2D density profile. In the pictures the gravity and the lattice are horizontally oriented. Right side: the atomic
density integrated along the transverse direction of the lattice. The
red line is the distribution expected from the ballistic expansion of
the analytical expression of the broadened wave function in (2.57).
We maintain the same color scale on the 2D distributions and the
vertical scale on the integrated density profiles for the five cases.
The appearance of the narrow peak in the ballistic expansion results from a transient interference effect to which contributes the
entire population of the sample.
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Figure 3.17: Ballistic expansion of the broadened wave function
after various storage time in a static potential. The atomic wave
function first is stretched to a fixed size. Then the atoms are kept
in the static lattice potential for a varying time, and finally they are
probed after a fixed ballistic expansion. The combined effect of the
static lattice potential and the Earth’s gravity field induces a linear
increase of the site-to-site phase in the broadened wave function.
This phase imprint is directly observable in the ballistic expansion
as a periodic evolution of the interference peak while keeping a fixed
time-of-flight duration of 15 ms. From top to bottom, the hold time
in the static lattice increases linearly over one Bloch period (about
1.75 ms).

out modulation of the system. This fact means that the width of
momentum spectrum is not modified by the coherent delocalization,
in agreement with the result which we have derived in (2.51). For a
fixed duration of the TOF the narrow peak reaches maximum visibility compared to the pedestal when the size of the broadened wave
function is a fraction of the size of the non-driven and ballistically
expanded sample. This is also the same condition which has been
identified in [211].
In addition, if after a given time of modulation the atoms are
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Figure 3.18: The atomic spatial distributions relative to the same
data series of Fig. 3.17, before being integrated in the direction
transverse to the optical lattice. From top to bottom, from left
to right, the graphs refer to different holding time in the static
lattice. The periodic Bloch evolution of the interference peak is
well visible, showing that the peak moves in the direction of the
gravity force M g. The full series reproduces one entire Bloch period
(τB ∼ 1.74 ms). The axes units are in microns.
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kept for a variable time in the static lattice (i.e. while the modulation is off), the position of the interference peak depends on the time
spent in the static lattice potential, exhibiting a periodic dynamics
at the Bloch frequency ωB . This result, shown in Fig. 3.17, reflects
the time evolution of the site-to-site phase differences in the broadened wave function which is induced by the gravity potential. This
dynamics is confirmed by numerical simulations of the expansion of
the wave function. It is remarkable that in the absence of driving, on
the other hand, the shape of the distribution after ballistic expansion
does not show neither an interference peak nor a periodic signal because the temperature of the atomic cloud is too high, namely higher
than the recoil energy, to produce Bloch oscillations of the atomic
momentum (c.f. the discussion in Sec. 1.8.1). Originated from the
dynamics of the wave function’s phase gradient, this phenomenon
is in analogy with Bloch oscillations which occur in the momentum
space for atoms at sub-recoil temperatures [31]. On the other hand
the periodic dynamics of the interference peak happens regardless of
the initial temperature of the sample. This may find applications in
the realization of precise force sensors employing species which are
difficult to cool to sub-recoil temperatures.
In addition, we verified that the wave function also exhibits revivals in the interference pattern for the TOF transient distribution
under non-resonant driving. In Fig. 3.19 we compare the TOF profiles
taken for different expansion times under three different conditions:
without driving, at maximum expansion, and at the spatial revival,
while the frequency detuning δ/2π is set to about 2 Hz. The TOF
expansion at maximum broadening is equivalent to that obtained under resonant driving except that now the distribution is deliberately
asymmetric because of a different choice of the site-to-site phase difference at the release (same as in Fig. 3.17 case 5). On the other
hand, the TOF expansion at the revival is the same as that in absence
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Figure 3.19: Dynamics of the ballistic expansion under nonresonant driving. The reversible dynamics of the spatial extent
have their counterpart in the ballistic expansion signal. From left
to right: in-situ distribution, 10 ms and 15 ms time-of-flight (TOF).
(a): no driving. (b): maximum expansion. (c): first spatial revival.
In (b) the driving conditions are the same as those in Fig. 3.16
for 80 cycles, except that here we use a 2.28 Hz frequency detuning of the driving field with respect to the Bloch frequency. In (c)
the interference peak is absent denoting, as expected, the revival of
the wave function also in the momentum space. The displacement
along the horizontal axis for different TOF times corresponds to
the free fall in the Earth’s gravity field.
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of driving.

3.2.3

Data analysis

The pictures of Fig. 3.16 and the related analysis are made by starting
the TOF at point where the site-to-site phase difference is zero or,
equivalently, the emerging narrow peak is centered on the pedestal.
The dynamics that we observe, both in-situ and in TOF, can be
described starting from the expression of the broadened wave function
reported in (2.57). The assumption that the initial state corresponds
to a Wannier state ni is consistent with the fact that the trapped
atoms are derived from a thermal sample at a temperature higher
than the recoil temperature and they uniformly fill the first band.
See also the discussion in Sec. 1.8.1 about the coherence length of the
atomic sample.
We calculated the spatial distribution after ballistic expansion of
the broadened sample by applying the free-particle evolution operator to the analytical expression of the broadened wave function in
(2.57). We chose the same conditions of Fig. 3 where δ = 0 and the
speed of broadening J /~ = 430 sites/s. We numerically performed
the calculation by Fourier transforming ψW (n, t)i in the momentum
space where the free-particle Hamiltonian is diagonal. After 15 ms of
TOF we reconstructed the wave function in the real space. Finally
we applied a convolution with a Gaussian profile whose RMS width
is 30 µm and which accounts for the initial size of the atomic sample
just after the loading into the lattice potential.

3.3

Amplitude modulation

We present the experimental realization of the dynamical control of
transport of 88 Sr atoms achieved by means of amplitude modulation
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of a one-dimensional optical lattice. We demonstrate its flexibility by
tailoring the energy dispersion of traveling wave packets. We observe
atomic wave packets moving along the optical lattice, climbing or
descending it, where the direction of motion depends on a modulation
parameter, namely the initial phase φ.

3.3.1

Resonant transport

In the experiment, a 1D optical lattice seen by 88 Sr atoms is originated by the interference pattern of two vertical counter-propagating
laser beams with wavelength λL . The atoms effectively experience
a periodic potential with a period d = λL /2 and a depth dictated
by the laser intensity, which we modulate in time. In particular, the
time modulation of the intensity is experimentally realized by using
the same servo system which we introduced in Sec. 3.1.1 while discussing the amplitude stabilization and noise suppression of the laser
intensity (see Fig. 3.4). In fact, we have designed and realized the
servo system in a way to operate also as feedforward servo system,
which transduces an oscillating voltage signal into a modulation of
the laser intensity. We have verified that the response of the intensity
modulation is linear with respect to the applied voltage in whole the
frequency range of our interest.
Thus, the system is described by the time-dependent Hamiltonian
Hamp which we studied in Sec. 2.9. For convenience, we rewrite
it here replacing the general force F0 with the gravity force −M g
correspondingly to our specific situation:
p2
− U (z) [1 + αf (t)] + mgz
(3.1)
2M


where U (z) = U0 cos(2kL z)/2 and f (t) ≡ sin ωM (t − t0 ) − φ . With
the notation of Fig. 2.6, U0 is the lattice depth, kL = 2π/λL is the
Hamp =
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laser wave vector, M is the atomic mass, g is the gravity acceleration
along the lattice direction, 0 < α < 1 is the modulation amplitude
expressed in units of U0 , ωM = `ωB is the `–th harmonic of the
Bloch frequency ωB = mgd/~, and t0 the time when the modulation
is switched on with initial phase φ.
When α = 0, the resulting static Hamiltonian HBO is diagonalized by the so-called Wannier-Stark states ni centered at the n–th
lattice site and separated in energy by quanta of ~ωB . In these conditions, wave packet tunneling is frozen due to the Wannier-Stark
localization, which have been discussed in Sec. 1.9. Therefore, Bloch
oscillations occur [77], according to which the quasi-momentum spans
the Brillouin zone [−kL , kL ] with Bloch period τB = 2π/ωB .

First-order tunneling When the modulation is on at the resonant
frequency ωM = `ωB , we have demonstrated in Sec. 2.9 that a coherent resonant tunneling is established between sites spatially separated
by `d, as sketched in Fig. 2.6. After switching to the rotating frame
through the transformation in (2.72), namely U = exp(−iHBO t), we
have derived in the secular approximation the Hamiltonian (2.74):
0
Hamp
=


J X  iφ
i e n + `ihn + h.c.
2 n=−∞

(3.2)

with the tunneling rate J = −αU0 hn+` cos(2kL x) ni/2 as defined in
(2.75)4 . In general, for a detuning δ = ωM − `ωB from the resonance
the time evolution of an initially localized state is given by (2.80). In
our experiment, the atoms are initially loaded in single lattice sites,
namely in the Wannier-Stark states ni, their quasi momenta being
spread over the whole Brillouin zone. In fact, the de Broglie wave4 The sign of the phase φ has indeed changed, as a technical consequence of the
fact that the force considered here points towards n = −∞ instead of n = +∞
as it was F0 .
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Figure 3.20: Resonance spectrum obtained after 5 s of amplitude
modulation while scanning across the 5th harmonic of the Bloch
frequency. The resonant tunneling couples lattice sites which are
separated by 5 lattice periods λL /2, corresponding to a distance of
about 1.3 µm. The resonance width estimated to 69 mHz results
close to the Fourier limit of about 63 mHz. The central Bloch
frequency is determined with a statistical uncertainty of about 1.5
ppm.

length in the experiment results λdB ∼ 200 nm < d at temperature
T ∼ 1 µK. Applying the amplitude modulation for a given time results into a spatial broadening of the atomic wave packets which is
modulated by a sinc response as a function of the detuning δ, as
expected from (2.63). For instance, Fig. 3.20 shows the resonant
broadening while scanning the modulation frequency ωM across the
5th harmonic of the Bloch frequency ωB .
Higher-order tunneling The resonantly-driven tunneling can be
equivalently viewed, as we discussed in Sec. 2.11, as a two-photon
stimulated Raman process induced by the electric field of the lattice
laser which acquires sidebands displaced by `ωB . This interpretation of the tunneling allows to explain the resonance spectrum which
is reported in Fig. 3.21, which is obtained by modulating the laser
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Figure 3.21: Second-order tunneling process after the simultane(1)
= 504.226 Hz and
ous modulation of the laser intensity at fixed ωM
(2)
variable ωM around 644.226 Hz. The two modulation frequencies
are shifted by −70 Hz and +70 Hz from the ωB ∼ 574.226, respectively. The resonance spectrum is obtained after 3 s of modulation,
and it exhibits a Fourier limited resonance width Γ, which is estimated to 0.13 Hz close to the expected value of 0.11 Hz. The center
(1)
(2)
+ ωM
= ωB .
of the resonance occurs for ωM
(1)

intensity simultaneously at two frequencies ωM = ωB − ∆ω and
(2)
ωM = ωB + ∆ω + δ with an arbitrary ∆ω, according to:
(1)
(2) 
I(t) = I0 1 + α sin(ωM t) + α sin(ωM t)

(3.3)

where I0 represents the offset intensity and α is the common driving
amplitude. When δ = 0, a resonant tunneling of the second order occurs, i.e. two excitations are exchanged at once, because the quantity
(1)
(2)
ωM + ωM becomes equal to the 2ωB .
Tunneling rates In order to characterize the tunneling rates J
we proceed by recording the resonant broadening in time of the size
of the atomic cloud when δ = 0. In fact, according to the for√
mula in (2.47), the speed of broadening v` = `λL J` /(2 2~) pro-
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Figure 3.22: Tunneling rates of the resonantly-driven transport
in an amplitude-modulated optical lattice. The points reports the
measured tunneling rates for the first three harmonics of modulation, ` = 1, 2, 3, as a function of the lattice depth U0 . Exploiting
the linearity in the response with respect to the driving amplitude
α, the data have been normalized so that α U0 = 2 ER . The lines
correspond to the expected theoretical values which are computed
according to the procedure described in Sec. 2.10.

vides a directly a measurement of the tunneling rates J` . By measuring the speed of broadening varying the modulation amplitude
0 < α < 1, we find that the J` depend linearly on it. This is a
unique feature of amplitude modulation which provides a clean tunability of the J` in a wide range. As a function of U0 and `, the
measurements of the tunneling rates, reported in Fig. 3.22, show a
good agreement with the theoretical expected values which are computed following the procedure in Sec. 2.10. Moreover, we observe
that the tunneling rates are well fitted by the empirical expression
|J` (U0 /ER )| ≈ |J1 (U0 /ER )| exp[−β1 (` − 1)U0 /ER ] with β1 = 0.35
and |J1 (U0 /ER )|/~ ≈ 2500 × (αU0 /ER ) exp(−β2 U0 /ER ) s−1 with
β2 = 0.25.
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Tailoring the energy dispersion

At the resonance, δ = 0, the transport in the rotating frame is de0
scribed by the Hamiltonian Hamp
in (3.2), whose energy spectrum is
given by:
E(`, k, φ) = J sin(k`d − φ)
(3.4)
Therefore, atomic wave packets in the resonantly-driven system behave as if they were moving with an effective energy dispersion expressed by (3.4). In particular, it results that atomic wave packets
which are prepared with defined wave vector k travel with a group
velocity given by:
vg (`, k, φ) =

∂E(`, k, φ)
J
= ` d cos(k`d − φ)
∂(~k)
~

(3.5)

where each of the three parameters J , ` and φ can be accurately
tuned. This tunable sinusoidal energy profile has deep consequences
for the transport behavior. First, the profile of the energy dispersion is periodic within the Brillouin zone with a period 2kL /`. This
periodicity physically results from the resonant tunneling which selectively couples sites which are separated by ` lattice periods d. Second,
both φ and the energy bandwidth J can be tuned, the latter being
linear in the full range of modulation amplitudes 0 < α < 1.
In order to observe the effect of traveling matter waves with defined momentum, we need to prepare the atoms with a momentum
dispersion narrower than the Brillouin zone. We accomplish this by
increasing U0 = 14 ER sufficiently to trap a fraction of atoms also
in the second band, where the momentum distribution shrinks since
here the thermal momentum distribution is steeper. In addition,
we purposely favor one of the two directions by letting the atoms
freely fall for about 200 µs between the release from the red MOT
and the lattice switch on. We can accurately control the value of k
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Figure 3.23: Cloud’s barycentric position after 260 ms of amplitude modulation vs. the holding time in the static lattice, t0 ,
before activating the modulation. The holding time is related to
the average wave vector k at the starting of the modulation by the
formula k = 2kL t0 /τB (modulus the Brillouin zone). The modulation frequency is resonant ωM = ωB . By varying the modulation
phase φ of the driving we shift the sinusoidal dispersion law by the
same amount, e.g. at φ = 90◦ from sine to cosine.
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within the first Brillouin zone by following the Bloch oscillations in
the static lattice for a holding time t0 before activating the amplitude modulation, so that k = 2kL t0 /τB , modulus the Brillouin zone.
Subsequently, during the modulation the cloud’s position is expected
to move with an average velocity proportional to vg (`, k, φ) in (3.5).
This is indeed confirmed by the measurements reported in Fig. 3.23.
Moreover, the experimental data in the same figure shows that the
initial phase φ of the modulation allows to shift by the same amount
the phase of the energy dispersion E(`, k, φ) in (3.4). In particular, it
is possible to reverse the direction of motion by shifting the phase φ
to φ + π. The absence of an external directional bias to set the direction of motion shows an analogy between our system and quantum
ratchet systems [163, 164].
At the flex points of E(`, k, φ), like at k = 0 for φ = 0, the motion
becomes dispersionless and reaches the largest vg , and consequently
the largest displacement. In this case, Fig. 3.24 shows the displacement of the atoms in the second band which move upwards with a
vg of 0.64 mm/s. A residual broadening still occurs because of the
finite spread of the initial momentum distribution, but it is limited
to 1/10 of the total displacement. This can be largely reduced by
initially preparing a narrower momentum distribution, as with Bragg
or Raman velocity selective stages, sympathetic cooling or BECs.

3.4

Loschmidt echoes

We show the possibility to reversibly switch between Wannier-Stark
localization and driven transport based on coherent tunneling, always
maintaining the quantum coherence. Exploiting the high controllability of this transport mechanism we realize a Loschmidt-echo scheme in
which the atomic group velocities are reversed at once. These echoes
provide a novel mirror for matter waves working independently of the
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Figure 3.24: Traveling matter waves with defined momentum k.
The atoms loaded in the 2nd band of the optical lattice are prepared
with sub-recoil momentum dispersion. Their initial wave vector k
is prepared in a flex point of the energy dispersion E(`, k, φ), where
the motion is almost dispersionless. Each frame reports the time of
modulation, and the direction of the gravity acceleration ~g is also
reported. The central larger cloud, corresponding to the atoms in
the first band, does not show a neat displacement because it does
not have a well defined initial momentum. The data correspond to
U0 = 14 ER , α = 0.33 and ` = 1.
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momentum state.

3.4.1

The classical idea

The simple idea that the dynamics of a thermal gas can be reversed by
reversing the group velocities of its particles has a long history, dating
back to the arguments aroused by Josef Loschmidt when opposing the
H-theorem of Ludwig Boltzmann. The loophole has been found in the
short-range correlations which are neglected in the molecular chaos
hypothesis introduced by Boltzmann.
We shall present here an experiment which recreates this historical thought experiment by exploiting the high flexibility provided by
the resonantly driven transport. In our demonstration we only provide a mechanism showing how to reverse at once the atomic group
velocities, considering our atoms as effectively not interacting. We
asses the realization of the group velocity inversion by observing a
thermal cloud shrinking back in time instead of expanding. We call
this phenomenon Loschmidt echo.
The inversion mechanism is based on the fact that the group velocity vg (`, k, φ), which is reported in (3.5), reverses its sign whenever
k → k+(2n+1) kL /` for any integer n, as shown in Fig. 3.25. This recalls the Loschmidt-echo scheme proposed in [212, 213]. In Sec. 3.4.4
it will be demonstrated that this mapping of wave vectors is equivalent to reversing the band curvature J → −J . The operation of
transforming the Hamiltonian H into −H is the quantum mechanical
counterpart of the classical Loschmidt echoes, since e−i(−H)t/~ e−iHt/~
corresponds to the identity operator. Any source of decoherence produced by the coupling with the external environment hampers the
perfect accomplishment of the echo. In this respect, this reversal
mechanism can be a powerful tool to study decoherence processes
and fidelity in quantum many-body systems [214]. We thus proceed
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Figure 3.25: Because of the sinusoidal shape of the energy dispersion in (3.4), the group velocity vg , represented by the red arrows in figure, is reversed when k → k − kL /`. Only the unit cell
[−2kL /`, 2kL /`] of the effective and periodic energy dispersion of
Eq. 3.4 is shown in the picture.

to illustrate the experiment where this velocity reversal is performed.

3.4.2

Observation of the echoes

In order to demonstrate the reversal of the group velocities, we employ the sequence sketched in Fig. 3.26(a), using a Loschmidt-echo
scheme analogous to the more familiar spin echo in other systems.
Two identical bursts of amplitude modulation at `ωB are applied
lasting 287 τB ∼ 500 ms each, where τB has been preliminarily measured with 1 ppm uncertainty. For each case ` = 1, 2, 3, U0 =
11.2, 6.6, 6.3 ER and α = 0.23, 0.47, 0.84 are chosen to keep comparable tunneling rates. The two bursts serve to enable the coherent
tunneling and are separated by a variable freezing time tfr during
which the amplitude modulation is off, α = 0, and the resonant tunneling is disabled. During the freezing time, the quasi momentum
increases linearly in time performing Bloch oscillations within the

Figure 3.26: Realization of Loschmidt echos (a) The applied
sequence: two identical AM bursts of the optical lattice intensity
I(t) at `ωB enable the resonant tunneling which couples lattice sites
separated by `d. The bursts are separated by a freezing time tfr ,
during which the tunneling is disabled and Bloch oscillations of the
quasi momentum set in. (b) The corresponding cloud’s RMS size
measured after the second burst as a function of tfr has periodicity
2π/(`ωB ). Inversion of the group velocities vg occurs at the minima
of the RMS size. From top to bottom, amplitude modulation is
resonant at the harmonics ` = 1, 2, 3.
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Brillouin zone with period τB . This corresponds, in other terms,
to a phase imprinting created by the linear gravity potential on the
lattice such that neighboring sites acquire a phase difference equal
to ωB tfr . The group velocity vg (`, k, φ) during the second burst depends on the group velocity during the first burst and on the phase
imprinting during the freezing time. The overall cloud’s expansion
or contraction during the second burst is related to the comparison
of the group velocities before and after the freezing time, whether
they are aligned or anti-aligned as shown in Fig. 3.26(b). By varying
tfr , the two situations alternate periodically with period τ` ≡ τB /`,
proving the `-fold periodicity of the effective energy band within the
Brillouin zone. Fig. 3.26(b) shows that this is indeed the case, resulting in a periodic signal with period τ` . The group velocities
vg (`, k, φ) are fully reversed independently of the k values at each
τ` /2, that is at the minima occurring at tfr = τ` /2|2n + 1| (n integer).
The Gaussian convolution of the single atom response with the initial
cloud’s distribution suggests that the expression of the RMS size is
p
σ(tfr ) = σ02 + σ12 cos(π tfr /τ` )2 , with σ0 the initial size. The validity
of this expression will be demonstrated in following Sec. 3.4.4. This
is reproduced by the solid curves, best agreeing with the measured
points. The fit to each data set with different ` yields τ` = τB /`,
and σ1 turns out to match the broadening which would occur after
one single burst twice as long. The oscillations persist over several
seconds before being damped, as shown in Fig. 3.27 where the e−1
time is estimated to 4 s, indicating a high fidelity in recovering the
quantum state after the group velocity reversal [212]. As it is suggested in [213], it would be very interesting to extend the study of
these echoes in case of atomic species which allow to tune the sign of
the interactions [33, 34].
By following for 8 s the oscillations in Fig. 3.27 occurring with
periodicity τB /3 and relative to a modulation frequency ωM = 3ωB ,
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Figure 3.27: Loschmidt echoes persisting over long time. The
data points report the full data series corresponding to the case of
ωM = 3ωB of Fig. 3.27. The damping time is estimated of the order
of 4 s, which indicates a high robustness against decoherence of
88
Sr atoms in our system. The fit of the periodicity τB /3 provides
a measurement of the Bloch frequency with relative uncertainty
∆ωB /ωB = 5 × 10−7 .

we derive the Bloch frequency ωB with a statistical relative error
of ∆ωB /ωB = 5 × 10−7 . We remark that this measurement is performed at a temperature higher than the recoil energy, in a condition
in which Bloch oscillations of momentum would not be observable.
Moreover, working at higher modulation harmonics, such as ` = 3 in
our case, improves by the same factor the ultimate sensitivity which
is attainable.

3.4.3

A novel atom mirror

Finally, we present an application of the Loschmidt-echo scheme of
Fig. 3.26(a) for the realization of an atom mirror for traveling wave
packets. We refer to the same experimental situation described in
Fig. 3.24 of traveling wave packets with defined momentum in the
second band of the optical lattice. We first follow the motion of the
atoms which move upwards for a time lasting 500 τB . We then stop
the modulation and we reverse the wave-packets’ motion by choosing
a freezing time tfr = τB /2. We finally reactivate the modulation with
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Figure 3.28: Atom mirror for traveling matter waves. Atoms
loaded in the 2nd band have sub-recoil momentum dispersion. During the first AM burst the atom move upwards for a time of 500 τB .
After reversing the group velocity vg , the atoms move downwards
with opposite speed (dashed line). Inset: linearity of the tunneling vs. the driving amplitude α. Right panel: 2D density profile
of the cloud corresponding to the data point, circled in figure, at
t = 783 ms. Since the atoms in the 2nd band have an higher vg ,
the two clouds separate each other away from the origin.

a second AM burst, and we observe that the atoms move, indeed,
downwards with the same speed but opposite direction, as shown in
Fig. 3.28. As expected, this atom mirror which is based on Loschmidt
echoes reverses not only the direction of motion but also the residual
broadening of the atomic cloud, making the traveling wave packets
recover their initial size when the duration of the second burst becomes equal to the first one, namely after 500 τB cycles. We envisage
applications of this novel atom mirror to perform a large-area atom
interferometer with traveling matter waves [71, 72].
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Quantum mechanical derivation

We shall provide a detailed quantum mechanical explanation of the
experiment based on the two-burst scheme of Fig. 3.26(a) which allows to realize the Loschmidt echoes. Previously in Sec. 3.25 we
provided a semiclassical explanation of this effect which relies on the
inversion of the group velocities according to Fig. 3.25 in order to
account for the observed echoes of the cloud size, see Fig. 3.26(b).
We shall first provide a quantum mechanical derivation of the
echoes from general principles, and then we shall elaborate a detailed
derivation of the time-evolved state after the two-burst sequence in
order to calculate the expected cloud size as a function of the freezing time tfr . It is worth remarking that in both the derivations the
amplitude modulation is chosen resonant at frequencies ωM = ` ωB
which is, in fact, the situation of our experiment.

General principle demonstration The time evolution of the twoburst experiment is described by the sequence of time-evolution operators applied to a general state ψi:
ψ(tfr )i = U(τ ) U 0 (τ, φ)
|
{z
}
Second burst

U(tfr )
| {z }

Freezing period

U(τ ) U 0 (τ, φ) ψi
|
{z
}

(3.6)

First burst

where τ represents the duration of the two bursts individually and
tfr is the freezing time, while the operator U(t) and U 0 (t, φ) are defined as follows. The unitary transformation U(t) ≡ exp(−iHBO t/~)
performs the change of reference frame from the rotating frame, as
we derived in (2.72)5 . In addition, U(t) represents also the timeevolution operator of the static Hamiltonian HBO in (2.3), describing the situation in which the modulation is off, α = 0, during the
5 To be precise, this transformation corresponds to the hermitian conjugate of
(2.72), but for simplicity reasons we shall refer to it by U instead of U † .
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freezing time tfr . On the other hand, the unitary transformation

0
(φ)t/~ is the time-evolution operator in the
U 0 (t, φ) ≡ exp − iHamp
0
rotating frame corresponding to the Hamiltonian Hamp
(φ) in (2.74),
where the dependency on the initial phase φ has been put in evidence.
We recall that the initial phase of modulation φ corresponds to the
phase at which the modulation of the lattice potential is initially

started in each single burst U0 1 + α sin(`ωB t − φ) .
In order to simplify the sequence of operators in (3.6) we shall derive the commutation rule between U(t) and U 0 (t, φ) which in general
they do not commute. To this end we notice that the juxtaposition
of two sequential pulses of the duration t1 and t2 with initial phase
φ1 and φ2 = φ1 − `ωB t1 , respectively, corresponds to one single pulse
of duration t1 + t2 and initial phase φ1 . This result, when expressed
in mathematical form, reads as follows:
U(t2 ) U 0 (t2 , φ1 − `ωB t1 ) U(t1 ) U 0 (t1 , φ1 ) = U(t1 + t2 ) U 0 (t1 + t2 , φ1 )
(3.7)
from which the following commutation rule can be directly derived:
U 0 (t2 , φ1 − `ωB t1 ) U(t1 ) = U(t1 ) U 0 (t2 , φ1 )

(3.8)

Using this commutation rule to simplify the expression in (3.6) we
obtain that:
ψ(tfr )i = U(2τ + tfr ) U 0 (τ, φ + `ωB τ + `ωB tfr ) U 0 (τ, φ) ψi

(3.9)

where the sequence of the two operator U 0 plays the major role,
whereas U(2τ + tfr ) is an unimportant local change of the phase6 .
Given that the term `ωB τ is irrelevant because in the experiment it
is an integer multiple of 2π, two particular cases deserve a special
6 It is possible to make this local change of phase disappear by holding the
atoms in the static optical lattice after the second burst for a proper hold time.
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attention. The first one corresponds to a freezing time defined by
`ωB tfr = 2πm with m a positive integer number. In this case the
product of the two U 0 operators results in U 0 (2τ, φ) corresponding to
an expansion for a time 2τ , i.e., the two pulses act as a single pulse
twice as long. The freezing times tfr in this case correspond indeed to
the maxima points of Fig. 3.26(b). The second case corresponds to a
freezing time defined by `ωB tfr = π + 2πm with m a positive integer
number. In this case an inversion of the expansion during the second
burst occurs, as it can be directly demonstrated considering that:
0

0

U 0 (τ, φ + π) = e−iHamp(φ+π)τ /~ = eiHamp(φ)τ /~ = U 0 (τ, φ)†

(3.10)

0
0
(φ) as results from its expression in
(φ + π) = −Hamp
since the Hamp
(2.74) when δ = 0 (resonant case). This is equivalent to say that the
tunneling rate is effectively transformed as J → −J . The product
of the two U 0 operators results into the identity operator, i.e. the
final state after the two bursts coincides with the initial one. The
freezing times tfr in this case correspond indeed to the minima points
of Fig. 3.26(b).

Detailed derivation We shall here provide a detailed derivation of
the time-evolved state after the two bursts using the time propagator
derived in (2.80) considered at resonance (δ = 0). This approach
is rather technical than useful to understand the physical idea of
the echoes. Nonetheless, it provides the expected expression of the
cloud size as a function of the freezing time, which is significant to us
because it corresponds to the experimentally measured quantity.
For the sake of simplicity we choose ψi ≡ ni as the initial state,
and we apply explicitly the sequence of time evolutions in (3.6). Using
the time propagator in (2.80), after the the first burst the state ψi

3.4 Loschmidt echoes
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becomes ψ1 i according to:
ψ1 i =

∞
X


ei(n+m`)ωB τ e−imφ Jm J τ /~ n + m`i

(3.11)

m=−∞

This state ψ1 i, in turns, becomes ψfr i after applying U(tfr ) for the
freezing time tfr :
∞
X

ψfr i =


ei(n+m`)ωB (τ +tfr ) e−imφ Jm J τ /~ n + m`i

(3.12)

m=−∞

Then finally after the second burst the state ψfr i becomes ψ2 i according to:
∞
X

ψ2 i =


ei(n+m`)ωB (τ +tfr ) e−imφ Jm J τ /~ ×

m=−∞

×

∞
X


0
0
ei(n+(m+m )`)ωB τ e−im φ Jm0 J τ /~ n + (m + m0 )`i

m0 =−∞

(3.13)
which can be simplified by re-indexing m00 = m + m0 as follows:
ψ2 i = einωB (2τ +tfr )

∞
X

00

eim

(`ωB τ −φ)

×

m00 =−∞

×

∞
X



eim`ωB (τ +tfr ) Jm J τ /~ Jm00 −m J τ /~ n + m00 `i (3.14)

m=−∞

where the sum over m can be analytically computed using the Bessel
function addition theorem:
∞
X

eimα Jm (x)Jn−m (x) = einα/2 Jn 2 cos(α/2)x

m=−∞



(3.15)
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We therefore obtain the following final expression:
ψ2 i = einωB (2τ +tfr )

∞
X

eim(`ωB τ −φ) eim`ωB (τ +tfr )/2 ×

m=−∞

× Jm 2 cos(`ωB (τ + tfr )/2)J τ /~



n + m`i (3.16)

We observe that the state ψ2 i comes back to the initial state ψi,
expect for an irrelevant change of phase, when the argument of the
Bessel functions vanishes. Supposing that `ωB τ is an integer multiple of 2π as in the experiment, the echoes occur for the freezing
times defined by `ωB tfr = π + 2πm when the cos function cancels,
confirming the same result which we have previously derived.
The explicit expression of ψ2 i in (3.16) allows to compute the
cloud size as a function of the freezing time. In fact, following a
similar procedure described in Sec. 2.5.1 we obtain that:

2  J τ /~ 2
√
σ(tfr )2 = σ02 + 2 cos(`ωB tfr /2)
(` d)2
2

(3.17)

where σ0 represents the initial size of the atomic cloud and `ωB τ has
been set to an integer multiple of 2π. When the cos function is equal
to ±1 the expansion occurs as a single burst twice as long as each
single burst. On the other hand, when the cos function is equal to 0
the final size matches the initial one, indicating that the expansion
has been reversed during the second burst. Finally, we remark that
the expression (3.17) is exactly the one which has been used to fit the
experimental data shown in Fig. 3.26(b). The agreement between the
theoretical expectation and the experimental results is remarkable.
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